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Anyone can build 
a column speaker. 

We've built 
something better. 
A new Line 
Radiator. 
The LR4SA. 

i 

°Column speakers look simple. Do it yourself? Why not! 

Just hammer up a long box, grab a handful of radio -set 
speakers and a few feet of wire, and hook them up. Now 
cover the face with a couple of yards of hi -fi grille cloth 
and you're done. And it may even work. 

Of course it won't be perfect. 

It will be very heavy. 

It won't be weatherproof. 

Its polar pattern will be irregular - high frequency output 
lobes may appear almost anywhere (with at least one off the ends 
or back, right where you need a quiet spot for a microphone). 

And finally, it may sound like nothing more than a 
long, narrow table radio. Or worse. 

The new LR4SA Line Radiator* was designed to combat 
the many ills of hit -or -miss column speaker construction. 

Start with the housing. We use a single channel of extruded 
aluminum, plus cast end caps. Very light. Weatherproof. 
Much stronger pound- for -pound than wood or steel. With no 
maintenance needed - indoors or out. 

The grille is equally unusual. Acoustifoam ", We developed 
this foam plastic to be completely transparent to sound - 
yet act as a solid barrier to water! 

And the LR4SA sounds better. You get solid coverage of 
a wide area with flat response. Unwanted lobes of energy at the 
backs and sides are sharply suppressed. It's quite a trick - 
and very useful to you. 

It's accomplished in the LR4SA with very special 3 "x5" 
speakers, chosen for rising response, teamed with electrical filtering 
that progressively rolls off highs at the ends of the column. 
This "contouring" of the response of every speaker is the basic 
difference between column speakers and a Line Radiator. 

The next time you face a job that calls for a column - try 
the LR4SA Line Radiator instead. It can make your day! 
*T. M. 

Specifications: Frequency Response 200 to 10,000 Hz; 80 Watts Peak Power; Dispersion 160° Horiz. 30° Vert.; Net Weight 25 lbs,; Size 48 -3/8" L e 6 -5,'8" W o 4 -7/8" D, 515'x00 L:st iless normaltrade discounts) 

high fidelity systems and speakers tuners, amplifiers, receivers public address loudspeakers 
microphones phonograph needles and cartridges organs space and defense electronics 

CIRCLE NO. 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Electro- Voice, Inc., Dept. 176N, 629 Cecil Street, Bucharan, Michigan 49107 
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You are now in Radar Sentry Alarm's r.f. microwave field. 
Don't move a muscle! 

This security system is so sensitive, it can be 
adjusted to detect the motion of your arm turning 
this page. 

And if this Portable Model Unit were within 35 feet 
of you and you moved ... people up to a half -mile away 
could hear the siren. Plus with optional equipment, 
it can detect fire...turn on lights...even notify police. 

What does a burglar alarm have to do with you? 
Just this: Radar Sentry is no ordinary alarm. It is 

the most modern and effective security system avail- 
able. And it's also electronic. 

That's why we need you. We need Dealers with 
technical knowledge. For the most successful Dealers 
for Radar Sentry Alarm are men who know electron- 
ics. This is a product that sells itself when demon- 
strated properly. 

It's been proven time after time. In fact, many of 
the more than one thousand readers of electronics 
magazines who became Dealers in the past year - 
sold a system on their first demonstration. 

And that's why we need men with technical knowl- 
edge and experience. 

Men like you. 

January, 1967 

How about it? 
Do you want to start a business of your own... 

or expand your present business with a product that in 
8 years has become the world -wide leader in its field? 

Do you want to earn up to $5,000 a year in 
your spare tine? 

Do you want to earn $20,000 and more full time? 
We'll show you how. 

O.K., now you can move. 
Fill out the coupon and get complete Dealer /Distributor 
information.. . free. 

Mail to: RADAR DEVICES MANUFACTURING CORP. EN. I 

22003 Harper Ave., St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48080 

Pease tell me how I can have a business 
of my own distributing Radar Sentry Alarm 
Systems. I understand there is no obligation. 

Name 

Address 

City State & Code 
CIRCLE NO. 94 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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GARRARD'S i0 MARK II 
A NEW COMPACT AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE WITH 
RICH PERFORMANCE FEATURES AT ONLY .$54.50 

Far from being keyed to the level of 
budget or even medium priced music sys- 
tems, the 50 Mark Il deserves comparison 
with the finest and most expensive auto- 
matic turntables. Its dramatic impact in, 
gins with styling . functional, handsome 
and beautifully coordinated. Operating 

emsommoolloolimilm 
New coordinated 
Garrard base, richly 
molded in ebony, with 
walnut overlay. 
rcromesomendowliim 

features are equally impressive ... encom- 
passing the latest advances in convenience 
and performance. The 50 Mark 11 is one of 
five new Garrard Automatic Tu;ntables. 
For complintentury Comparator Guide 
describing each ?nude(, write_ Dept. 150, 
Garrard, Wcstbur _v, N. Y. 11590. 

immIlemommoomrs 
Stylus torce adjustment 
sets tracking pressure 
by sliding a pointer along 
the tone arm. 

semommuommemmoomiet 
Lightweight plug-in shell 

with Precision bay octet 
fitting accommodates 

all cartridges. 
mommoomomminomou 

ei! r 
wit, `lu 

S 

Lightweight, tubular 
tone arm has fixed 
counterbalance. 
resiliently mounted. 
sommerommommommi 

Cueing and pause 
control lever places 
tone arm on or off any 
groove with perfect 
safety to record 
and stylus. 

v. 

monnommelmmillim 
Oversized turntable with 

distinctive mat and'" - 
contrasting trim ring. 
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THIS MONTH'S COVER 
shows a grouping of hi -fi 
components that symbolize 
our special hi -fi features in 
this issue. At the very top 
of the photo is a pair of 
Acoustic Research AR -4X 
loudspeaker systems. Atop 
one of these is a University 
312 3 -way 12 -in loudspeak- 
er. Just below these is an 
Ampex 960 solid -state ster- 
eo tape recorder. Below and 
to the left is a Sony TTS- 
3000 2 -speed turntable. To 
the right is the Heathkit AR- 
15 stereo receiver which 
uses two integrated circuits 
and crystal filters in its i.f. 
strip as described in a spe- 
cial article in this issue. The 
headphones shown are Cle- 
vite stereo phones. At the 
bottom of the photo is a 
Fisher TFM -1000 stereo 
tuner, which uses a pulse - 
counting detector as de- 
scribed in an article in this 
issue. Cover 
photo by Louis Mervar. 
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Start a 

Stereo System 

of Unparalleled 

Quality or 
ror Solid State 

Tube Amplifiers 

... for less than L 
3(OO 

FABULOUS MUSTANG M -12T 

12" 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM. 

A new breed of high per- 

formance for whole house 

sound! With 35- 40,000 Hz 

response; extra slim, thin 
profile; exclusive front or 

rear baffle mounting design; 
12 15/16" dia. by 3T /e" deep. 

... for less than S f j) UU 

AWARD WINNING MODEL 6201 

12" 2 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM. 

Updated version of the 
most popular true -coaxial 
speaker ever made! With 
axially mounted compres- 
sion driven, wide - angle 
reciprocating flare horn 

tweeter; 28 to 18,500 Hz 

response; 13" dia. by 6 5 /e" deep. 

... for less than $7900 
AWARD WINNING MODEL 312 

12" 3 -WAY DIFFAXIAL SYSTEM. 

The only integrated single 

speaker assembly capable 
of response from 28 

to 40,000 Hz! With high 

compliance woofer; 
Diffusicone mid- range; 
exclusive Sphericon 
tweeter; integral 
brilliance control; 
151/2" dia. by 12" 
deep. 

Listen to these and other fine University 

speakers at your dealers today! Ask about PSE 

-University's "master blue print" for goof -proof 

planning and building of your own speaker 
system. Includes many plans for 
speaker enclosures designed to 

deliver the very best in stereo 
sound. Address inquiries to desk 

uJ 

LISTEN -UNIVERSITY ®SOUNDS BETTER 

UNIVERSITY SOUND 
A DIVISION OF LTV LING ALTEC, INC. 
9500 W. Reno Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73101 

CIRCLE NO. 83 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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COMING 
NEXT 

)Il)-\7'[1 
SPECIAL FEATURE ARTICLES ON: 

Electronic Music & Instruments 

Design Considerations for Electronic Guitars and Amplifiers -The electronic guitar, which 

is capable of producing excellent music, is undergoing a metamorphosis during which 

emphasis is being shifted from volume to timbre. Daniel Queen of Perma -Power dis- 

cusses the development of such an instrument and its associated amplifier. 

Electronic Music Composition: Circuits and Techniques -Now that more and more people 

are being "exposed" to electronic music in the concert hall, on radio and TV, and at 

the movies, it might be of interest to know that many of the popular electronic musical 

instruments available today incorporate devices which had their origins in experiments 

with electronic music. R.A. Moog provides the details. 

The Electronic Saxophone -The new H.A. Selmer "Varitone" is an electronic saxophone 

which permits the musician to create a wide range of musical effects by means of seven 

controls -with such added features as volume control, resonance, and echo effects. The 

special microphone and amplifier circuits for this instrument were developed by Electro- 

Voice and this article discusses the design philosophy. 

Design of an Electronic Guitar System -The tremendous popularity of the guitar has in- 

spired Heath Company, working in conjunction with Harmony Co., a guitar maker, to 

come up with a line of do- it- yourself instruments in kit form. 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEMS 

An up -to -date survey of flu, design consid- 
erations and comparative characteristics of 

conventional systems, the transistor ignition 
system, and the narrer capacitive -discharge 
system. H.L. Carroll analyzes the "pros" 
and -cons" of the three systems and explains 
their operation. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
AND THE AUTOMOBILE 

The advent of IC's brims the day of the 
"Computerized" car closer to realization. 
Such a .small computer could be used to 

monitor almost all functions of both car 
and engine and alert the driver to any dan- 
gerous conditions. 

All these mal Horny more interesting and informative articles will be yours in 

the February issue of ELLCTRO.AICS WORLD . . . on sale January 19th. 
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Be the man who's always 
first to say: "I've got 

the answer right here:' 

START USING THIS REMARKABLE 

ELECTRONICS SLIDE RULE 
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S 
OME DAY EVERYONE in electronics 

may have a slide rule like this. Till 
then, the man who uses one will seem 
like a wizard as he solves reactance and 
resonance problems in 12 to 20 seconds 
-without pencil and paper. 

This is a professional slide rule in 
every detail, a full 10" long, made exclu- 
sively for Cleveland Institute of Elec- 
tronics, to our rigid specifications, by 
Pickett, Inc. It can be used for conven- 
tional computation as well as special 
electronics calculations. All -metal con- 
struction assures smooth operation re- 
gardless of climate. 

Handsome top -grain leather carry- 
ing case has heavy -duty plastic liner to 
protect slide rule; removable belt loop 
for convenient carrying. "Quick -flip" 
cover makes it easy to get rule in and 
out of case. 

You also get four full -length AUTO - 
PROGRAMMED'r't Lessons, which 
teach you how to use the special elec- 
tronics scales on the slide rule. These 
lessons have been carefully designed 
to meet the same high educational 
standards as the electronics career 
courses for which our school is famous. 
Even if you've never used a slide rule 
before, you'll soon whiz through the 
toughest problems with this CIE rule. 

Deliberately underpriced. Many 
men in electronics have told us that this 
unique slide rule, leather case, and 4- 
lesson course easily add up to a $50 
value. But we have deliberately under- 
priced it at less than $25. Why? Our 
reason is simple: we are looking for 
men in electronics who are ambitious 
to improve their skills...who know that 
this will require more training. If we 
can attract you with the low price of 
our slide rule and course -and impress 
you with its quality -you are more 

Back 

likely to consider CIE when you 
decide you could use more electronics 
training. 

Send for free booklet. See for your- 
self why this amazing slide rule and 
course have made such a big hit with 
busy electronics men everywhere. No 
obligation, of course -just an oppor- 
tunity to get in on the best offer ever 
made to people in electronics. Just mail 
coupon, or write Cleveland Institute 
of Electronics, Dept. EW -133, 1776 
East 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

CIECleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Please send me without charge or obligation 
your booklet describing CIE Electronics Slide 
Rule and Instruction Course. ALSO FREE if 
I act at once: a handy pocket -size Electronics 
Data Guide. 

Naine 

Address 

City 

How to Solve Electronics Problems in Seconds 

With new Electronics Slide Rule and Instruction Course 

(please print) 

tb 
State Zip 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
A Leader in Electronics Training...Since 1934 EW-133 

CIRCLE NO. 120 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Sub - 
scriptlon to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantas- 
tic Value Packed Catalog - Unheard of 
LOW, LOW PRICES on Brand Name 
Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, Stereo 
Amps, Tuners, CB, Hi -Fi's, and thousands 
of other Electronic Values. Credit plan 
available. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

If you have a friend interested in electronics 
send his name and address for a FREE sub- 
scription also. 

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC. 

556 S. Forge Street Akron, Ohio 44308 

CIRCLE NO. 98 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Stop throwing 
money away 
when you 
buy records. 
Citadel saves you money 
with Pow discount prices. 

Here's what Citadel offers you when you 
become a lifetime member: 

Over 30,000 records to choose from -on 
all labels -by all artists -in all musical 
categories: classical, popular, jazz, show 
tunes. folk, etc. 
No obligatory records to buy. No un- 
requested records sent to you. Buy as 
few or as many records as you want. 
No "preselected" record list. Choose 
from any record in print. 
A minimum discount of 35% and regu- 
lar discounts on the discounts. Never 
any list price purchases. 
Factory fresh records, free from defects 
of any sort. 
Promptest service. Orders often shipped 
on the same day as received. Rarely 
later than the next few days. 
Free Schwann Record Catalog. 

(We also offer all pre- recorded 4 -track 
stereo tapes, including auto tapes, to our 
members, at lowest possible prices.) For 
free details write... 

Citadel Record Club 
545 Fifth Avenue,Dept.EW,New York, N.Y.10017 

CIRCLE NO. 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

LETTERS 
FROM OUR 

READERS 

AMPEX TEST TAPE 
To the Editors: 

I find the hi -fi test reports in your 
magazine interesting, but I would like 
to test some of my own equipment. For 
this, I would like to obtain an Ampex 

I -st tape No. 31321 -04 which is used by 
II irscli- Ilouck Labs'. Where can I pur- 
chase one of these tapes? 

E. C. LITSCIIER 
Pittsfield, Mass. 

The Ampex test tapes are available 
front. local Ampex dealers tclto luidlc' 
the company's professional products. 
For example, the tape -mentioned in 
Reader Litscher's letter i.s li.sted in the' 
latest Harvey Radio Co. Inc. (60 Cross- 
ways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 
I I 797) catalogue at a price of about S22. 
Readers may also be able to obtain 
other, less expensive test tapes from 
some of the larger audio dealers. - 
Frlitors. 

EFFECTIVE USE OF V.O.M. 
To the Editors: 

This is in reference to the article 
"Effective Use of the V.O. t l ." in the 
April, 1966 issue of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD. My comments pertain specifi- 
cally to the last paragraph: "If the 
reading is taken at the high -resistance 
end of the ohms scale, the over -all er- 
ror expressed as a percentage becomes 
even greater. Therefore, all resistance 
measurements should be made using 
the lowest resistance portion of the 
scale whenever possible." 

This paragraph appears to imply 
that the most accurate resistance mea- 
surements should be made toward the 
low- reading end of the resistance scale. 

Using a divider set for a 3° meter 
error and repeating the example given 

n 1 p. 83 for the following precision re- 
istor values, I obtained the following 
results: 

Prec. Res. 3° Meter Error (ohms) 

Val. (ohms) Upper Lim. lower Lim. Result (ohms) 

4 4.6+ 3.4- 0.6 in 4 -15% 
1 1.4 0.6 0.4 in 1.40% 

From the results obtained, it can be 
concluded that the percentage error in- 
creases as precision resistor values low- 
er than the meter's mid -scale value are 
measured. Therefore, the last sentence 

CI 
6 

of the article would be more explicit if 
it were changed to read, "Therefore, all 
resistance measurements should be 
made using the lowest resistance por- 
tion of the scale, with the most accu- 
rate readings occurring at mid- scale; 
for voltage measurements, the most 
accurate readings occur at full scale. 

GEORGE A. PIIILACTOS 
Installation Engrg. Practices 
Western Electric Co. 
New York, N.I. 

TRANSISTOR FAILURE PREDICTION 
To the Editors: 

It seems to me that both George 
Hrischenko's letter and your reply in 
the October, 1966 issue of ELECTRON - 
ICS WORLD indicate a misunderstand- 
ing of transistor failure prediction as 
developed by the National Bureau of 
Standards. First of all, a great many 
transistors have storage temperatures in 
excess of 100° C. In fact, many have 
junction operating temperatures of 
100° C or greater. Thus, storage at 
100° C generally will not be destruc- 
tive, contrary to the opinion of Mr. 
Hrischenko. 

Second, the purpose of the test is to 
sort transistors. The result of the tests 
conducted at the National Bureau of 
Standards was that germanium alloy 
transistors whose leakage current in- 
creases by at least 1.6 times after being 
stored at 100° C for 1000 hours were 
found to also fail early in regular use. 
Thus, this test offers one means of 
sorting out individual transistors, not 
transistor types, which are apt to fail 
early under ordinary use. And this 
would be a test to run on transistors 
before being installed in equipment. 

JAMES VAN ORNUM 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 

THE HAM AS ENGINEER 
To the Editors: 

This is in reference to John Frye's 
column in your August, 1966 issue on 
"Predicting Academic Success." The 
fifth paragraph on p. 51 irks me as a 
licensed radio amateur since 1922 and 
a traffic man since 1948. 

Mr. Frye has Barney say, "The rag - 
chewing, traffic -handling, plug -in ap- 

(Continued on page 12) 
RCLE NO. 88 ON READER SERVICE CARD -. 
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When you've got a reputa- 
tion as a leader in transistor 

technology, you don't intro- 
duce a transistor amplifier 

that is like someone else's. We 
didn't. The new Sony TA -1120 

integrated stereo amplifier is the 
case in point. We considered the 

few remaining shortcomings that 
have kept today's transistor amplifi- 

ers from achieving the quality of 
performance of the best tube amplifi- 
rs and set out to solve them. To do it, 

we even had to invent new types of 
transistors. The result: the first truly great 

solid -state stereo amplifier. 
Distortion is lower than in the finest tube 

amplifiers at all frequencies and power levels. 
Signal -to -noise ratio: better than 110 db. 

Damping factor is extraordinarily high (140 at 
16 ohms). Frequency response: practically flat 

from 10 to 100,000 HZ ( +0 db / -1 db). Plenty of 
power, too (120 watts IHF at 8 ohms, both channels). 

With an amplifier as good as this, the preamp 
section has a great deal to live up to. It does, mag- 

nificently! Solid -state silicon circuitry throughout 
coupled with an ingenious design achieve the lowest 

possible distortion. Sensible arrangement of front panel 
controls offers the greatest versatility and ease of opera- 

tion with any program source. 
Finally, to protect your investment in this superb 

instrument, an advanced SCR (silicon -controlled rectifier) 
circuit prevents possible damage to the power transistors 

due to accidental shorting of the outputs. 
The Sony TA -1120 stereo amplifier /preamp at $399.50 and 

the TA-3120 stereo power amplifier, $249.50 are available at a 
select group of high fidelity specialists who love and cherish 

them. And will get as much enjoyment out of demonstrating them 
as you will from their performance. So visit your dedicated Sony 
i-h fidelity dealer and enjoy. Prices suggested list. Sony Corpora- 

tion of America Dept. H 47-47 Van Dam St. L.I.C., N.Y. 11101. 

With so many fine amplifiers 
our first had to be something special. 

It is! 
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Discover the ease 
and excitement of NRI's 

2 -DAN qKlia©KI H 

.D) 

of ELECTRONICS 
TV -RADIO TRAINING 

10 HOME -STUDY PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM 

Ask men whose judgment you respect about 
NRI's three dimensional method of home - 
study training. Ask about the new, remarkable 
NRI Achievement Kit. Ask about NRI custom - 
designed training equipment, programmed 
for the training of your choice to make Elec- 
tronics come alive in an exciting, absorbing, 
practical way. Ask about NRI "bite- size" texts, 
as direct and easy to read as 50 years of 
teaching experience can make them. Achieve- 
ment Kit ... training equipment ... bite -size 
texts ... the three dimensions of home -study 
training; the essentials you must have to make 

OVER 50 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP 

8 

learning easier, more interesting, more mean- 
ingful. You get them all from NRI. 

Whatever your interest . . . whatever your 
need ... whatever your education ... pick the 
field of your choice from NRI's 10 instruction 
plans and mail the postage free card today 
for your free NRI catalog. Discover just how 
easy and exciting the NRI 3- DIMENSIONAL 
METHOD of training at home can be. Do it 
today. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Elec- 
tronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016. 

BEGIN NOW AN ABSORBING 

ADVENTURE -LEARN ELECTRONICS 

THE EASY NRI WAY -MAIL CARD TODAY 

IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Start Fast with NRI's New 
Remarkable Achievement Kit 

The day you enroll with NRI this new starter kit 
is on its way to you. Everything you need to make 
a significant start in the Electronics field of your 
choice is delivered to your door. It's an out- 
standing way of introducing you to NRI training 
methods ... an unparalleled "first dimension" 
that opens the way to new discoveries, new knowl- 
edge, new opportunity. The Achievement Kit is 
worth many times the small payment required 
to start your training. No other school has any- 
thing like it. Find out more about the NRI 
Achievement Kit. Mail the postage -free card today. 

NRI "Bite- Size" Lesson Texts 
Program Your Training 

Certainly, lesson texts are a necessary part of 
any training program ... but only a part. NRI's 
"bite- size" texts are simple, direct, well illus- 
trated, and carefully programmed to relate things 
you read about to training equipment you build. 
Here is the "second dimension" in NRI's training 
method. Here are the fundamental laws of elec- 
tronics, the theory, the training of your choice, 
presented in a manner you'll appreciate. And in 
addition to lesson texts, NRI courses include 
valuable Reference Texts related to the subjects 
you study, the field of most interest to you. 

2 Custom -Designed Training Kits 
Make Learning Come Alive 

Electronics becomes a clear and understandable 
force under your control as you build, experiment, 
explore, discover. Here is the "third dimension" 
... the practical demonstration of things you read 
about in NRI texts. NRI pioneered and perfected 
the use of training kits to aid in learning at home. 
NRI invites comparison with equipment offered by 
any other school, at any price. Prove to yourself 
what 750,000 NRI students could tell you ... that 
you get more for your money from NRI than from 
any other home -study Radio -TV, Electronics school. 
Mail postage free card for your NRI catalog. (No 
salesman will call.) 

AVAILABLE UNDER NEW GI 
BILL- If you served since January 31, 
1955, or are in service, check GI line in 
postage -free card. 
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With all the 
field offices 
we have 

you can 
build a 
great futu 
just about 
anywhere. 

You don't need a degree to get in 
on this fine career opportunity in 
computer technology. You do need 
a grasp of electronics and electro- 
mechanical fundamentals which 
might have been gained through 
such military training as: weapons 
control systems, radar, sonar, radio 
maintenance -and a strong ambi- 
tion to build a real future. 

Here's how we do it at UNIVAC. 
For one thing, we'll teach you all 

about computers. How they work, 
and why. How to install and main- 
tain them. By the time you're fin- 
ished with our training program 
you're a top notch, all round expert, 
fully equipped to handle any prob- 
lems you'll encounter. And all the 
time you're learning you're on the 
payroll. 

Now, when you're ready to show 
what you can do, we'll assign you to 
one of our field offices. With the 
kind of growth you'd expect from 
UNIVAC, you'll find them every- 
where in the nation, and overseas. 
Covering a full range of assign- 
ments. Of course, you come in 
under our comprehensive benefits 
program. And with the way we re- 
ward technical ability and initiative, 
a good man can really go far. 

Interested candidates are invited 
to write Manager of Field Adminis- 
tration, UNIVAC, P. O. Box 8100, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

UNIVAC 
DIVISION OF SPERRY RANO CORPORATION 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

(Continued from page 6) 
pliance operator . . . may or may not 
make an engineer; but his ham activ- 
ity is useless as an indicator." 

At age 61, I am still an avid traffic 
man; I run a c.w. net seven days a 
week on 7140 kHz which I took over 
in 1961 from one of the greatest traffic 
men ever -Benton White, AV4PL, of 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, who is now 
deceased. 

I have a good knowledge of the type 
of young men who are in the traffic 
nets. They are "savvy" on traffic and 
know what their own equipment does. 
\Iy rig is home -built, but if I lead to 
move, I would select some good manu- 
factured gear. It is not the gear that 
makes one a traffic handler; it is the 
will to work, to meet schedules, to 
know the code well, to be able to re- 
ceive under difficulties, and to use 
courtesy with others. This discipline 
traffic men receive on the nets, and the 
guidance they get from us old- timers 
prepares them for college engineering 
courses much more than any help they 
might get from their buddies who 
very often waste their time on unpro- 
ductive things. 

For the most part, I like Mr. Frye's 
approaches but I disagree with him on 
this matter. 

CLIFF ERICKSON, AV8DAE 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 

CALCULATING RESISTOR VALUES 
To the Editors: 

I would like to call your attention to 
the similarities between the brief item 
entitled "Calculating Parallel Resistor 
Values" in your October, 1966 issue 
(p. 60) and an item published in the 
February, 1966 issue of Electronic De- 
sign magazine entitled "Slide -Rule Pro- 
cedure Directly Yields Equivalent Re- 
sistances." 

I originally developed this procedure 
for solving circuit analysis problems 
with the slide rule approximately four 
years ago and submitted it to Elec- 
tronic Design on August 30, 1965; this 
article subsequently won the "Best of 
Issue, Ideas for Design Award." 

ANDREW M. CHAO 
Design Engr. 
Bendix- Pacific Div. 
North Hollywood, Calif. 

In February of last year, we received 
a letter form Dlr. Loui, echo is our au- 
thor, bringing our attention to the arti- 
cle in Electronic Design. His letter in- 
dicated that he, too, had conceived 
and recorded this idea at an earlier 
date. It is certainly difficult for us to 
know who came upon the idea first. 
We are more inclined to believe that in 
a field such as ours, it is not at all 
uncommon for several individuals to 
come upon fairly similar ideas while 
working independently.- Editors 1 
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FINCOfr4XML 
COLOR K/T 

FINCO -AXIAL 

COLOR -KIT, 

Model 7512 AB 

High performance Indoor and 

Outdoor Matching Transformers 

convert old- fashioned and inef- 

ficient 300 ohm hook -ups to the 

new Finco -Axial 75 ohm color 

reception system. 

List price for complete kit . . . 

7512AB $8 95 

7512 -A Mast mounted match- 

ing transformer . . . list $5.40 

the 

complete 
color TV 
reception 

system 

7512 -B TV Set mounted match- 

ing transformer . . . iist $4.15 

FINCO -AXIAL 

SHIELDED 

COLOR CABLE, 

CX Series 

Highest quality, 75 ohm swept 

coaxial cable (RG 59/U) com- 

plete with Type F fittings, weath- 

er boot ready for installation. 

Available in 25, 50, 75 and 100 
foot lengths. List price ... $5.55, 
$8.65, $11.50 and $14 20. 

Write for Color Brochure # 20 -349 

For the best color TV picture 
eliminates color -fade, ghosting and smearing! 
Improves FM and Stereo, toc! 

QUICK, EASY INSTALLATION 
ENJOY brilliant "TV- Studio" color reception today by changing 
over to the new Finco -Axial Color Reception System. NOW, 

color tade, ghosts and smears are a thing of the past. Finco -Axial 
shields color sets against signal loss ... eliminates outside 
interference and mismatch problems. 

THE FINNEY COMPANY 34 WEST INTERSTATE STREET, DEPT.410, BEDFORD, OHIO 

January, 1967 
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LAB TESTED 

Hi -Fi PRODUCT 
DEPORT 
TESTED BY FIIRSCII- IIOUCK LABS 

Sony TA -1120 Integrated Amplifier 
BSR McDonald 500 Automatic Turntable 

Sony TA -1120 Integrated Amplifier 
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 31 on Reader Service Card. 

THE Sony Corporation, widely 
known for its broad line of small 

transistor radios and tape recorders, has 
entered the hi -fi component field with 
a line of unusually sophisticated, high- 
quality instruments. Perhaps foremost 
among these is the integrated stereo 
amplifier, Model TA -1120. 

Obviously aimed at the most de- 
manding audiophiles, the TA -1120 
shows evidence of considerable origi- 
nal thinking and a determination to 
produce a "no- compromise" amplifier. 
The manufacturer has, in general, been 
highly successful in its efforts. The 
TA -1120 uses 46 silicon transistors 
and 23 diodes, with all the transistors 
of the company's own manufacture and, 
in many cases, specifically designed for 
high -quality audio applications. 

The a nplifier is rated at 50 watts 

continuous output per channel into 
8 -ohm loads. Harmonic distortion is 
rated at less than 0.1% for all power 
levels up to maximum rated, at 1000 
IIz. Over the entire 20 -Hz to 20 -kHz 
band, the distortion is rated at less 
than 0.51 at 50 watts output (± 0.5 dB). 
The TA -1120 has a damping factor of 
70. It will deliver about 35 watts to 
16 -ohm speakers, and is not rated for 
use with 4 -ohm speakers. If electro- 
static speakers are used, a 2 -ohm re- 
sistor must be placed in series with 
each speaker to prevent excessive load- 
ing of the amplifier at high frequencies. 

The volume control, balance control, 
and mode- selector switch are conven- 
tional in their operation. The mode 
selector provides stereo, reversed -chan- 
nel stereo, left or right channels through 
both speakers, and a summed output 

r 0.2 

SONY TA-I120 

BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN 
en LOADS, 120V.A.C. LINE 
ONE CHANNEL MEASURED) 

REF. -POWER OUTPUT (50W) 

CL IPPI NG LE EL 

DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.1 / AT 45 WATTS AND UNDER 
0.1 

20 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 
FREQUENCY -Hz 

5k IOk 20k 

10.0 

5.0 

Ñ 0.5 

0.2 

0.1 
.2 .5 2 5 IO 20 50 

CONTINUOUS(EQUIV.) SINE -WAVE POWER OUTPUT PER CHANNEL -WATTS 

for mono reproduction. The input se- 
lector is unusual, consisting of a three - 
position lever switch and a four -posi- 
tion rotary switch. In the upper posi- 
tion of the lever switch, the tuner 
inputs are connected, and in its lower 
position a phono cartridge with an 
output of 3 to 20 millivolts is con- 
nected. In the center position, the 
rotary switch comes into use, selecting 
from a microphone, tape head, phono, 
or auxiliary inputs. The second phono 
input is used for low- output cartridges, 
with outputs of 1 to 5 millivolts, such 
as the Sony VC -8E moving -coil car- 
tridge. 

This two -part input selector system 
makes it easy to switch among any 
three commonly used inputs without 
having to pass through a number of 
undesired inputs. Host users, employ- 
ing only timer and phono inputs, will 
only have to use the lever switch. 

The tone controls are of the step 
type, with five boost and five cut posi- 
tions, plus a flat setting for both bass 
and treble controls. A lever switch per- 
mits canceling the tone -control settings 
for the flattest over -all response. Two 
other lever switches control high- and 
lose -cut filters with 12 dB /octave slopes 
above 9 kHIz and below 50 Hz. An- 
other lever switch connects the ampli- 
fier for monitoring from a three -head 
tape recorder while making recordings, 
while another lever switch controls the 
power that is 1 pplied to the amplifier 

SONY TA -1120 
BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN 
en LOADS, 120V.A.C.LINE 
(ONE CHANNEL MEASURED) --I Hz TOTAL HARM. DIST. 

- - -- 60/7000 H 14:1) IM DIST. 

r 
1 

L 

DISTORTION LESS THAN 01% AT 45 WATTS AND UNDER 

100 
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the 
Qn_ly 

comprehensive 
guide 
to consumer 
electronics 
servicing! 
If you're in consumer electronics servicing, 
you know that keeping up with this jet- 
paced field is no pushover. There are man- 
uals to be bought. Journals to be read. 
Experiments to be tried. Techniques to be 
learned. Day in, day out. No doubt about it, 
staying on- the -ball in electronics takes time, 
effort and money. 
Or at least it used to. 
Now there's a much easier way. The 1967 
ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION & SERVIC- 
ING HANDBOOK. A single, comprehensive 
guide to every major phase of consumer 
electronics servicing. Over 132 pages of 
all the latest electronics information you 
want and need to know. From TV to CB to 
PA to AM /FM. From home intercoms to 
auto stereo tape cartridge units. Eight com- 
plete, authoritative chapters in all! 
This handy, on- the -bench reference volume 
will lead you straight to the facts you need, 
when you need them presented in a crisp, 
concise manner that's easily understood by 
the novice, yet thorough enough to answer 
the professional's most complex question. 
Whether you earn your living by servicing 
. . . supplement your salary by servicing 
part -time ... or are an active hobbyist who 
services just for the fun of it ... the 1967 
ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION & SERVIC- 
ING HANDBOOK is one "tool of the trade" 
you can't afford not to have. 

Second 
Edition 

. . 

. 

Over 

e 
P 

a 
ge 

and 
s 

Hundred s 

Pues o°ú ts. Every 

method 
prere 

for correcting 
trouble 

quickly, 
efficiently 

ELECTRONICS 
INSTALLATION 
4E3 SERVICING 
HANDBOOK -1967 
SIMPLIFIED TECHNIQUES i 
SAVE 
TIME AND MONEY g, . 

STEREO, HI -FI 

AUTOMOTIVE 

PUBLIC ADDRESS 

TV -CB -FM 

ANTENNAS 

INTERCOMS 

PLUS: 
COLOR TV SECTION. 
(WITH TRUE COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS) 

PLUS: 
HOW TO INSTALL 

STEREO TAPE 

IN YOUR CAR 

PLUS: 
TOOLS and TES 

EQUIPMENT SUM 

THE 1967 RECIRONICS INSTALLATION & 
Order your copy today! Only $1.25 * r 
Get the Handsome Leatherflex - 

Covered Edition for$3 Postpaid! 
The 1967 ELECTRONICS 
INSTALLATION & SERVICING 
HANDBOOK is also available in 
a splendid deluxe edition. 
Rugged Leatherflex cover provides 
lasting protection yet is softly 
textured and gold -embossed for 
the look of elegance. A collector's 
item -a superb addition to your 
electronics library. And it's yours, 
for just $3 postpaid, when you 
check the appropriate box on 
the order form. 

January, 1967 

SERVICING HANOBOOI( 
Ziff -Davis Service Division, Dept. ISH 
589 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012 

Please send my copy of the 1967 ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION & SERVICING 
HANDBOOK as checked below: I am enclosing $1.25 plus 15c for shipping and 
handling for the Regular Edition. ($1.75 for orders outside U.S.A.) 

I am enclosing $3.00. Please send me, postpaid, the Leatherflex- covered Deluxe 
Edition, ($3.75 for orders outside' U.S.A.) (Please allow 3 additional weeks for 
delivery of the Deluxe Edition.) 

name 

address 

city 

Ltate 

(PLEASE FAINT) Ew.v 

zip code J 
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WORTH 

WAITING 

FOR! 

DYNA 

STEREO 

120 

Complete specifications 
are available on request. 

DYNACO INC. 
3912 POWELTON AVENUE, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19104 

along with its two switched a.c. outlets. 
The Sony engineers have developed 

a transistor- protection circuit which is 

completely effective and foolproof. If 
excessive current is drawn by the out- 
put transistors clue to a short- circuit, 
overdriving, or any other cause, a 
silicon controlled rectifier circuit in- 
stantly removes the driver supply volt- 
ages and extinguishes a green light on 
the panel of the amplifier. When this 
happens, the amplifier power switch 
should be shut off, and after a wait of 
about 5 seconds, turning it on will put 
the amplifier back into service. 

Another unconventional feature is 

the separation between preamplifier 
and power -amplifier sections. They are 
electrically isolated, with short jumper 
cables in the rear bridging the pre- 
amplifier outputs to the power- ampli- 
fier inputs. This allows the use of an 
electronic crossover network between 
the preamplifier and power amplifier, 
using external power amplifiers for the 
added speaker channels. Sony also sup- 
plies the basic power amplifier section 
of this amplifier as a separate unit 
(Model 3120) so that the same type 
of amplifier can be used for all speak- 
ers if desired. 

Our laboratory measurements con- 
firmed the impressive claims made for 
the TA -1120. Below approximately 45 
watts output (with both channels driv- 
en through the preamp section), the 
distortion was less than 0.1% and in 
general was unmeasurable with our in- 
struments which have a residual dis- 
tortion of about 0.07 %. This extremely 
low distortion reading was obtained 
at all power levels from 0.1 watt up, 
and from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Into 16- 
ohm loads the output was slightly over 
30 watts per channel, with similarly 
low distortion. Although it is not rated 
for 4 -ohm loads, we tried the TA -1120 
with 4 -ohm loads and measured about 
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60 watts per channel at 1% distortion, 
and less than 0.2% distortion at 50 
watts. 

We drove the amplifier to saturation, 
at which point it delivers some 100 
watts per channel, and considerable 
time was required for the safety cir- 
cuit to trip. We repeatedly shorted the 
outputs under full power conditions 
and in every case the safety was 
tripped without damage to the tran- 
sistors. Indeed we found the unit to be 
practically indestructible. 

The frequency response was flat 
within 0.5 dB from 80 to 20,000 Hz, 
rolling off to -3 dB at 20 Hz. This is 

a deliberate roll -off to protect speakers 
against damage from the very high 
power output of the amplifier, which is 
available at frequencies well below 20 
Hz. The filters are fairly effective, with 
little effect on program material. The 
RIAA phono equalization was nearly 
perfect, measuring from ± 0.3 dB 
from 30 to 20,000 Hz. The NAB tape 
playback equalization was accurate 
within ± 0.3 dB from 150 to 20,000 
Hz, rising slightly to +2 dB in the 
40- to 50 -Hz region. 

Hum and noise were inaudible, 
measuring 63 dB below 10 watts on 
phono inputs and about 80 dB below 
10 watts on high -level inputs. The 
phono gain is very high, with only 0.7 
millivolt needed to drive it to 10 watts 
output. 

The listening quality of the ampli- 
fier was as superb as its measurements 
would suggest. At no time is one aware 
of any characteristics of the amplifier, 
due to its dead silent background, free- 
dom from switching transients, and 
tremendous reserve power. Its distor- 
tion -free performance, attractive styl- 
ing, operating flexibility, and apparent 
indestructibility earn it a place in the 
top ranks of stereo amplifiers. The 
Sony TA -1120 is priced at $399.50. 

For copy 

BSR McDonald 500 Automatic Turntable 

of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 32 on Reader's Service Card. 

IN recent years there has been a trend 
toward elaborate, expensive record 

changers which match the perfor- 
mance of some of the finest manual 
turntables. With this upgrading in 
duality has come an increase in price, 
(C) the point where most of the top- 

quality "automatic turntables" cost as 
much as or more than the manual turn- 
tables with which they compete. 

A welcome reversal of this trend has 
appeared in the form of the BSR Mc- 
Donald 500 automatic turntable. Priced 
with the least expensive record chang- 
ers, the BSR 500 has many of the fea- 
tures heretofore found only in the more 
expensive players. Among these fea- 
tures are a low -mass tubular arm with 
an adjustable counterweight which bal- 
ances it horizontally and vertically, a 

calibrated dial for setting tracking 
forces from 1 to 6 grams, a cuing lever, 
and provision for manual playing of 
single records. 

The unit is a four -speed machine, 
(Continued on page 80) 
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MOViera 41.# 
( and your audience, too ! ) 

WITH VOLUME II 

SOUND FOR 
A PICTURE 
EVENING 

This superb 12 -inch, 331/3 rpm record 
brings you 30 selections of sparkling, mood - 

setting off -beat music and hard -to -find, 
sound effects. For use "as is" by playing 
the appropriate tracks as your slide or movie 

show proceeds or for editing your selections 
and recording them on tape, "Sound For 

A Pictur Evening" adds another dimen- 
sion t your photography -high 

fidelity sound. 

_ PHOTO- 
GRAPHY. 

I SOUND FOR 
A PICTURE 
EVENING 

VOLUME II 

30 bands of unusual 
background music 
& sound effects 

specially chosen for 
slide shows & movies 

MADE WITH PHOTOGRAPHERS IN MIND 
Photographers are travelers . . . are parents . . . are sportsmen are 
restless experimenters with the unusual. And so the editors of POPULAR 
PHOTOGRAPHY have produced this second volume of unusual music and 
sound effects expressly to match the activities and moods in the most 
popular types of pictures shown in slide and home movie shows. These are 
melodies and sounds selected from the vast resources of the Capitol Record 
Hollywood Library to fit the special needs of photographers. The 30 bands 
of "Sound For A Picture Evening, Vol. II" supplement but do not duplicate 
any of those in the first edition of this popular record. 

A POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY EXCLUSIVE 
The "Sound For A Picture Evening, Vol. II" album has been produced by 
the editors of POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY exclusively for our readers and is 
prepared by the Custom Services Division of Capitol Records. This outstand- 
ing album, which cannot be purchased in any store, is available by mail 
only to the readers of Popular Photography and other Ziff -Davis magazines. 

YOU GET 30 SPECIAL MUSIC AND SOUND TRACKS 
There are 19 bands of mood and special -situation music ... 11 bands of 
unusual, hard -to -find sound effects. 
MOODS: Majestic, Backyard Nature, Experimental, Mysterious, Music of the 
Spheres NATIONAL PORTRAITS: Vive la France, German Village Band, 
Soul of Spain, American West, English Countryside, Buon Giorno, Italia 
SOUND EFFECTS: Bass Drum, Bassoonery, Cathedral Bells, Galloping 
Horses, Zoo Noises, Children at Play, Cocktail Party, Birds on a Spring 
Morning, Outboard Motor, Oars in Water, Skis on Snow, Trumpet Fanfare, 
Solo Violin SPECIAL PURPOSE MUSIC: Music From Silent Movies, Music 
for Slow- Motion Movies, Music for Speeded -Up Motion, Music for Stop - 
Motion Movies, Underwater Music, Music for Old -Time Footage. 
For photographers with wanderlust, you'll find the "National Portraits" to be 
authentic melodies to go with your vacation pictures of England, France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain and the American West. 
There are also those special bands to accompany the kind of pictures sports- 
men take: The sound of galloping horses, of boat motors, of skis on snow, 
of oars in the water. You'll even find other -worldly mood -music chosen espe- 
cially to go with underwater pictures. 
Experimental photographers will find the electronic music ideal accompani- 
ment for abstract pictures. The music for stop- motion, slow- motion and 
speeded -up- motion pictures is fanciful and imaginative in helping to present 
the unusual scenes being portrayed on your screen. And there is even mood 
music to convey the visual grandeur of ancient museum relics and photo- 
graphs of the stars and planets. 
To these add many other tracks of carefully selected music and sounds - 
and you have "Sound For A Picture Evening, Volume II." 

January, 1967 
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COMPLETE WITH INSTRUC- F R E 
TIONS AND BAND POINTER E! 
A comprehensive instruction booklet comes with your record, 
showing you how to make a successful sound -and -music tape 
track for your slide or movie show, or to use the record alone as 
background, even if you're a rank beginner. An ingenious band 
pointer which fits on top of your record instantly locates any 
band you want. No guessing, no wasted motion, no false starts. 

This 12" long playing vinyl album consisting of selections from 
the music masters of the Capitol Record Hollywood Library is 
available to you for 

only $ 3 98 POSTPAID! 

It's a must for every slide and film show impresario and an 
album you will enjoy for many years to come. 

PLACE YOUR GROW 
"Sound For A Picture Evening, Volume II" 
Popular Photography, Dept. SD 
One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 

Please send "Sound For A Picture Evening, Volume II" 
albums at $3.98 each, postpaid. My check (or money order) for 

S is enclosed. (Outside U.S.A. please send $5.00 

per record ordered.) 

N.Y. State residents please add local sales tax. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip Code 

Sorry-No charges or C.O.D. orders 

"SOUND FOR A PICTURE EVENING, VOLUME I" still available. 

I missed this first release containing 17 specific mood music back. 
grounds and 8 tracks for special sound effects. Please send 
"Sound For A Picture Evening, Volume I" albums at $3.98 each, 
postpaid. (Outside U.S.A. send $5.00 per record ordered.) 

EWA/ 
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"Get more 
education 

or 
get out of 
electronics 

...that's my advice:' 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Ask any man who really knows the electronics industry. 
Opportunities are few for men without advanced technical 
education. If you stay on that level, you'll never make much 
money. And you'll be among the first to go in a layoff. 

But, if you supplement your experience with more education 
in electronics, you can become a specialist. You'll enjoy good 
income and excellent security. You won't have to worry about 
automation or advances in technology putting you out of a job. 

How can you get the additional education you must have to 
protect your future -and the future of those who depend on 
you? Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a job 
and family obligations. 

CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way to get 
more education without going back to school. You study at 
home, at your own pace, on your own schedule. And you study 
with the assurance that what you learn can be applied on the job 
immediately to make you worth more money to your employer. 

You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics 
and have a high school education. Our 
FREE book gives complete information. 
Airmail postpaid card for your copy. If card 
is detached, use coupon below or write: 
CREI, Dept. 1123 E, 3224 Sixteenth Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010. 

CREI 

V1 i0 RIPARI lait FQ IOUAOYi XAS 

/927'/967 Fortieth 
Annrversa y 

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
Dept. 1123E, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20010 

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I am 
employed in electronics and have a high school education. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE_ _ZIP CODE 

EMPLOYED BY 

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK 

AGE 

_ GI BILL 

I am interested in Electronic Engineering Technology 
Space Electronics Nuclear Engineering Technology 

Industrial Electronics for Automation 
Computer Systems Technology 

I_ 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS ADMINISTRATION TRAINING 
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This new BSR McDonald 500 

Automatic Turntable will change your mind 

about how much a precision crafted 

British instrument should cost. 

Up to now, you would have had to pay at least 
$74.50 to get the features that you get with BSR 
McDonald 500 ... for only $49.50`! Quality fea- 
tures like Resiliently mounted, coarse and 
fine vernier, adjustable counter- 
weight Low mass tubular 
aluminum pickup arm per- 
fectly counterbalanced both 
horizontally and vertically - 
less susceptible to external 
shock The arm supported 
on virtually frictionless pre - 
loaded horizontal ball bear- 
ings assuring sensitive 
and accurate tracking 
Micrometer stylus pres- 
sure adjustment that per- 
mits 1/3 gram settings from 0 to 6 grams Light- 
weight cartridge shell with fingerlift, accommo- 
dating most standard mono or stereo cartridges 

Cueing and pause control, allowing you to select 

the exact band on the record - without fear of 

damage to the record or the cartridge Auto- 
matic lock, securing the pickup arm whenever 
the machine is in the "off" position. 

(Another BSR exclusive devel- 
opment prevents jamming - 
without having to reset the 
arm!) Easy operating con- 
trols for manual or automatic 
selection of 7 ", 10" or 12" rec- 
ords at 16, 33, 45 or 78 RPM 

Interchangeable center 
spindles for manual or auto- 
matic play Dynamical- 
ly balanced, resiliently 
mounted, 4 -pole motor 
shielded from hum 

Heavy duty, constant speed design assures mini- 
mum wow and flutter. Stop in at your audio dealer 
today and ask to see the BSR McDonald 500 -the 
$49.50 Automatic Turntable with $74.50 features. 

.Suggested Retail Price 

THE BSR 
AUTOMATIC 

BSR 

McDONALD 500 
TURNTABLE - $49.50 

McDONALD 500 
BSR (USA) LTD, McDONALD DIVISION, ROUTE 303, BLAUVELT, N.Y. 10913 

CIRCLE NO. 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
22 $1 C:RON1:5 N,ORLD 
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Problems of Matching Speakers 
To Solid -State Amplifiers 

By VICTOR BROCINER 
Assistant to the President, H.H. Scott, Inc. 

Transistor amplifiers are very sensitive to changes in load, especially 
to lower -than -rated values. Therefore, careful attention must be paid 
by the speaker designer to the impedance of his system over the entire 
audio range. Here is how one manufacturer solves this problem. Details 
on adding loudspeakers to an existing hi-fi system are also covered. 

UNLIKE a tube amplifier, the transistor amplifier 
cannot be operated at the peak of its power vs load 
curve because the transistors are incapable of dis- 

sipating the heat that would be generated internally under 
these conditions. The variation of power output for a 
given value of distortion as the load resistance is changed 
On a solid -state amplifier is shown in Fig_ . 1. Solid -state 
amplifiers are operated at a point well to the right of the 
peak shown in Fig. 1. A serious consequence is that if the 
load resistance is decreased below the minimum value for 
which the amplifier is designed, there is danger of blowing 
out the transistors or their protective devices. 

Typical silicon power transistors in current use can dis- 
sipate 100 watts continuously at a case temperature of 50° 
C. In an amplifier with a 70 -volt power supply, designed 
for slightly over 75 watts of continuous power output into 
an 8 -ohm load, the maximum dissipation with sine -wave 
signals is 40.6% of the output power or about 15 watts per 
output transistor. (This is for the ideal case, with a per- 
fectly regulated power supply and no losses except in the 
transistors.) With square waves this increases to about 20 
watts. For very low frequencies for which dissipation has 
to be calculated as it is for a d.c. amplifier, the dissipation 
rises to 38 watts per transistor for sine waves. 

All this is well within the safety limits. Such an ampli- 
fier would be equipped with a 2- ampere speaker fuse 
which, being capable of carrying nearly 3 amperes for 
short periods corresponding to the loudest transient pas- 
sages in program material, allows the amplifier to operate 
at its full power output. For 4 -ohm resistive loads, the 

fuse rating could be increased to permit operation at full 
power. 

l3nt what happens at a lower load, say at 1 ohm? At 
peak input, on an instantaneous basis, half the supply 
voltage is connected across the load in series with the 

Fig. 1. While a tube amplifier is usually operated at a load 
impedance producing maximum power output at a given distor- 
tion, solid -state amplifiers are usually operated at several 
times this value. The shape of the curve shown is for solid -state 
amplifiers; curve for tube amplifiers is somewhat different. 

100 

TUBE AMPLIFIER 

50 

2r 

5 

SOLID -STATE AMPLIFIER 

.5 1.0 2 4 8 16 32 
LOAD IMPEDANCE - IMPEDANCE FOR MAXIMUM UNDISTORTED OUTPUT 
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(A) (e) (C) 

Fig 2. Electrical and mechanical equivalent circuits of speaker. 
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Fig. 3. Typical impedance and phase angle curves of speaker. 

interval resistance of the transistor plus its emitter resistor, 
say 1 ohm. 

power .supply voltage 70 2 
Inst. current= - =17.5 A 

resistance 1 +1 
This is above the 15- ampere maximum current rating of 

the transistor and will blow a fuse, but very likely not in 
time to protect the transistor. 

If the load is of correct value but reactive instead of 
resistive, all of the power drawn from the supply must be 
dissipated in the transistor and its emitter resistor. The 
maximum peak dissipation for the two output transistors 
occurs when the voltage across each transistor is 0.75 
times the supply voltage aid the current is 0.866 times 

or 
= 0.75E,,,, X 0.866 I,,= 0.65 

I, ,,,. is equal to its value for full power output into rated 
resistive load = E,,,, /2R,, = 70 (2 X 8) = 4.37A; then 

= 0.65 x 70 X 4.37 = 199 W. This also exceeds 
the maximum rating of the transistor. 

The situation with actual amplifiers and loads is not 
quite as bad as the foregoing calculations indicate because 
power -supply voltages decrease as the power output in- 
creases, the dissipation calculations have neglected the 
presence of the emitter resistors, and loads are not usually 
purely reactive. Arc cc'rthelcss, it is quite apparent that for 
reliable operation of solid -state amplifiers, careful attention 
must be paid to the magnitude and to the character of the 
load impedance that is used. 

Loudspeaker Impedance 
The circuit across the terminals of a dynamic speaker 

Fig. 4. (AI Equivalent circuit of speaker corrected to amplifie 

can be viewed as the voice -coil resistance in series with 
its inductance, and both in series with a generator (see 
Fig. 2A). The generator represents the counter- e.m.f. gen- 
erated by the motion of the voice coil in the magnetic field. 
This voltage depends on the flux density, the length of 
the active voice -coil conductor, and the velocity of the 
voice coil. 

At frequencies well above resonance, the motion is mass - 
controlled, that is, the speaker acts as if the stiffness of its 
suspension were nearly zero and the mechanical resistance 
clue to friction and acoustic resistance of the air load were 
likewise negligible. The simplified analog circuit is shown 
ill Fig. 213. By analogy with an electric circuit, the velocity, 
V (current), lags the force F (voltage), because the 
circuit is "inductive." Also, the force is in phase with the 
driving current,/, since the force is directly proportional to 
the driving current. Then the velocity lags driving cur- 
rent, which means that the generated voltage also lags the 
driving current. Consequently, the source generator ill 

Fig. 2A sees a circuit in which the current is leading the 
voltage. This means that the motional impedance (an 
electrical impedance substituted for the generator) is ca- 
pacitive. This is represented as DI ( for mass) in the com- 
plete equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2C. 

Below resonance, the stiffness controls and this appears 
in the electric circuit as an inductance. This is represented 
as C (for compliance) in Fig. 2C. The resistive element 
corresponds to an in -phase voltage and is an electrical 
resistance (R ) . Now, are these elements in series or in 
parallel? We know that at resonance the impedance rises, 
so they must be in parallel as shown. 

The complete impedance curve of a typical loud- 
speaker is shown in Fig. 3. The trough of the curve occurs 
near 400 Hz in direct- radiator woofers and wide -range 
speakers, with a value of impedance only slightly greater 
than the voice -coil resistance. The amount of difference 
is a measure of the electromechanical efficiency of the 
speaker. Since the increase in impedance is caused by the 
'notionally generated counter- e.m.f., a large increase world 
be caused by the high velocity and this represents high 
efficiency. Since direct -radiator speakers have typical ef- 
ficiencies from less than one percent to only a few per- 
cent, one would not expect a large rise in mid- frequency 
impedance over the resistance. So, in effect, the minimum 
value of impedance of a speaker is determined primarily 
by the resistance of the voice coil. 

The rise at higher frequencies is caused by the voice -coil 
inductance. In a wide -range speaker it is undesirable be- 
cause for an essentially constant -voltage driving source it 
reduces the voice -coil current at high frequencies, with a 

resultant drop in response. The most effective means of 
reducing this effect is to cover the center pole of the mag- 
net structure with a copper cap which acts as a shorting 
ring and minimizes the voice -coil inductance. Since the 
cap takes up some space that would otherwise be oc- 
cupied by the magnet structure, flux density is reduced 
somewhat, with some reduction in over -all efficiency. 

The peak at resonance is primarily determined by the 
flux density and the resistance losses (clamping) of the 
speaker. At resonance the mechanical system acts like a 

r. (BI, (C), and (DI Two -way speaker systems and networks. 

3011 308F 
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resistance. If there were no losses and no air load, the 
velocity would be infinite. With a given amount of 
resistive loss, the velocity is proportional to the active flux, 
as are the counter- e.m.f. and motional resistance. Thus, 
the more powerful the magnet, the higher the impedance 
peak at resonance. This seems to conflict with the idea 
that a speaker with a powerful magnet is well -damped, but 
it really does not. 

When the speaker is connected to an amplifier of low 
source impedance (high damping factor), there is an ad- 
ditional damping element -the electrical damping provided 
by the amplifier. The counter- e.m.f. generated by the 
motion of the voice coil now works into a closed circuit 
( Fig. 4A) . The motional voltage opposes the voltage 
applied by the amplifier, reducing the net voltage that 
drives current through the voice coil. This, in turn, de- 
creases the current, which reduces the velocity. So the 
counter- e.m.f. acts in such a way as to oppose its own 
action, with the result that the damping of the system is 
increased. 

Multi- Speaker Systems 
With multi-speaker systems, the matter of impedance 

becomes considerably more complicated. Consider the 
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Fig. 5. Impedance of 2 -way speaker system consisting of an B- 
ohm woofer and a 4 -ohm tweeter along with series capacitor. 
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Fig. 6. Impedance curves at two settings of tweeter control. 
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Fig. 7. Impedance curves with the 1.8 -ohm resistor added. 

simplest possible two -way system of Fig. 411. The dividing 
network consists only of a capacitor in series with the 
tweeter. The woofer response falls off at higher fre- 
quencies and, in the interests of economy, no electrical 
means are used to keep these higher frequencies out of the 
speaker. Fig. 5 shows the impedance curves of the woofer 
alone, that of the tweeter with its capacitor, and the 
system impedance. It is seen that over a considerable range 
of frequencies the impedance is far below the rated value 
for the system. This is caused by the fact that a 4 -011111 

tweeter is used in an 8 -ohm speaker system. This sort of 
thing comes about when the speaker designer attempts to 
obtain flat response with a tweeter that is not as efficient as 
the woofer. The lack of efficiency is made up by forcing 
more current through the lower impedance tweeter. The 
alternative is to design a more efficient tweeter, but this 
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Fig. 8. (Above) Impedance curves of a number of commercially 
available speaker systems. (Below) Curve of controlled -Z system. 
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Fig. 9. Test- equipment setup used to measure speaker impedance. 

usually requires a heavier magnet structure which in- 
creases the cost. With tube amplifiers this practice merely 
resulted in reduced available power over part of the 
frequency range, but as has been explained previously, the 
consequences are more serious with solid -state amplifiers. 

Another way in which low impedance can occur is 
illustrated by the arrangement in Fig. 4C. This two -way 
system may have a bump in its frequency- response curve 
because the woofer is not cut off sharply enough. The 
situation is remedied by shunting the woofer with a large 
capacitor, shown dashed. The bump is now gone, but the 
impedance in the 2000 -Hz region may be way below its 
rated value. A properly designed dividing network, with a 
larger value of inductance and a smaller capacitor, smooths 
the response just as well but maintains the impedance 
near its correct value. 

An interesting example of how low impedance can occur 
in an unexpected manner is shown with the series -type 
network of Fig. 4D. In Fig. 6 we have the impedance 
curve (solid line) which shows a minimum of 6.5 ohms - 
acceptable for a system rated at 8 ohms. One would be in- 
clined to disregard the effect of turning down the tweeter 
control because this inserts 30 ohms into the circuit. The 
dashed line, however, shows that the minimum value of 
impedance has now dropped to less than 5 ohms. The 
explanation is that with the tweeter at maximum (control 

Fig.1 O. Effect of adding inexpensive speaker system IB) to 
hi -fi speaker system (A) using a simple series connection. 
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at minimum resistance), the 1 -mH choke, the upper 
30 -µF capacitor, and the tweeter form a parallel- resonant 
circuit with "Q" great enough to maintain the impedance 
at a high value around the crossover frequency. With the 
tweeter turned down and the 30 -ohm control inserted in 
the circuit, this effectively leaves only the choke, the bot- 
tom capacitor, and the woofer in the circuit, with a lower 
impedance than before. The remedy is to insert a resistor 
of 1.8 ohms at "X" in Fig. 4D. This has very little effect 
on the woofer cut -off curve but keeps the impedance up to 
an acceptable level, as shown in Fig. 7. 

In multi- speaker systems it is sometimes necessary to 
use two or more speakers in parallel for a given frequency 
range to provide wider distribution or greater power -han- 
dling capability. These speakers should have a higher im- 
pedance than the other speakers in the system so that 
their impedance when paralleled is equal to the rated 
impedance. Sometimes it is impossible to obtain units of 
suitable impedance values or it may be uneconomical to 
manufacture them. The result is too low an impedance 
over part of the frequency range. A matching transformer 
would solve the problem, but it must be a high -quality 
transformer with a high primary inductance and this may 
not be economical either. 

A large number of commercial speaker systems were 
measured and their impedances plotted. Some of the 
curves are shown in Fig. 8 with impedance indicated as a 
percent of its rated value. We have called out the points 
at which these have minimum impedances that were found 
to be unacceptably low. In order to be sure of safe high - 
level operation of solid -state amplifiers with these speak- 
ers, they should be operated in series with a 2 -ohm resistor. 
In contrast to these, one curve is that of a system that has 
been designed especially to have controlled impedance. 

Measuring Speaker Impedance 
Speaker impedance can be measured quite easily using 

only an audio generator and a vacuum -tube voltmeter. 
The only other components needled are two resistors: a 
high -power (5 to 10 watts) series resistor (Rs) at least 20 
times the value of the impedance to be measured, and a 
precision resistor (5% or better) . The precision resistor 
(R,.) should preferably have a value equal to the rated 
speaker impedance but it can be any known value from 
about half to double this figure. The equipment is con- 
nected as shown in Fig. 9. 

The first step is calibration. With the switch at "A" 
the precision resistor is connected across the v.t.v.m. termi- 
nals. The output of the generator is adjusted to produce a 
1000 -Hz voltage across the precision resistor that is one - 
hundredth the value of the resistor. For example, if R,. is 
8 ohms, adjust the voltage to 80 mV. (If the v.t.v.m. 
range sloes not extend this low, a higher value may be 
used but it must be remembered that the generator is 
putting out a much higher voltage and distortion may be 

Fig. 11. Use of a matching transformer for multiple speakers. 
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produced.) The calibration permits the v.t.v.m. to be 
read in ohms by multiplying its reading in volts by 100. 
(If a higher voltage is used, the corresponding ratio is 
used to read the v.t.v.m.) 

The speaker is then substituted for the precision resistor 
by switching to position "B ". A series of impedance read- 
ings is then made over the entire operating frequency 
range and the results plotted as a curve of impedance 
vs frequency. The minimum value of impedance is easily 
observed. It should be within 10% of the rated impedance 
of the system. 

If the speaker system is equipped with level controls for 
the different channels, such as tweeter and mid- range, im- 
pedance curves should be plotted for various combina- 
tions of settings of the controls since these can affect the 
impedance of the system considerably. 

It should be pointed out that the impedance at or near 
resonance varies with power level, and the results obtained 
by this method may not he exactly the same as those 
given by measuring at a "standard" power input to the 
speaker of one -tenth of its rated power. However, we are 
not particularly interested in accuracy in this region because 
the impedance is usually well above rating here. 

Manufacturers' Specifications 

It is often inconvenient to measure the impedance of a 
speaker system, especially before it is purchased. How, 
then, can the audiophile determine the suitability of a 
speaker before acquiring it? The answer is to demand that 
the speaker manufacturer specify not only the rating or 
nominal impedance but also the minimum value of im- 
pedance attained within the audio range or, preferably, a 
curve of impedance vs frequency. 

The definition of rating impedance for a speaker is not 
as widely known as it should be. As defined by both the 
IEEE and EIA standards (61 IRE 30.RPI "Recommended 
Practices on Audio and Electroacoustics: Loudspeaker 
Measurements" and RETMA Standard SE -103 "Speakers 
for Sound Equipment "), it is "the value of a pure resis- 
tance, specified by the manufacturer, in which the elec- 
trical power available to the speaker is measured." It is 
intended to indicate to which tap of an (output -transformer 
coupled) amplifier a speaker should be connected. It is 
not the impedance of the loudspeaker at a designated 
reference frequency. It is, ideally, the average impedance 
over the frequency band transmitted by the speaker, 
weighted by the spectrum of the signal with which the 
speaker will be used. For direct -radiator loudspeakers it 
may be estimated by adding 10% to the minimum value 
of the magnitude of the measured impedance in the 
frequency range above cone resonance, or by adding 
20% to the voice -coil d.c. resistance. 

The EIA Standard also states that speaker impedance 
(not rating impedance) shall be presented in terms of 
magnitude and phase angle as a function of frequency. 
This is exactly the information that is required to determine 
whether or not safe operation can be obtained with a 
solid -state amplifier. 

Of course, in the long run, it will hardly be necessary 
for the audiophile to go through all this information. 
Loudspeaker manufacturers are aware of the problem and 
it is assumed that in their own interests as well as those of 
their customers and of manufacturers of solid -state equip- 
ment, they will revise their designs where required so 
that all the speakers available on the market will be per- 
fectly safe for use with solid -state amplifiers. 

Installing Additional Speakers 
Since a solid -state amplifier requires that the load im- 

pedance be kept above a certain minimum value, it fol- 
lows that when a number of speakers are to be operated at 
one time, provision must be (Continued on page 62) 
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Hi -Fi Amplifier 
Terms and Definitions 

By LEONARD FELDMAN / Engineering V.P., Crestmark Electronics Inc. 

The standards that liane been promulgated by the Institute of High 
Fidelity for use by audio amplifier manufacturers are an important 
and definite guide to evaluating such equipment prior to purchase. 

TICE most significant transition in the design and mer- 
chandising of amplifiers for home music reproduction 
since the advent of stereophonic sound has at last 

been completed. Transistorized stereo amplifiers (more 
often esoterically described as "solid- state" amplifiers to dis- 
sociate them categorically from pocket radios) have all but 
totally supplanted their vacuum -tube predecessors. 

As with all major technical revolutions, the pendulum 
had somesyliat overshot its mark initially and is now swing- 
ing back to a more realistic approach to amplifier design. 
Attempts at over -miniaturization of high -powered amplifi- 
ers led to disastrous field failures for some early, hastily 
conceived products. Today, a measure of conservatism in 
design has been restored, resulting in amplifier configura- 
tions which are not significantly smaller in physical size than 
their tube counterparts. Attendant advantages in this seem- 
ing design retrogression have been far more reliable, trou- 
ble -free, totally stable amplifiers well worth their market 
price. 

Almost as if to complement the new -found stability of 
amplifier design, the Institute of High Fidelity (IHF) has 
recently revised its antiquated 1958 standard on measure- 
ment of audio amplifiers. The new standard ( IHF -A -201, 
issued in 1966) includes tests and methods of evaluation 
which are sufficiently sophisticated to render highly mean- 
ingful ratings and specifications for the new breed of solid - 
state amplifiers. 

For stereophonic (dual-channel) amplifiers, the mini- 
mum specifications that must be published by a conform- 
ing manufacturer include (1) dynamic and continuous 
output at amid- frequency, (2) power bandwidth, (3) sen- 
sitivity, and (4) hum and noise. 

Other specifications covering the familiar frequency re- 
sponse and less familiar criteria such as input impedance, 
damping factor, tracking error, separation, and crosstalk 
may, at the option of the conforming manufacturer, be 
stated in published specifications for a more complete tech- 
nical description of any given stereo amplifier. (An article 
discussing damping factor appecas elsewhere in this issue.- 
Editors) Since the four items tabulated above are deemed 
to be of prime importance by the Institute, an understand- 
ing of at least these basic specifications would be essential 
for the prospective purchaser of a stereo amplifier. 

Continuous and Dynamic Output 
Confusion regarding the "true" power rating of an am- 

plifier nay, at last, become a problem of the past. For one 
thing, the meaningless mathematical exercise known as 
"peak power" is absent from the new standard. Instead, 
two different but related means of specifying power output 
of an amplifier have now gained universal acceptance on 
the part of high -fidelity component manufacturers. Contin- 
uous output refers to the maximum amount of single -tone 
( sine -wave) power which may be fed to a loudspeaker for 
a referenced amount of distortion at 1000 Hz. Since the 
referenced distortion figure is still left to the discretion of 

the manufacturer, care must be taken by the interpreter of 
the rating to note just what this distortion figure is. For ex- 
ample, an amplifier having a published continuous power 
rating of 30 watts for a referenced distortion of 2% may or 
may not be as "powerful" as another amplifier claiming 
only 25 watts of continuous power at a referenced distor- 
tion of 0.5 %. In general, however, most reputable manu- 
facturers will not use a referenced distortion level higher 
than 2% in arriving at the power rating for an amplifier. 

Recognizing that the home music enthusiast seldom lis- 
tens to sine waves, the Institute now requires that a dynamic 
power rating be listed for all amplifiers. This rating takes 
cognizance of the fact that amplifier power is generally 
limited by the ability of the power- supply circuitry to pro- 
vide constant voltage to the output section of the amplifier 
when high -current demands are made upon it. Particularly 
in the case of solid -state amplifiers, the current drawn from 
the power supply may vary from next to nothing during 
quiet passages of music to several amperes during musical 
crescendos. The theory underlying the "dynamic" power rat- 
ing involves the fact that such crescendos (at least in music) 
are relatively brief -too fast to adversely affect the ampli- 
fier's power- supply voltage. Thus, a somewhat higher power 
rating will be derived if short, transient pulses are applied 
to the amplifier instead of a continuous tone. There is no 
fixed relationship between the two types of power ratings. 
Theoretically, if an amplifier were to be built having a pow- 
er supply of such great capacity as to be unaffected by 
changes in current requirements from "soft" to "loud," the 
dynamic power rating would be equal to and identical with 
the continuous power rating. Conversely, a poorly regulated 
power supply which "falls apart" when high- current de- 
mands are made upon it may well result in continuous 
power to dynamic power ratios of 2: 1 or even more. 

Power Bandwidth 
The price of an amplifier varies almost directly with its 

ability to produce not only adequate power at mid-fre- 
quencies but also sufficient power at the low end of the 
spectrum (bass tones) as well as at the high end (treble 
tones). In fact, musical structure is often constituted so that 
the really high power requirements involve the reproduc- 
tion of low tones rather than mid-frequencies. Accordingly, 
the power -bandwidth specification provides a method 
whereby the prospective buyer can judge power capa- 
bility at all significant frequencies. Power bandwidth is 
defined as the lowest and highest frequencies at which an 
amplifier can produce one -half its referenced output at 
its referenced distortion. As an example, if two amplifiers 
have power ratings of 20 watts but the first of these has a 
power bandwidth from 20 to 20,000 Hz and the second 
amplifier has a power bandwidth from 30 to 15,000 Hz, 
the first of these amplifiers is superior in this respect. 

Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of an amplifier (Continued on page 30) 
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Solid -State Hi -Fi Amplifier Directory 
COVERI \G only solid -state amplifiers, this directory 

lists the electrical characteristics, physical dimensions, 
and prices of the available preamplifiers, power amplifiers, 
and integrated amplifiers ( combining preamplifier and 
power amplifier within a single package)- Each of these 

areas is self -contained within its own individual table. 
All devices covered in this directory are stereo except 

where noted. 
The information supplied in this directory was in reply 

to requests made of each manufacturer. 
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Solid -State Power Amplifiers 
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Controlled to match specific speaker. bMono version Model 14, $200.00. eMono. 
0.8 and price is $297.00. ..Model XII same es Model XI except 50 W, kit price $ 
integrated systems. 

80MRM some as 35MRM except 80 -W output, sensitivity 0.75V, IM of 
59.50. Both can use P/M preamp module ($89.50) for conversion to 
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Solid -State Integrated Amplifiers 
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ACOUSTECH INC., I39 Main St.. Cambridge, Mass. 02142 

VA - 50 .45 1 - .25 1 .1 - - 1 - - - I 2.S 10 - .5 - - - - 15% 5 8 399.00 - int. 

VII - 30 .45 - .25 .1 2.5 - - .5 - - - - 15% 5 8 219.00 - inc. 

ALTEC LANSING, 1515 S. M nchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803 
711A 35 I 30 I .5 I - I - I -125 kI 3105.k I 

4 -16 1501 yes I 2 - 1.1 .2 4 -16 yes yes yes 16% 53 /e 12 378.00 - 24.00 

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORP., Pickett District Rd., New Milford. Conn. 06776 
ADC -60 30 122 I .5 I .1 

I 

,8 
I 

.2 20kI 10kI4, 8, 161 501 no 
1 

2 - - .1 low yes yes no 141/4 31/4 01/2 129.50 - 17.95 

BOGEN COMMUNICATIONS, P.O.B. 500, Paramus, N.J. 07652 
TA -100 30 

I - I 1 I - I 1 I -1220I % 500k 4'16 - no 2.5 - - .125 any yes no - 15 33/4 113/, 129.95 - 24.95 

CM LABS., 575 Hope St., Stamford, Conn 
CC -50S - 

I so 
I .5 I .1 I .5 I .S, 120 k 160 k 

r4, 8, 16 200 no 3 - 6 .25 4 -hi yes yes yes 17 6 13 387.00 - - 
EICO ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO. INC.. 131 -01 39th Ave., Flushing, N.Y, 11352 

3070 25 I 15 
I 

.8 I .3 I 2 I .5 1,1181c I t00 M 
4 -16 30 no 4.2 - - .27 any yes yes yes 12 31/4 73/4 119.95 89.95 inc. 

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Buchanan, Mich. 49107 
EV -1144 25 I 18 I 1 

1 .5 
I - I - I -1320%1 4'16 35 no 4.5 - - .09 4 -16 yes yes no 8'/4 3% 101/4 125.00 

FISHER RADIO CORP., 2 1-2 1 44th Dr., Long Is and City . N.Y 

TX -300 50 36 .5 - .4 50 k 25 N 
4, 8, 16 20 no 2.8 - 1.8 .2 4 -16 yes yes yes 151/8 4313n 111/4 329.50 - - 

TX -200 45 35 .5 - .4 - 
5102 k 222% 

4, 8, 16 20 no 4 - 2.6 .28 4.16 yes yes yes 15' /8 41416 113/8 279.50 - - 
GROMMES, PREC. ELECTRONICS, INC., 9101 King St , Franklin Park, Illinois 

3000 60 50 .25 .15 .5 .2 pä k 100 N 
4, 8, 16 35 yes 1 - 3 .2 4 -16 yes yes yes 15 61/3 131/4 299.50 - - 

C -41 25 20 .3 .25 .5 .25 20 k 100 k 
4, 8, 16 30 no 1 - 3 .15 4 -16 yes no yes 15 41% 11 179.95 - - 

HEATH CO., Benton Harbor, Mich 49022 
AA -22 33 20 .3 .3 1 1 30 k 30 k 

4-16 20 no 6 - - .25 - yes no no 15 3' - -ís; 11% - 99.95 inc. 

AA -21D 50 35 .5 .5 1 1 

21551s 25 k 
4 -16 - no 3 - 2 .25 - yes yes no 151/3 51/4 14 - 137.00 12.95 

3.50 
AA -14 15 10 ,5 .5 1 1 

5105k 6000k 
4-16 50 no 4 - - .3 low no no no 12 31/4 93/4 - 59.95 7,95 

KENWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC., 3700 S. Broadway PI., Los Angel s, Calif. 90007 
TK -400 40 32 1 - - - - 220% 4 -16 20 - 1.5 - 1.5 .1 - - yes yes 151/4 P4 121/4 149.95 - - 

KNIGHT, ALLIED RADIO CORP., 100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago, II inois 60680 
KN -975 37.5 22 .5 .25 1 .1 25 k 222°k 4 -16 - - .4 - 3.5 .25 low yes yes yes 131/4 41/3 123/4 149.95 - 14.95 

KN -960 25 17 1 .5 1 .5 220% 20 k 
4 -16 - - 2.5 - 2.5 .25 low yes no no 13 3'1í6 10 99.95 - 14.95 

KNIGHT -KIT, ALLIED RADIO CORP , 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 6068. 
KG -895 60 40 .5 .5 1 .7 20 k 30 k 

4. 8, 16 11 I - 2.5 - 1 .25 low yes yes yes 16% 5 15 - 149.95 19.95 

KG -870 35 28 .5 .3 1 .7 IS k 225°k 8, 16 17.5 - 3 - 2 1 low yes yes yes 13 23/4 11 - 99.95 12.95 

KG -854 27 17 1 .5 1.5 .8 Ó k 225°X 
8, 16 17 - 3 - 2.5 .5 low yes no yes 13 23/4 11 - 79.95 12.95 

KG -320 16 12 1 .7 1.5 .8 - 12,35j, 8, 16 - - 3 - 2.5 .4 low yes no no 10 23/4 81/3 - 59.95 9.95 

LAYFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORP., 111 Jericho Tpke., Syosset, N.Y, 11791 
LA -248 25 20 1 - - - - 220% 4, 8, 16 - no 1 100 3 .9 low yes no yes 13'ió 41/e 103/4 84.95 - inc. 

LA -224T 15 12 1 - - - - 2300-k 4, 8, 16 - no 3 - - .25 low yes no no 101/4 3'!íu 71l16 59.95 - inc. 

LA -907 45 36 1 .25 - - M, 50 k 
4, 8, 16 20 no 2.5 120 3 .175 low yes yes yes 13 33/4 9 129.95 - inc. 

LA -60T 30 24 1 .3 - - 433% 43CIII k 4. 8, 16 23 no 2 80 3 150 low yes yes no 13 31/4 9% 99.95 - inc. 

LANSING, JAMES B., SOUND, INC., 3249 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90039 
SA -600 - 40 .075 .075 .2 .07 130 kl 113°0.k 4 -16 I 23 no 4 - 1 .25 8, up yes yes no 101/3 51/4 131/3 345.00 - 15.00 

LEAK, ERCONA CORP., 432 Park Ave. S., N.Y., N Y. 1P 016 
STEREO 1$ 8 .1 .1 - - -1200k 4, 8, 16 60 - 3.5 3.5 3 .1 no yes yes yes 13 41/4 9 249.50 - inc. 

McINTOSH LABORATO Y INC., 2 Chambers St., Binghamton, N.Y. 13903 
MA -5100 65 40 .05 .05 .1 .02 

20 k 180 k I4, 8, 16 1001 no 2.5 - 2 .3 low yes yes yes 16 5''r, 141/1 449.00 - 29.00 

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC., 260 5. Forge St., Akr n, Ohio 44308 
AM -280 30 22 .1 .56 1 .62 

20 k 
220% 4. 8, 16 20 no 2.5 100 3 .12 4 -8 yes yes yes 141/4 41/4 10 109.98 - inc. 

AM -272 7.5' 5 3 1.8 2.8 1.5 - 200k 4, 8, 16 no - 160 - .16 - - - - 10% 23/4 63/4 3498 - inc. 

PILOT RADIO INC. 100 Elec ra Lane, East Station Yonkers 4 N.Y 
A700 3$ - ,5 .5 - - 5Ók 50 k 

4 -16 - yes 2.8 - 1.2 - 180 yes yes yes - - - 229.95 - - 
A300 20 - .5 .5 - - 15. 

0 k 40 k 
4-16 - no 2.5 - 1.2 .18 180 yes yes yes - - - 179.95 - - 

H. H. SCOTT INC., 111 Powder Mill Rd. Maynard, Mass. 01754 
2991 32.5 18 .8 .5 2 .5 g, 25 4, 8, 16 20 na 5.9 - no .5 low yes yes scr. 15'1ï1ì 41116 121/4 199.95 - 13.95 

260" 60 40 .8 .5 2 .5 20 k 
3105i 4, 8, 16 20 yes 3 - 2 .5 low yes yes yes 15 °i6 41: lie 12/4 279.95 - 13.95 

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC LABS., INC., 4300 N. California Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60618 
9900 -2 70 60 .3 .15 1 .15 35 k 50 k 

4-16 30 - 1.8 - 1 .25 low yes yes scr. 14 4 101/4 229.50 - 7.50 

9500 40 30 .3 .15 1 .15 35 k 50 k 
4-16 25 - 1.8 - 1 .2$ low yes yes scr. 14 4 101 /2 179.50 - 7.50 

9000 -2 80 60 .25 .1 .5 .1 Mi, 
SOON 4-16 40 - 1.8 - 1 .25 low yes yes yes 14 4 121/a 309.50 - 8.50 

SONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 47.47 Van Dam St., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101 
TA -1120 50 - .1 .05 .3 - - 1Ó0. 4 -16 70 no 4 - 1 .002 no yes yes yes 153/4 5% 12'/4 399.50 - inc. 

VM CORP., P.O.B. 659, Benton Harbor, Mich 49023 
1485 37.5 15 5 1.5 - - - 20k1 8 - no 5 100 - .1 no yes no no 13% 51/4 10'/4 99.50 - inc. 

eLK60 is kit version, $199.95; metal cabinet, $13.95; wood cabinet $24.50 
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is merely a means of indicating how much input signal will 
be required for full power output to be achieved. In terms 
of the user facing the problem of "matching" a tuner or 
tape- or record- playing equipment to a given amplifier, 
this specification takes on increasing importance. As an il- 
lustration, suppose a given amplifier requires 1 volt of signal 
( with volume control fully turned up) to produce rated 
power output. If an FM tuner were to be connected to this 
amplifier and if the tuner's maximum voltage output were 
only 0.5 volt, the amplifier could, at best, be driven to only 
one -fourth its potential power -output capabilities. Under 
such circumstances, one might just as well have bought an 
amplifier having a far lower power rating, since full power 
will never be utilized because of improper matching of the 
tuner to its power amplifier. 

Huai and Noise 

All electronic devices powered from an a.c. source (usual- 
ly having a frequency of 60 Hz) will reproduce a small 
amount of unwanted hum (at 60 Hz, and often at multi- 
ples of this frequency as well) . In addition, both tubes and 
transistors used in amplifying circuitry generate a small 
amount of random noise at all audible frequencies. These 
extraneous sounds detract from program enjoyment if they 
represent a significant percentage of the total sound out- 
put of a system. means of stating hum and noise (as a 
number of decibels below rated output) have now been 
standardized by the Institute so as to give a meaningful 
indication of the audible significance of such undesired 
sounds. As before, the greater the number of decibels stated 
in connection with the signal -to -noise and hum rating, the 
better the amplifier in this regard. 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
The rich harmonies of music and the characteristic tonal 

quality of musical instruments are largely the result of the 
presence of harmonics. Hi -fi amplifiers, on the other hand, 
are not musical instruments and should not insert their 
own tone color into the sound being handled. The job of 
the audio equipment is to reproduce, as exactly as possible, 
the original quality of the sound. This task is far from sim- 
ple since only absolutely perfect equipment is entirely free 
from all types of distortion which alter the nature of the 
sound signal. 

Harmonic distortion occurs when the audio system being 
used alters the shape of the input signal the same way that 
it would be altered if harmonics of the input frequency 
were deliberately added at the input. 

The distortion factor is the ratio between the total r.m.s. 
value of all the harmonics to the total r.m.s. value of the 
fundamental plus all harmonics. When this factor is ex- 
pressed as a percentage, it becomes a measure of the total 
harmonic distortion ( THD) . The numerical value attached 
to THD usually does not specify which harmonic (or har- 
monics) is producing the THD. 

It is common to make THD measurements throughout 
the entire range of the audio system under test. Such mea- 
surements impose a severe test of the system because it is 
far more difficult to handle the very low and very high fre- 
quencies with a minimum of distortion than it is to handle 
the mid- frequencies. 

It is also common to make the THD measurements over 
a wide range of output powers, up to the full rated output. 
In general, as the output power is increased, so is the 
amount of distortion. Usually the increase is smooth and 
gradual up to the overload point where there is a sudden 
jump in distortion. Amplifiers should be rated at a power 
just below this overload point, while the THD is still a low 
figure. In the case of preamplifiers, measurement is fre- 
quently made with certain prescribed input and output 
voltages. 

As a quality figure, then, the less the amount of THD 

specified (the lowest percentage figure) the better. 

IM Distortion 
When two different frequencies are applied to a perfect- 

ly linear device (one whose output varies directly in accord- 
ance with the input), the output of the device will contain 
only these two frequencies. However, if there is any non - 
linearity within the system, then one of the input signals 
will be affected (modulated) by the other. When this mod- 
ulation takes place, additional frequencies will be gener- 
ated. These additional frequencies are not necessarily har- 
monically related to either of the original frequencies. What 
is more, harmonics of the original two frequencies can 
combine with each other to produce still other frequencies. 
Since none of these frequencies was originally introduced 
into the amplifier, but exists at the output of the amplifier, 
then the amplifier has introduced distortion. This is called 
intermodulation distortion or IM. 

The amount of this IM distortion is the r.m.s. sum of all 
the internally generated signals, expressed as a percent- 
age of the modulated signal. Usually, the two frequencies 
used are 60 Hz and 7 kHz, having a relative amplitude ratio 
of 4:1, respectively. 

In general, when an amplifier has low IM, it also has 
low THD, and conversely, when the IM is high, the THD is 
also high. However, it must be remembered that these two 
methods of measuring distortion are quite different, so it is 
logical to expect that the percentage figure for IM and THD 
will not be the same. 

As in THD measurements, the lower the INN specified 
(the lowest percentage figure), the better the system. 

Secondary Specifications 
Many other completely defined specifications appear in 

the new IHF amplifier standard, and the reader having suf- 
ficient technical interest to acquaint himself with the entire 
standard can procure a copy of "IHF Standard Methods of 
Measurement for Audio Amplifiers" (IHF -A -201, price 
52.00) by purchasing it directly from the Institute of High 
Fidelity, Inc., 516 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 
10036. 

Even the non -technical music lover intent upon assem- 
bling a quality stereo music system can take comfort in the 
fact that an increasing measure of uniformity of published 
specifications has finally come to the high -fidelity compo- 
nent industry after nearly two decades of arbitrary and 
confused specification writing. Certainly, all the published 
specifications cannot replace the prospective buyer's aural 
acuity in auditioning amplifiers. Intent, patient listening 
tests will always be the first step in the selection of an am- 
plifier. Also, as has already been implied, an amplifier must 
not be chosen out of context with the remainder of the pro- 
posed system. Sources of programs to be used in conjunc- 
tion with the amplifier must be regarded in terms of their 
compatibility. Loudspeaker system selection, as well as 
room size and acoustics, still weigh heavily in determining 
power requirements for amplifiers. Bear in mind that ratios 
of as much as 10:1 in loudspeaker efficiency of the com- 
mercially available speaker systems reflect equally wide 
power requirements for companion amplifiers. 

Fortunately, during the past couple of years, better 
performance loudspeaker systems have become available at 
a much lower cost, with the result that the mediocrities 
and poor performers are being driven from the market. Be- 
sides improved performance, most modern loudspeakers are 
designed to complement the decor of almost any home. 

Careful reading of standardized specifications, however, 
coupled with intelligent auditioning and attention to the 
other details listed in this article, will result in a rewarding 
experience in home musical enjoyment and many years of 
trouble -free performance, thanks to the new generation of 
amplifiers. 
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PERCENT MODULATION NOMOGRAM 
By MAX H. APPLEBAUM 
Warwick Electronics Inc., Pacific Mercury Div. of amplitude modulation by use of a straightedge. 

A simplified method of determining the percentage 

IN AM transmitters, it is necessary to check the percent 
modulation so that the limits set by the FCC are not ex- 

ceeded. The methods of obtaining the waveforms are not dis- 
cussed here since they can be found in any standard text. This 
nomogram does, however, offer a simplified mains of deter- 
mining the percent modulation from the waveforms. 

Fig. 1 shows a series of oscilloscope patterns of an r.f. car- 
rier being amplitude -modulated by a sine wave. Fig. 2 shows 
a series of trapezoidal patterns of the sanie waves. Percent 
Modulation (M)= [(A- B) /(A +B)] x 100 where A is the crest 
amplitude and B is the trough amplitude. The values of A and 
B are measured from the oscilloscope patterns. 

J1 is found by extending a straightedge from the measured 

1 

CREST 
TROUGH 

T 

1 

(A) LESS THAN 
100% MOD. 

(B) 100 ° /. 
MODULATION 

(C) MORE THAN 
100 ° /. MOD. 

Fg 1. Amplitude modulated r.f. carrier waveforms. 

Fig 2. Trapezoidal modulation patterns seen on scope. 

January, 1967 

(A) LESS THAN 
I00 °/. MOD. 

(B) 100° /. 
MODULATION 

(C) MORE THAN 
100. /. MOD. 

value of A on its scale to the measured value of B on its scale. 
The percent modulation is found where the straightedge 
crosses the diagonal scale. A and B may be in any units as long 
as both are measured in the sanie units. 

Example: Find the percent modulation of a wave whose 
crest amplitude is 6.3 centimeters and whose trough ampli- 
tude is 2.7 centimeters. 

Solution: Extend a straightedge from 6.3 on the A scale to 
2.7 on the B scale. The straightedge crosses the M scale at 40 
which is the perce ìt modulation. 

( Note: For symmetrical modulation, the above equation 
produces the same results as the equations: M =(A -C) /C or 
(C -B) /C, where C carrier amplitude. ) 
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Integrated Circuits 

Used in New 

Hi -Fi AM /FM Receiver 
By WILLIAM HANNAH 
Consumer Product Line Manager, Heath Company 

First use of ICs in hi -fi component field. Two 
such circuits along with two crystal filters are 
em /cloyed in F.11 i.f. strip of new Heath receiver. 

NE of the most difficult factors 
facing FM circuit designers to- 
clay is the stringent require- 

ments placed on FM reception by the 
advent of stereo broadcasting. Corn- 
pared to monophonic F \I broadcasts, 
stereo requires a broader bandwidth at 
the receiver but, at the same time, there 
should be no sacrifice in selectivity. 

Circuit engineers strive to achieve an 
i.f. bandpass response with a flat top and 
steep sides along with linear phase char- 
acteristics. The most common ap- 
proach is to cascade individually tuned 
i.f. stag_ es, but the number of stages re- 
quired for perfect response may be so 
great that the design may be com- 
promised. 

This was one of the problems en- 
countered in developing the new solid - 
state Heath AR -15 AM /FM. FM- stereo 
receiver (see photo on cocar-Ed.). In- 
tegrated circuits and a new approach to 
F \I i.f. filters proved to be the answer. 

Design parameters were established 
for the FM circuit of the receiver by 
our engineers and, working closely with 
RCA, a performance -cost comparison 
was made between a conventional i.f. 
strip using transistors and a strip using 
integrated circuits. We found that the 
IC design topped the transistor design 
in performance and had a considerable 
edge in cost. We also found that the 
IC design had ample gain, excellent re- 
peatability, and certainly better reliabili- 
ty. The decision was ruade to go with 
IC's. 

The Integrated Circuit Chosen 

After careful evaluation of several 
different approaches to the design, the 
RCA Type CA3012 silicon integrated 
circuit was selected. This unit is a 
wide -band amplifier consisting of 10 

transistors, 7 diodes, and 11 resistors. 
The circuit is housed in the familiar TO- 
5 transistor case although it is a low 
silhouette design and has 10 leads. 

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of the 
CA3012. The circuit utilizes 10 tran- 
sistors but only 8 are actual amplifiers. 
The remaining two, Q9 and QI0, in 
conjunction with diodes D1 and D2, are 
used as voltage regulators. Q9 serves 
to regulate supply voltage to Q1 through 
Q6 while Q10 regulates the supply volt- 
age for Q7 and Q8. Amplification is 
accomplished through a series of com- 
mon- emitter current amplifiers and com- 
mon -base voltage amplifiers. Coupling 
capacitors are eliminated through the 
use of direct -coupled circuits. 

Direct- coupled circuits have in the 
past been notoriously unstable. This is 
because individual transistors made from 
different materials and located on vari- 
oils parts of the chassis would react 
differently to localized ambient temper- 
atures and voltage variations. This 
problem is neatly solved in the IC by 
making all stages from identical ma- 
terial and housing them within the 
same case. Thus a similar reaction is 

obtained from all sections when subject- 
ed to voltage and temperature variations 
and the unit is thus largely self-com- 
pensating. 

Over-all Circuit Arrangement 
Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the 

FM receiver circuitry showing the use 
of the CA3012 integrated circuits. The 
IC is used in much the same manner as 
a conventional i.f. amplifier; however, 
gain through the IC is much greater 
and a.g.c. circuitry is somewhat different. 
A gain of 61 dB is realized through 
each IC at the i.f. frequency of 10.7 
MHz. Hard limiting at this frequency 

FFig. 1. Schematic diagram of the FM portion of the complete receiver. 
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Fig. 2. Over -all, i.f. bandpass of AR -15 receiver with normal 
input signal (left) and with much higher amplitude input (right). 

occurs with an input signal amplitude to the CA3012 of 
approximately 600 microvolts. At signal levels above 
this amplitude very little change in output occurs, giv- 
ing a sharply defined limiting characteristic to the over -all 
i.f. strip. 

While this sharp limiting characteristic is ideal from a 
noise rejection standpoint, it did create a problem with 
regard to a.g.c. Because of the extremely high gain 
through the i.f. strip and front -end of the AR -15, only a 
very minute signal drives the i.f. strip into limiting. Once 
in limiting, the output of the integrated circuit varies only 
slightly; hence, not enough variation in voltage occurred at 
the detector between weak and strong stations to provide 
an effective a.g.c. voltage. Even moving back as far as the 
output of the first IC did not solve the problem. Limiting 
occurred too soon to obtain proper a.g.c. action. 

This problem was overcome by adding a conventional 
stage of gain immediately ahead of the first IC. This 
stage serves the twofold purpose of supplying signal to the 
a.g.c. amplifier as well as to the signal- strength meter 
amplifier. Since this stage does not limit, its output can be 
used to develop the required a.g.c. voltage which is then 
fed back to the FM front end for automatic gain control. 

When a conventional tuned i.f. stage is driven into limit- 
ing by strong station signals, the result is to effectively in- 
crease the over -all bandpass. Excessive bandwidth will 
result in increased noise, adjacent and alternate channel 
interference, and poor selectivity. By designing a very 
sharp, narrow bandpass, this condition is minimized, but 
at the expense of attenuated sidebands under weak and 
moderate signal conditions. This results in high distortion 
and poor stereo reception. 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

r- 

Fig. 3. Over -all i.f. bandpass of another receiver with normal 
input signal (left) and with much higher amplitude input (right). 

Ideally, the i.f. bandpass response would be flat -topped 
with vertical sides under all signal conditions and would 
have linear phase -shift characteristics throughout its pass - 
band. The bandpass of the AR -15 is a very close approxi- 
mation of the ideal. Fig. 2 is a photograph of the re- 
ceiver's over -all FM receiving section bandpass. Fig. 3 is a 
photo of the bandpass of another solid -state receiver, taken 
under identical conditions. 

Crystal Filters & FET's 
The bandpass characteristics of the receiver were achieved 

by utilizing the high gain and excellent limiting charac- 
teristics of the IC's in conjunction with specially designed 
quartz- crystal filters which replace conventional i.f. tuned 
circuits. These filters are not to be confused with the 
ceramic filters currently in wide use in low -cost AM re- 
ceiver i.f. circuits. This design eliminates the need for i.f. 
alignment, with the exception of the detector. More im- 
portantly, however, the filters provide a steep -skirted, flat- 
topped bandpass with negligible deviation from perfectly 
linear phase characteristics at all signal levels. The end 
result is improved performance on both FM mono and 
stereo reception. 

Field- effect transistors (FET's) are used in the FM 
front end of the receiver. Unlike the common transistor, 
the FET is a high -impedance device and is especially 
adaptable to high -"Q" circuitry. 

One problem encountered in r.f. designs using transistors 
is that of impedance matching. To perform with maxi- 
mum efficiency, the resonant circuits used for signal trans- 
fer must operate into a high impedance. Transistors, being 
low -impedance devices, tend to (Continued on page 61) 

Fig. 4. Schematic of integrated circuit used. Note that the signal -flow path is shown by means of the heavy lines. 
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Pulse- Counting 

Detector for 

FM Tuners 
By A. H. SEIDMAN 

Contributing Editor 

Here is a hi -fi innovation -a circuit used in the 
new Fisher tuner that has 10 -MHz bandwidth, 
a capture ratio of only 0.5 dB, and with no 
tuned circuits that can go out of adjustment. 

N innovation which may set a new trend in hi -fi tuners for the in- 
dustry has been introduced by Fisher Radio. In the new Mod- 
el TFM -1000 F\I tuner (see photo on cover -Ed.), the manu- 

facturer has come up with a sophisticated limiter- detector circuit that 
looks like a hi -fi man's dream. It features a pulse -counting detector in 
a circuit that contains seven transistors and numerous diodes. The tun- 
er costs more than most standard units -but it also buys more perfor- 
mance. Here are some of the features: 

1. The tuner displays nearly perfect linearity over a 10 -MHz band- 
width. 

2. Total harmonic distortion is less than 0.2%. 
3. It has a capture ratio of only 0.5 dB compared with an average of 

3 dB for other tuners. 
4. Since no tuned networks are used, the tuner exhibits excellent op- 

erating stability. 
5. No critical adjustments are necessary. 
6. The circuit lends itself to future IC fabrication. 

Background 
To appreciate the differences between conventional limiter- detectors 

and the new circuit, a look at some operating features of standard cir- 
cuitry is in order. Consider first limiting which is necessary for re- 
moving any amplitude variations that may be present on the FM 
signal. One major source of amplitude modulation is static, which may 
be either atmospheric or man -made, as in the case of automobile 
ignition. The other source is in the front end. No practical component 
exhibits perfect signal response and, as a result, some A \I is produced 
in the tuner itself. If insufficient limiting exists, the output will be dis- 
torted by the presence of AM. With some types of detectors, no limit- 
ing stages are required while others may use up to two cascaded limiters. 
Fisher uses three transistors and six diodes to provide symmetrical limit- 
ing. 

The conventional FM detector, or discriminator, frequently uses a 

balanced tuned circuit. The circuit is tuned to the intermediate fre- 
quency, and it is so designed as to produce the famous "S" curve, which 
relates output audio voltage to frequency. These tuned circuits have to 

be aligned and even when perfectly aligned, the "S° curve may not 
be perfectly linear. The transistor pulse- counting detector eliminates the 
need for alignment and the circuit provides nearly perfect linearity. 

In order to economize (for example, by removing the limiter stage), 
the ratio detector and the gated -beam tube (6BN6) detector were devel- 
oped. Although the gated -beam tube detects by counting pulses, it 

f 
Fig, i. Complete schematic of limiter /pulse- counting detector circuit as used in TFM -1000 tuner. 
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does not provide over -all performance comparable with the 
new circuit. 

For proprietary reasons, Fisher will not talk about the op- 
eration of its new circuit. However, this development is so 
exciting and significant for the hi -fi enthusiast that we have 
decided to make our own analysis of the circuit for the 
benefit of our readers. All new developments have a prior 
history. In regard to this circuit, an important paper by 
Baghdady (Proceedings of the IRE, April, 1958) and work 
done by Arguimbau and others (see "Vacuum Tube Cir- 
cuits and Transistors" by Arguimbau & Adler, 1956) ap- 
pear to have provided the theoretical groundwork for the 

s development of the circuit. In addition, this type of circuit 
is being used in some telemetry receivers and in some British 
FM tuners. Based on these works and a very careful anal- 
ysis of the circuit schematic, the operation of the limiter - 
detector is presented. To the best of our knowledge, the 
description given below is accurate. 

The Circuit 
A block diagram of the limiter- detector circuit is given in 

Fig. 2, while the complete schematic is shown in Fig. 1. 
(It is important to note that the circuit is preceded by an 
t.f. section with five wide -band i.f. stages.- Editor) The lim- 
iter is composed of three transistor stages, each stage having 
the configuration of Fig. 3A. Diodes Dl and D2 are silicon 
and their cut -in or threshold voltage at room temperature is 
approximately 0.6 volt. This means that a minimum of 0.6 
volt has to be impressed across the diode before it conducts. 

When the positive half of the incoming signal is 0.6 volt 
or greater, diode D1 conducts and the output is clamped to 
0.6 volt. Diode D2 takes care of the negative half -cycle 
and its output is clamped to -0.6 volt. This diode ar- 
rangement results in symmetrical clipping, or limiting, which 
is essential for minimum audio phase distortion in the 
output signal. The transistor provides a small voltage gain 
(on the order of 3) for signals lower in amplitude than the 
clamping level. 

Before proceeding further with the operation of the limit- 
er, the significance of capture ratio will be considered. 
Capture relates to the ability of an FM tuner to accept the 
stronger of two signals of the same frequency while reject- 
ing the weaker one. The weaker signal has the effect of 
amplitude modulating the stronger FM signal and thereby 
causing audio distortion. Capture ratio, expressed in deci- 
bels, denotes how effective the timer is in rejecting the un- 
wanted or weaker signal. A low dB capture ratio figure 
indicates that the tuner is capable of rejecting a signal only 
slightly lower in amplitude than the desired, or stronger, 
signal. 

To achieve a capture ratio of 0.5 dB, two conditions have 
to be satisfied in the limiter circuit. These are: (1) Ampli- 
tude modulation must be suppressed by 95 %. (2) The 
bandwidth of the limiter -detector must be at least 6 MHz. 
To allow a "margin of safety," Fisher specs the circuit for 
a 10 -MHz bandwidth. 

Amplitude modulation suppression will be examined first. 
Assume the input FM signal is highly amplitude -modulated, 
as shown in Fig. 3B. This may be the result of a weaker 
signal amplitude modulating a stronger signal of the same 
frequency. After going through the first limiter stage, the 
output may appear as indicated in Fig. 3C. Cycles of 
the input signal of lower amplitude than ± 0.6 volt are 
amplified; the other cycles are limited to -!- 0.6 volt. The 
signal goes to the next two limiter stages where it is further 
amplified and limited in the same manner as in the first 
stage. The resultant waveform is shown in Fig. 3D. It is 
seen that virtually all of the AM has been removed and a 
near -ideal FM signal is ready for detection. 

The other condition to be satisfied in obtaining a capture 
ratio of 0.5 dB is bandwidth. As the signal is successively 
limited, new frequencies are produced. It is essential that 

(Top) Inside view of the pulse -counting detector and limiter sec- 
tion described here. This assembly is mounted in the dark, closed 
rectangular housing along the right -hand side (as viewed 
from rear) of the chassis of the tuner shown in bottom photo. 

these frequencies be "kept" during the limiting process for 
low output distortion. Thus the need for a large over -all 
bandwidth of 10 MHz. 

If the over -all bandwidth is 10 MHz, then each amplifier 
in the limiter- detector must have a bandwidth greater than 
10 MHz. Like vacuum tubes, a transistor has input capaci- 

I.F. INPUT 

3 -STAGE 
LIMITER 

(3 TRANSISTORS) 

AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER 

(I TRANSISTOR) 

AMPLIFIER 

(I TRANSISTOR) 

SWITCH 

( I TRANSISTORI 
DELAY LINE 

I0.7-RAP 

I.F. TRAP I{- -- 

PULSE 
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(I TRANSISTOR) 

AUDIO OUTPUT 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the new Fisher limiter -detector circuit. 

Fig. 3. (Al Limiter -stage circuit. (B) Input signal which is 
highly amplitude -modulated. (C) Output of first limiter stage. 
(D) Output of last limiter stage. Ninety -five percent of the am- 
plitude modulation on FM signal has been completely removed. 
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Fig. 4. IA) Simplified schematic of pulse- counting detector. (B) 

Ideal output pulse at collector of transistor counter. (C) The 
actual stretched -out waveform due to transistor storage time. 

2V 
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Fig. 5. Example of pulse- counting detection. (A) Modulating wave- 
form is a triangular wave. IB) What the FM wave may look like. 
IC) Output pulses at the collector of pulse- counting transistor. 
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Fig. 6. This shows a greater magnitude of modulating signal. (A) 
Triangular wave now has peak amplitude of 2V volts. (B) The 
FM waveform. IC) Twice as many pulses are now counted than for 
the case where amplitude of the triangular wave was V volts. 
(In Figs. 5C and 6C, the output pulses are actually negative - 
going. They are shown inverted to make comparison simpler.) 

tance and feedback capacitance between the output (col- 
lector) and input (base). These capacitances act to de- 
crease the gain at higher frequencies and the bandwidth 
is reduced. The emitter network of Fig. 3A, made up of 
resistors Rl and R2 and capacitors Cl and C2, compensates 
for the transistor capacitances and the necessary stage band- 
width is thereby realized. 

Pulse- Counting Detector 

The limited waveform is amplified and applied to a tran- 
sistor which serves as a switch. For every cycle impressed 
across the switching transistor, a pulse is sent into a coil 
delay line. The time it takes for the pulse to travel from 
the input of the delay line and back again is estimated to be 
on the order of 25 nanoseconds (25 X 10 -e second) . Dur- 
ing this interval, the transistor in the pulse -counter circuit 
of Fig 4A is turned on. The 25 -nsec delay pulse and diode 
Dl maintain the base -emitter junction of the n -p -n transistor 
positive, thus ensuring that the transistor is on during the 
25 -nsec interval. 

For the ideal transistor, the collector output would be a 
rectangular pulse 25 nanoseconds wide and 11 volts in 
amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4B. The number of pulses pro- 
duced per unit time is directly related to the amplitude 
( frequency deviation) of the modulating signal. The greater 
the signal amplitude, the more pulses per unit time will be 

counted by the circuit. Thus, the number of pulses per 
unit time is directly proportional to the amplitude of the 
modulating signal. 

Assume the modulating signal is the triangular waveform 
of Fig. 5A, having a peak amplitude of V volts. A tri- 
angular waveform is used as an example because the volt- 
age rises linearly with time. This shows, very nicely, the in- 
crease in frequency deviation with rising signal amplitude. 
The limited waveform may appear as in Fig. 5B. This is 
applied to the switching transistor and delay line. The out- 
put of the transistor in the pulse- counting detector, say, re- 
sults in three pulses. Each pulse has the same width (25 
nanoseconds) and height (11 volts) ; that is, their areas are 
the same. The resulting pulses are spaced in a time 
interval, T, as shown in Fig. 5C. 

Consider Fig. 6A which shows the same triangular wave- 
form of Fig. 5A, but with twice the peak amplitude, 2V. 
The output of the limiter will contain twice as many cycles 
(Fig. 6B) as for the previous case. Therefore, the transis- 
tor output of the counter has six pulses for the same interval 
T, as shown in Fig. 6C. The area of each pulse is the same 
as for the first example. 

The pulses are then applied to the RC integrator in Fig. 
4A. Capacitor C charges and its voltage is directly propor- 
tional to the number of input pulses to the counter. This 
voltage is amplified and the audio output is linear with 
signal amplitude. The total harmonic distortion is less than 
0.2 %. The trap associated with the integrator filters out the 
10.7 -MHz intermediate frequency. 

To obtain sufficient output from the integrator circuit, 
high- amplitude pulses from the transistor counter are nec- 
essary. In this circuit, the pulse amplitude is approximately 
11 volts, peak -to -peak. However, high collector voltage 
and fast switching characteristics are generally incompatible 
requirements for a transistor switch. The most significant 
delay produced by the transistor is the storage time delay. 
This has the effect of stretching out the pulse, as indicated 
in Fig. 4C. 

The storage time for the transistor used in the circuit may 
be on the order of 10 to 20 nanoseconds. Assume it is 20 
nanoseconds. Therefore, the stretched pulse will have a 
total width of 25 + 20 = 45 nanoseconds. The highest 
possible frequency that the detector can handle for this 
worst case is 1/45 X 10' = 22 MHz. This is more than 
twice as great as the maximum bandwidth of 10 MHz for 
the circuit and therefore no problem. 

Since storage time can be different from one transistor 
to another of the same type, what effect will this have on 
the linearity of the output signal? None! The only effect 
is an increase in audio output. Suppose that in one circuit 
the transistor used for the counter has a storage time of 10 
nanoseconds. The total width of the stretched pulse will, 
therefore, be 35 nanoseconds. The area of each pulse will be 
35 nsec X 11 volts = 385 volt -nanoseconds. If the storage 
time is 20 nanoseconds, the area becomes 45 nsec X 11 
volts = 495 volt -nanoseconds. This causes the capacitor of 
the integrator to charge up to a higher voltage than for the 
385 volt -nanosecond pulse and more audio signal is avail- 
able. However, this can be compensated for by the audio 
gain control. The linearity does not enter into the problem. 
Indeed, the pulse -counting circuit never goes out of adjust- 
ment nor has to be aligned for linearity as is required 
for conventional circuits. 

The pulse- counting circuit is a remarkable innovation in 
hi -fi tuners. Perhaps if only vacuum tubes were available, 
this unit would never have been developed. Because tran- 
sistors are so small and efficient, the use of seven transistors 
does not present any serious problems. With the greater avail- 
ability and lower cost of integrated circuits, other innovations 
in hi -fi equipment are on the horizon. Already this limiter - 
detector appears to be a likely candidate for transformation 
into an integrated circuit. 
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Front -panel view of new "T- circuit" 
integrated stereo amplifier unit. 

Operational Amplifier 

Circuit for Hi -Fi 

By B. N. LOCANTHI / Vice President, Engineering, James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 

Technical details on the "T circuit" as employed in 
the new JBL ultra -low distortion audio power amplifier. 

AS we gain more and more insight into the performance 
of the human ear, the design of sound recording and 

reproducing apparatus grows correspondingly more 
sophisticated. Whereas the critical audiophile was once 
satisfied if his power amplifier could produce 10 watts at 
1000 Hz with less than 1% distortion, he now expects at 
least 25 watts per stereo channel with less than 0.5% dis- 
tortion at any frequency from 20 to 20,000 Hz. 

By making full use of today's electronic technology, it 
is possible to build an audio amplifier of such quality that 
its complete performance cannot be accurately measured, 
even with the best test equipment presently available. The 
"T circuit" developed by the author is such an amplifier. 

In a number of respects, the "T circuit" is unusual, and a 
United States patent is pending on the circuit. The basic 
design philosophy, however, is an old one worth restating. 
We believe that an amplifier should be designed for low 
distortion and wide bandwidth without feedback. Negative 
feedback is then added to make an already good design 
perform even better; it is not used to "clean up" problems 
in the basic design. 

Some engineers think this is an old- fashioned idea. They 
feel that by using great amounts of negative feedback, de- 
sired performance can be obtained even from essentially 
non -linear amplifying circuits, and that it is the perfor- 
mance of the complete design that counts. This approach 
can result in an amplifier which has impressive figures in all 
of the standard specifications but which develops serious 
performance faults when more elaborate testing techniques 
are used. 

In the circuit to be described, the operating parameters 
of every stage are chosen for maximum transfer linearity, 
which is just another way of saying lowest possible distor- 
tion. And the operating mode of each stage is held constant, 
irrespective of signal level. This means that we don't 
"shift gears" to take care of varying power levels, nor do we 

try to make the circuit "pretend" it is doing something 
which in fact it is not. 

The Amplifier Circuitry 
The output circuit of the amplifier (Fig. 1) consists of 

three cascaded complementary- symmetry emitter -follower 
stages. The configuration has somewhat the appearance of 
a bridged -T circuit, which accounts for its name. 

The advantages of the complementary- symmetry emit- 
ter- follower output stage, using one p -n -p and one n -p -n 
transistor, are well known. Its output impedance is low so 
that loads in the 4- to 16 -ohm range can be driven without 
the need for an output transformer. Transistor idling cur- 
rent can be controlled so that the efficiency of class -B oper- 
ation is approached but without the notch distortion common 
to class -B amplifiers. 

Most important, the complementary -symmetry configu- 
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Fig. 1. Three -stage output circuit. Note "T" configuration. 
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Underside view shows two jumper leads between preamp and amp. 

ration does not require a separate phase -splitter stage. 
When a signal is applied to the common driving point, one 
transistor draws more current and the other draws less. In 
the "T circuit," the three cascaded emitter -followers in each 
group all operate together as if the output circuit were a 
single stage. (In practice, the transistors are biased close 
to cut -off so that one group conducts primarily during posi- 
tive half- cycles while the other group conducts mainly dur- 
ing negative half-cycles.) 

What are the special advantages of this arrangement? 
First, the output circuit has exceptionally low drive re- 
quirements. While the emitter -follower has no voltage gain, 
it does provide considerable power gain. In this respect, 
it is similar to the familiar vacuum -tube cathode follower. 
The three output stages multiply output load impedance 
by a factor of 100,000 as it is reflected back to the collector 
driving point. Even though voltage gain is less than unity 
(about 0.9) , the power gain of the three stages is therefore 
almost 100,000. 

Another important characteristic of the circuit is its excel- 
lent thermal stability. Output transistors Q5 and Q6 are 
connected directly to a high -current power supply of about 
35 volts plus and minus potential. Each base of the output 
stage has a low- resistance path for the collector -to -base leak- 
age current to flow through its opposite emitter driver stage. 
Because the input driver collector load resistance is about 

o 
INPUT 

o 
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9000 ohms and because the output load impedance is multi- 
plied by a factor of 100,000, the d.c. stability factor of the 
circuit is better than 10. Thus, d.c. thermal runaway prob- 
lems are essentially non -existent. 

A single bias supply consisting of diodes Dl through D5 
provides the necessary forward bias for all three cascaded 
emitter -followers. The bias supply operates at a low current 
level and dissipates very little signal power, yet it provides 
all the advantages of diode biasing. 

One disadvantage of the circuit is that successively higher 
collector supply voltages are required for each driver stage 
to take care of the saturation voltage drops of the preceding 
transistors. The individual supply voltages are indicated in 
Fig. 1. 

This requirement leads to a rather complicated -looking 
power supply but not an inordinately expensive one. By 
using two additional low- current secondary windings for the 
driver power supplies, a symmetrical "package" is obtained 
which turns out to be somewhat smaller, physically, than 
would be expected for an 80 -watt amplifier. 

Performance of Output Stages 

Before going into details of the associated driver stages, 
let's take a brief look at the performance of the output 
circuit alone. Because each pair of transistors has a higher 
beta cut -off frequency than the following pair, the over -all 
frequency limitation of the circuit is determined al- 
most entirely by Q5 and Q6, and the bandwidth of the 
three cascaded stages turns out to be greater than 100,000 
Hz. With this kind of frequency response, the classic text- 
book rules regarding reduction of distortion and noise by 
negative feedback do apply, as we shall see a little further 
on. 

Distortion measurements of the output circuit without 
feedback indicate that at very low signal levels, total har- 
monic distortion stabilizes at about 0.2% or 0.3% and then 
increases to about 2.5% at 50 watts output per channel. This 
certainly is not phenomenal in itself, but remember that we 
are talking about performance without feedback. 

An interesting thing happens to our distortion measure- 
ments when the driver amplifier is added to the circuit. 
This is a two -stage direct- coupled differential amplifier con- 
sisting of four silicon transistors, Q7 through Q10 respective- 
ly (Fig. 2) . 

The differential driver circuit was chosen for its insensitiv- 
ity to supply- voltage changes. The symmetry of the output 
circuit makes it likewise largely immune to a.c. power -line 
surges. 

Measuring the distortion of the complete five -stage am- 

Fig 2. Schematic diagram of one of the two identical stereo power -amplifier channels using the new amplifier circuit. 
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plifier, still without feedback, we find that the figures are 
lower than for the output circuit alone! Harmonic distortion 
at 1000 Hz and 50 watts output measures less than 1%. 
Even at 20,000 Hz the circuit produces only about 1.5% 
distortion (Fig. 3) . 

Why should the distortion of the whole amplifier be less 
than that of the output circuit alone? It may be that the 
distortions of individual stages tend to be slightly comple- 
mentary, but the main reason appears to be that we are 
now driving the output circuit with a partial- current gener- 
ator instead of a zero -ohms source impedance. 

Now let's see what happens when the feedback loop is 
connected. Fig. 2 is a schematic of one channel of the 
complete stereo power amplifier. Note that the only cou- 
pling capacitor is located at the input and that from this 
point on the entire power amplifier is direct -coupled. Also 
note that the feedback loop extends all the way from the 
output of the amplifier back to the input terminals. No 
stage, no part of any stage, is left outside the feedback loop. 

The circuit therefore falls into the classification of d.c. 
operational amplifiers, devices that are widely used in 
telemetry and computer applications. Properly designed, 
such an amplifier can be made to exhibit unconditional sta- 
bility under any load condition and to maintain uniform 
gain and low distortion down to d.c. The marginal stabil- 
ity at subsonic frequencies which afflicts many amplifier de- 
signs is notably absent. 

When we try to pin down the performance of the com- 
plete circuit, a rather interesting problem arises. In essence, 
the amplifier is as good as or better than any available test 
equipment. For example, we know that the total harmonic 
distortion of the amplifier without feedback is about 0.5% at 
1000 Hz when the amplifier is producing 30 watts into an 
8 -ohm load. With a feedback factor of 50, distortion should 
be reduced proportionately, resulting in a figure of about 
0.01 %. 

But even with the most sensitive equipment and the 
greatest care in excluding stray signals from the test hookup, 
distortion can be measured accurately only down to 0.015% 
or so. Because of this, the measurements graphed in Figs. 4 
and 5 are probably accurate only where the curves climb 
above 0.05 %. Until the circuit is driven into clipping, dis- 
tortion is so low that it cannot be specified with any degree 
of exactness. 

Fig. 6 shows the frequency response of the complete am- 
plifier at 40 watts and one watt and with an open output cir- 
cuit. The open- circuit response curve cannot be seen be- 
cause it lies exactly along the one -watt curve, showing that 
the open- circuit stability of the amplifier is excellent. 

The circuit is stable under any passivé load, resistive or 
reactive. The inductor ( actually only a few turns of very 
low resistance wire) in series with the output is sufficient to 
act as a buffer for certain capacitive loads which might 
otherwise cause some ringing. Even without the inductor, 
however, the circuit will not oscillate. 

Overload Protection 
We have already explained that the amplifier's design 

makes it largely immune to a.c. line -voltage surges. Its per- 
formance when momentarily overdriven is equally impres- 
sive. The circuit recovers from a 100% single -cycle over- 
load in less than one -tenth of a cycle -at any frequency from 
20 to 20,000 Hz. As far as we have been able to determine, 
the unit recovers almost instantly from any overload at any 
frequency inside or outside the audio spectrum. 

What about prolonged overload, such as might result 
from accidentally shorted loudspeaker connections? The out- 
put transistors used in commercial versions of this circuit 
have a d.c. power dissipation capability of about 150 watts 
each. It should be emphasized that this refers to continuous 
power, not brief pulses. Because of this high power dissipa- 
tion capability, no exotic high -speed protective devices are 
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Fig. 5. Intermodulation distortion with feedback connected. 

required. The output circuit has a thermal breaker (not 
shown in the schematic) which opens in one to 60 seconds 
if excessive current is drawn. This is all that is needed to 
protect the output transistors in the event of a short circuit. 

As long as the amplifier is operated within the maximum 
current -handling capacity of the output stage, any kind of 
loudspeaker system, with almost any impedance rating, 
can be connected without degrading the signal quality. 

As described in this, article, the "T circuit" is used in the 
JBL Model SA -600 preamplifier /amplifier. It is also found 
in JBL Models SE -400S and SE -408S. These are sophisti- 
cated power amplifiers called "Energizers" because their per- 
formance is tailored to match the requirements of the par- 
ticular loudspeaker systems with which they are used. 

In all three models, however, the "T circuit" provides 80 
watts of continuous sine -wave power (40 watts per chan- 
nel) with both channels operating simultaneously, with 
power -line voltage as low as 110 volts, and with less than 
0.2% distortion at any frequency from 20 to 20,000 Hz. 
(Also see our "EW Lab Tested" on the SA -600 amplifier in 
the December, 1966 issue. -Editors) A 
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Fig. 6. Frequency response into open circuit and 8 -ohm load. 
The input coupling capacitor has been shorted out to show the 
good low- frequency performance of the complete amplifier. 
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High -Speed 

Punched -Card Readers 
By WILLIAM BARDEN 

Scientific Data Systems, Inc. 

A new generation reads data at up to 2000 cards 
per minute by the use of photoelectric techniques 
and then encodes input data into computer language. 

IN the space of two decades, computer speeds have in- 
creased a fantastic amount. Today's third -generation 
computers, which perform literally millions of onera- 

tions in one second, have far exceeded the speeds of their 
predecessors. Unfortunately, input devices, the peripheral 
equipment that translates the "external" data of electric 
hills, bank statements, sales slips, and the like into a 
language that the computer can understand, have been 
limited in their operational speeds simply because they are 
electro- mechanical devices. 

Because input devices operate at a much slower rate 
than the computers they service, considerable time is 
wasted as the input section of the computer is forced to 
wait while it accepts input data. With the large -scale com- 
puter systems of today, the maxim "Time is Money" is 
especially pertinent. 

In an effort to increase the input speeds of external data, 
a new generation of high -speed input devices has appeared. 
One of the most important of these is the high -speed card 
reader, an input device that "reads" the familiar punched 

Burroughs B129 reads 1400 cards per minute using photocells. 
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cards that are so much a part of our automated life. These 
card readers read data at error -free rates of up to 2000 
cards per minute, a relatively fast clip for a unit that does 
mechanical handling of this type. 

This article will explain the codes used in encoding ex- 
ternal data to "input" data on punched cards, a concept 
which is at least three quarters of a century old, and the 
operation of the relatively new high -speed card readers 
that are employed to encode input data into internal ma- 
chine (computer) language. 

Input /Output Devices 

Punched -card readers belong to a group of devices 
called input /output equipment, which a computer system 
uses. Input and output equipment perform the exact func- 
tions their names imply. 

Input equipment enables the human operator of the 
computer to provide data to be processed or stored by the 
computer. One example of an input unit is a typewriter, a 
modified version of a standard office machine. Using the 
special typewriter, for example, an operator types the name 
"Joe Nelson ", thereby encoding the name and reading it 
into the computer. Another input device is a card reader, 
in which the punch -coded name "Joe Nelson" on a card is 
read by the card .reader and simultaneously transmitted in 
encoded form to the computer. With a magnetic tape unit 
as an input device, each character of the name "Joe Nelson" 
is represented on a tape by a configuration of magnetized 
spots which are eventually read and encoded to a form that 
the computer can use. All external data, such as "Joe 
Nelson ", or "$115.77" or "Pulaski, Wisconsin ", is then en- 
coded to an input form on punched cards, magnetic tape, 
or other media, read by one of the input devices described 
or others, encoded to a form that the computer can under- 
stand, and sent on demand to the central computer. 

The central computer unit performs the programmed in- 
structions on the data and transmits the results to an output 
device. Examples of output devices are typewriters, print- 
ers, or card punches. For the first two units, the output 
results are printed out directly in alphanumeric or special 
characters, such as "A ", "6 ", and "t ". When an output unit 
is a card punch, the output is punched on a card in coded 
form. Output units then decode computer results and pro- 
duce a directly readable, or indirectly readable, form of the 
information that the computer supplies. 

Input (and output) devices vary in speed and flexibility. 
A typewriter input speed, for example, is limited by the 
speed of the human operator; magnetic tape, however, is 
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Fig. 1. The IBM card format is illustrated here with Hollerith -type punching. 
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able to feed information into the computer at a rate of 
50,000 characters per second, thousands of times faster 
than the typewriter input. Card -reader speed falls some- 
where between that of the typewriter and magnetic tape. 

Although punched -card records are not able to be read 
into a computer as rapidly as records on tape or some other 
media, there are a number of reasons why punched cards 
are widely used for computer input. The cost of the cards 
is low, typically 0.2 cent per card. Cards can be easily 
replaced if damaged or easily modified if data changes 
simply by punching a new card. Most important, each 
card is a unit record, or complete data on one subject; 
"files" of cards, or collections of cards about one particular 
set of subjects, then, are easily expanded or modified by 
replacing, deleting, or adding individual cards. If five em- 
ployees were added to a company's payroll, for example, 
five new cards would be punched and inserted in alpha- 
betical order in the payroll file. To add the five sets of data 
to a magnetic tape might mean rewriting the tape. 

To increase the input speed to the computer, the data on 
a file of cards is sometimes converted to magnetic tape be- 
fore it is read into the computer. This is often the case in 
large data processing applications involving semi- perma- 
nent records. Whether the card reader is used "on- line" 
as a direct input to the computer or "off- line" as an input to 
a unit not under computer control, the faster the card 
reader is able to provide the data on a file of cards, the 
faster the collection of records will be processed. 

Punched -Card Formats and Coding 
The idea of using punched cards to store data or records 

is not a recent one. In the early 1800's, a Frenchman 
named Jacquard used punched cards to operate a special 
type of textile loom. Later, in the 1830's, Babbage, an 
English scientist, proposed an "analytical engine ", a calcu- 
lator which was to have been very similar in principle to 
today's computers. Although the machine was never built, 
it would have used punched card input and output. Many 
of the present ideas about punched -card processing came 
from the work of Dr. Herman Hollerith, whose tabulating 
machine was used to record the 1890 census by the use of 
paper tape. Hollerith later founded the forerunner of Inter- 
national Business Machines Company. 

Today there are two types of punched -card formats, the 
IBM and the Remington -Rand. Both use a card with the 
same physical dimensions, 7%" long by 3;4' wide by about 
0.07" thick. The differences between the two lie in the 
number of columns that each uses and the type of punch 
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hole. The IBM is divided into 80 columns and uses rec- 
tangular punch holes, whereas the Remington -Rand has 90 
columns and uses circular punch holes. Since the IBM 
format is the most commonly used, it will be the one dis- 
cussed here. 

The IBM format is shown in Fig. 1. Each card is divided 
into 80 vertical columns and 12 horizontal rows. Normally, 
ten of the rows are numbered on the card (0 to 9) and 
two are unnumbered (11 and 12) . There are, therefore, 
960 punching positions on the card; how these are punched 
will determine what data is present on the card. 

There are two .types of punch codes that are generally 
used on the IBM card, binary and Hollerith. The two are 
capable of representing exactly the same data, but differ in 
the number of punching positions that are required to 
represent a character. 

Two types of binary punching are shown in Figs. 2 and 
3. Fig. 2 illustrates row binary punching. In this type, the 
data is arranged across the rows of the card as shown. 
Computer systems handle data in groups of binary digits 
called "words ". One computer, for example, may use 
words of 36 binary digits (bits). The first card input word 
for a computer using this word length is represented by 
the first 36 punching positions, reading from left to right in 

IBM Model 1622 card reader /punch combines both functions. 
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Fig. 2. The IBM card format is shown here with row binary punching employed. 
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Fig. 3. The IBM card format is showe 
here with column binary punching used. 
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row 9 (columns 1 through 36) . The second word is repre- 
sented by the next 36 punching positions in columns 37 
through 72, etc. Columns 73 through 80 are blank so that 
the two words occupy the same relative position. 

The last four digits of word number one are 1000, where 
1 is represented by a punch hole and a zero by the absence of 
a punch hole in the punching position. Notice that the most 
significant digit of this group, the 1, is actually farthest to 
the left on the card. In the binary number system, the 
last four digits of this word represent (1 X 2') + (0 X 2') 
+ (0 X 2') + (0 x 2 °) , respectively, or decimal 8. 

All 36 bits of the first word are a complete binary 
number with a decimal equivalent of, say, 1285839. The 
word, however, does not have to represent a 36 -bit binary 
number. Among other things, it may represent a series 
of alphanumeric and special characters. What the 36 bits 
represent is dependent upon the type of coding being used 
in the computer system and what the equipment has been 
programmed to read. As an example, one type of coding 
uses six binary digits to represent the characters. Six 
binary digits may represent binary values of 000000 to 
111111 ( decimal values of 0 to 63) ; 64 different characters 
may then be represented by the different configurations 
of the six digits. A 36 -bit card word, then, may represent 
six characters of six digits each. The last group of six 
digits, 011000, a decimal 24, represents the character "H ", 
the next, another character, etc. 

Fig. 3 illustrates another type of binary punching, called 
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column binary. With this type, the 
data is arranged in columns, with each 
column containing twelve bits of a 
computer word. The first complete 
binary word of 36 bits would, there- 
fore, be represented by columns 1, 2, 
and 3 taken together. The meaning 
of these 36 bits would again be de- 
pendent upon the code used by the 
computer system and the program- 
ming; each 36 bits in three columns 
could represent a decimal number, 6 
alphanumeric or special characters, or 
possibly some other data, such as nine 
decimal digits (12 groups of three bits) . 

The most widely used type of punch 
code is Hollerith encoding. A card en- 
coded in Hollerith can represent up to 
80 characters; each column represents 
one character. The code used is rela- 
tively simple: Rows 1 through 9 are 
called the "numeric" portion of the 
card. One punch in one of these rows 
with no punches in another row repre- 
sents the digits 1 through 9, respec- 
tively. A punch in one of the numeric 
rows and one punch in one of the rows 
12, 11, and 0 represent an alphabetic 
character; rows 12, 11, and 0 comprise 
the "zone" portion of the card. Special 
characters such as "$" or " " are repre- 
sented by one punch in the zone por- 
tion and one or two punches in the 
numeric portion of the card. The basic 
Hollerith code includes 47 characters, 
but the code may be expanded to in- 
clude other special characters by other 
two- or three -punch configurations. Fig. 
1 is an example of a card encoded in 
Hollerith. 

Both Hollerith- encoded and binary - 
encoded cards can be read rapidly and 
accurately by the high -speed card read- 
ers that are used in today's computer 

systems. Basically, most card readers consist of a mecha- 
nism to transport the cards, a reading unit to detect the 
punch /no -punch condition of the punching positions, an 
encoding section to encode the reading unit signals to a 
form acceptable to the computer, and a clock generator to 
control the input of encoded data into the computer. 
However, card readers differ in two principal ways, the 
direction in which the card is moved and read and the 
type of read unit employed. 

One sort of read unit is a brush- contact type, which 
senses punches by contact of a wiper with a metal plate 
through a hole in a punching position. Another type is the 
photo -electric read unit, which senses punches by illumina- 
tion of a photocell through a hole in a punching position. 

To pass a card past the read unit, many card readers 
move the card widthwise through the machine and read 
all 80 columns of one row of the card at one time. The 
output data from the read unit in this case is an example 
of data read in a "parallel" fashion. When reading column 
binary data, for example, the two words of data in one row 
of a card are available at the same instant of time. If the 
first word of a column- binary- encoded card is the binary 
configuration representing the six characters "Nelson ". for 
example, the complete set of signals for the full six char- 
acters are available at one time, or in parallel. 

Other card readers move the cards lengthwise under the 
read unit and read one column of a card at one instant of 
time; the adjacent column is read a short time later when 
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it passes under the read unit. This is an example of 
"serial" data; complete data for all columns is available in 
a series of outputs at 80 distinct times. If the characters 
"Nelson" are encoded on columns 5 through 10 in Hol- 
lerith and the card is moved and read lengthwise, a set of 
signals representing the "N" of "Nelson" is first available, 
followed slightly later by the "e ", and so forth. 

With the variations in read units and card movement 
noted, a representative high -speed card reader employing a 
photoelectric read unit and a serial reading operation will 
be discussed. Card movement and a block diagram of this 
typical card reader are shown in Fig. 4. 

The operator stacks the deck of cards to be read into 
the input hopper. The first card is fed "manually" from the 
input hopper to an alignment station where it is physically 
aligned in position. Once aligned and after a command 
from the central computer to read cards, the first card is 
moved lengthwise under the read station. At the read sta- 
tion, the read unit transforms the data on the card into 
electrical pulses. After reading, the card is deposited in a 
stacker. 

During the time the first card is being moved from the 
alignment station towards the read station, a second card 
is being fed out of the input hopper and into the alignment 
station. At the same time that the first card is being de- 
posited in the stacker, the second card is being read, and a 
third card is moving toward the alignment station. In this 
manner, a continuous stream of cards is fed out of the 
input hopper, past the read station, and into the stacker. 

The read station is composed of twelve photocells; each 
photocell has an associated amplifier 
elsewhere in the card reader assembly. 
A punch hole in a row of the card al- 
lows the photocell over that row to be 
illuminated. With no punch hole, the 
photocell for that row remains dark. 
When a photocell is illuminated, its 
corresponding amplifier produces a 
positive voltage output. When the 
photocell is dark, the amplifier output 
is at a zero -volt level. 

The output of the twelve photocells 
at the exact time that one column is 
directly under the read units represents 
the state of the twelve punching posi- 
tions of that column. Imagine that 
the card columns 8, 9, and 10 are 
punched in Hollerith- encoding to rep- 
resent the data "Joe ". If the time that 
column 8 is directly under the photo- 
cells is called T8, the time that column 
9 is directly under, T,,, etc., then the 
output of the twelve "data lines" from 
the photocell amplifiers is as shown in 
Fig. 5. 

The data lines go to the encoding 
section of the card reader. The pur- 
pose of the encoding section is to trans- 
late the data obtained from the card 
into the code used by the computer. 
The type of machine code mentioned 
earlier was one in which six bits rep- 
resented all characters used in the com- 
puter system. For this machine code, 
the data on the twelve data lines has 
to be encoded to an output on six data 
lines: the six lines represent, respec- 
tively, 25, 24, 23, 22, 2', and 2 °. 

Consider the previous example of the 
punched word "Joe ". "J" may be rep- 
resented in the computer by 100001 (a 
decimal 33) . When column 8 is read, 

the 25 and 2° data lines from the encoding section are at a 
positive voltage level and the four other lines are at a zero - 
volt level, as shown in Fig. 5. These lines in parallel rep- 
resent ( 1 X 25) + (0 X 24) + (0 X 23) + (0 X 2' ) 
+ (0 x 2') + (1 X 2 °) or a decimal 33. In the same 
fashion, the other characters are represented by the six 
output lines. Notice that while the data output is in serial 
form from a character viewpoint (one character presented 
at a time), each character is represented by a parallel out- 
put of data. For the name "Joe Nelson ", the six output 
lines have ten different outputs at ten different times. 

Since the outputs for different characters appear at dif- 
ferent times, the computer must have a means of syn- 
chronizing the reception of this data with its processing. A 
clock signal generator in the card reader makes the sets of 
outputs meaningful by supplying a clock pulse at the exact 
time that each column passes under the read head. For 
each card that is read, 80 clock pulses are generated; each 
clock pulse informs the computer that a new column is 
being read. For a typical card reader, the clock generator 
is an 80- toothed wheel. As each tooth passes a reluctance 
pickup, the pickup generates a pulse. The wheel is geared 
to the card reader drive mechanism so that the clock pulse 
output is synchronized with the reading of each column. 

This article has explained the basic principles of punched - 
card encoding and high -speed card reading. Although other 
types of input devices, such as optical readers, are gaining 
popularity, it appears that punched cards and high -speed 
card readers will remain the workhorses of input devices 
for some time to come. 

Fig. 4. Block diagram showing the 
operation of a photocell reader. 
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320 1.33 
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The Damping Factor Debate 
What do the numbers really mean and do very high amplifier 
damping factors have any noticeable effect on performance? 

By GEORGE L. AUGSPURGER 
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 

OME amplifier manufacturers have introduced circuits 
that have much higher damping factors than con- 
ventional units. A high -quality "traditional" vacuum - 

tu a amplifier can be expected to have a damping factor 
ranging from 10 to 20, but some of the newer tran- 
sistorized units boast of damping factors greater than 100. 
Moreover, advertising and promotional literature for these 
models explains that the damping factor is a sort of figure 
of merit indicating the degree of control which the am- 
plifier has over the loudspeaker. The higher the damping 
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factor, the more accurately the speaker is controlled and 
the better the performance. Is this right? 

The subject is really pretty simple, but not quite that 
simple. To get started on the right track, let's go back and 
look at a few of the snore basic things about audio power 
amplifiers. 

We can represent an amplifier as a black box with a 

set of input terminals on one side and a set of output 
terminals on the other, as in Fig. 1. And we have indicated 
a loudspeaker in the same way, except that instead of out- 
put terminals there are some sound waves emanating from 
the far side of this particular box. 

The Loudspeaker Load 

The next step is to connect the speaker to the output 
terminals of the amplifier. As far as the speaker is con- 
cerned, when it "looks back" at the amplifier, it "sees" a 

generator of audio signals which acts as though it has a 
certain effective internal impedance. This can be repre- 
sented as a resistor connected in series with the output 
terminals. Don't be misled by the fact that the resistor 
is imaginary -the behavior of the amplifier is exactly the 
same as if there were a resistor in plain sight on the back of 
the chassis. (Of course, generator impedance includes re- 
active characteristics too, but for our purpose here, a simple 
resistor will do nicely.) 

By taking the internal impedance of the amplifier (Rs) 
and bringing it outside the black box, we arrive at Fig. 2. 

Rv may be relatively large or it may be small. It may even 
be non -existent ( zero internal impedance is not too hard 
to achieve in practice). 

We assume that the black box itself produces a constant 
output voltage regardless of load. Nevertheless, a certain 
load impedance is required for a certain output power at 
minimum distortion. This is the impedance that the ampli- 
fier must "see" when it "looks" at the speaker load and is 

the rated load impedance usually indicated at the amplifier 
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output terminals. We will assume that the rated load im- 
pedance is 8 ohms in this case, no matter what the value 
of R. 

If we were going to use the amplifier to drive a con- 
stant- resistance load, it wouldn't matter whether the in- 
ternal impedance was one ohm or 10 ohms or 10,000 ohms. 
But because the amplifier is used to drive a loudspeaker, 
the value of its internal impedance becomes a most im- 
portant factor. 

For one thing, a loudspeaker does not present a constant 
load to the amplifier. An 8 -ohm loudspeaker may measure 
6 ohms at some frequencies and 60 ohms at others. If the 
amplifier has a high internal impedance, the voltage at the 
loudspeaker terminals will go up as impedance goes up and 
go down as impedance goes down. 

Secondly, a loudspeaker cone has inertia. It has to be 
stopped and started and moved back and forth in very 
complicated patterns. If the internal impedance of the am- 
plifier is too high, the speaker will move the way it wants 
to move instead of the way that the amplifier tells it to 
move. 

The Damping Factor 
Rather than specify the value of R it has become corn- 

pion to translate this into a figure which is called the 
damping factor (DF) of the amplifier. As we have seen, 
it really has more to do with coupling than damping. One 
definition of damping factor is the ratio of rated load im- 
pedance to the amplifier's own internal impedance. 

For our 8 -ohm black -box amplifier, an internal imped- 
ance of 8 ohms gives a damping factor of one. An internal 
impedance of one ohm gives a damping factor of 8. And if 
R, is only 1/10 ohm, the damping factor is 80. These fac- 
tors are shown in Fig. 2. 

This being the case, common sense leads us to believe 
what the proponents of high damping factors say in their 
sales literature, namely, that the damping factor is a 
numerical indication of coupling between amplifier and 
loudspeaker and the higher the figure, the better off we 
are. 

Unfortunately, we cannot always rely entirely on corn - 
mon sense. For one thing, a particular loudspeaker may not 
require a high damping factor to accurately follow the 
signal from the amplifier. Some loudspeaker systems give 
smoothest performance if the amplifier has a damping 
factor somewhere between one and three. 

But there is another property of dynamic loudspeakers, 
all dynamic loudspeakers, that has to be appreciated to 
really understand how the damping factor works. It is this 
other half of the actual damping factor which so many 
people seem to ignore. 

A dynamic loudspeaker has a voice coil, and the voice 
coil has electrical resistance. In most practical cases. the 
d.c. resistance of a loudspeaker is about 80% of its rated 
impedance. This is not always the case because different 
manufacturers use different impedance -rating methods, but 
such variations will not affect what we are talking about. 
Let us suppose, therefore, that our 8 -ohm black -box speaker 
has a d.c. resistance of about 6.4 ohms. 

The voice -coil resistance is effectively in series with the 
"working" parameters of the loudspeaker, just as is the 
internal impedance of the amplifier. And this time it isn't 
even an imaginary resistor; it is a real coil of wire that 
measures 6.4 ohms with a v.o.m. 

Instead of the circuit of Fig. 1, what really happens 
is shown in Fig. 4. The resistance that isolates the loud- 
speaker from the amplifier is not just Rs, but rather R, 
plus Rr -,.. When the two are connected together, neither 
the speaker nor the amplifier can distinguish between R,,. 

and R, The actual damping factor depends upon the 
sum of these two resistances, not upon one or the other. 

Table 1 shows the specified damping factor of an am- 
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Amplifier R, 
(ohms) Amplifier DF 

Actual 
Over -All DF 

8 1 0.57 
4 2 0.80 
2 4 1.0 
1 8 1.14 
0.5 16 1.23 
0.25 32 1.28 
0.125 64 1.30 
0.05 160 1.32 
0.025 320 1.33 
0.0125 640 1.33 
0.0000 Infinity 1.33 

Table 1. The actual damping factor (with loudspeaker connected( 
is limited by the speaker voice -coil resistance. Figures are for 
8 -ohm output terminals to which speaker having nominal B- 
ohm impedance and 6 -ohm voice -coil resistance is connected. 

plifier against the actual over -all damping factor for a wide 
range of generator impedance values when the amplifier is 

connected to an 8 -ohm speaker. The actual damping factor 
values are computed by adding R,, and Rr then dividing 
by the rated load impedance. In this instance we have used 
an 8 -ohm loudspeaker with a d.c. resistance of 6 ohms to 
prepare the chart. The exact figures are not particularly 
significant -the point is that the resistance of the speaker 
voice coil is the limiting factor. 

Note that changing the amplifier damping factor from 
unity to 8 makes a substantial change in the actual damp- 
ing factor, though it is not a 1:8 change but a 1:2 change. 
But changing the damping factor from 8 to 16 makes very 
little difference in the actual damping factor, and anything 
more than 16 has very little effect indeed. If we increase 
the damping factor from 16 to 160, the change is effec- 
tively less than 10 %, not 10 to one. 

Conclusions 

It should be obvious at this point that the quoted damp- 
ing factor of an amplifier is important only if the figure 
lies somewhere below 20 or so. Changing the damping 
factor from 2 to 20 does change the performance of the 
loudspeaker system (for better or for worse, depending 
upon the speaker) . But trying to prove that a damping 
factor of 200 is somehow better than one of 20 is pretty 
unconvincing because the effective difference in the partic- 
ular case cited is only that between 1.25 and 1.32. 

But someone is bound to insist that exhaustive tests have 
been made with such and such an amplifier and that a very 
high damping factor is better than one down around 10 or 
15. "The bass is just a little cleaner, just a little more 
natural and open," is the way the argument usually runs. 

In a given situation, this may very well be true. Rs is a 
byproduct of negative feedback. The more such feedback 
that is thrown into a power amplifier circuit, the lower the 
generator impedance and the higher the damping factor. 
The point is simply that if a lot of feedback has to be used 
to lick the distortion in a particular circuit, fine -use it. But 
don't believe that the reason it sounds good is because of 
some astronomically high damping factor. 

When I get a letter from someone who is worried about 
buying a certain amplifier because it has a specified damp- 
ing factor of "only" 15 or 16, I can't help but remember 
an old, old joke. It goes like this: 

A scientist is giving a public lecture. During the course 
of his speech, he predicts that in 100 billion years human 
life will become extinct. A man in the audience, obviously 
upset, asks the lecturer to repeat the statement. 

"I said," quotes the professor, "that in one -hundred bil- 
lion years, human life will no longer exist." 

"Oh, thank goodness," replies the man, much 
"I thought you said one -hundred million!" 

relieved. 
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New Developments in CRT Phosphors 

By JOHN R. COLLINS 

Much brighter displays, transparent phosphors, phosphors that change color, 
very long persistence types, and rare -earth phosphors for improved color -TV 
are only a few examples of phosphor improvements covered in this article. 

FVEN a cursory examination of available cathode -ray 
tubes will reveal that they are better than they were 
just a few years ago. TV picture tubes are brighter, 

less susceptible to burns, and, in the case of color tubes, 
give more natural color reproduction. New oscilloscope 
tubes offer high resolution, better contrast, low visible 
"noise," and even variable persistence. Similar advances 
are found in tubes for radar display, optical scanning, and 
data readout. 

Much of the improvement is traceable to new and better 
phosphors that are now available in sufficient variety to 
meet almost any demand. In addition, a number of 
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Fig. 1. CIE chromaticity diagram (horseshoe curve) permits 
plot of all colors. Triangle is range of color -TV phosphors. 
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schemes have been devised to increase versatility and 
provide new effects. Some of the more important prob- 
lems and developments are described in this article. 

Composition of Phosphors 
The term "phosphor" refers to any of a group of inor- 

ganic compounds that emit light when bombarded with 
electrons. Luminescence which occurs during actual exci- 
tation is called fluorescence, while luminescence that per- 
sists for more than 10 nanoseconds after the excitation 
ceases is called phosphorescence. In some phosphors, 
phosphorescence is different in color from fluorescence. 

Most phosphors are oxides, silicates, or sulfides of such 
elements as zinc, calcium, cadmium, and magnesium. 
Fluorides are also used when long image retention is de- 
sired. In almost all instances, phosphors are distinguished 
by the presence of a trace impurity, called the activator, 
which has been combined at high temperature with the 
basic compound and which influences its crystal lattice 
structure. Manganese, copper, silver, zinc, and various other 
metals have been used as activators. 

Although phosphor operation is not fully understood, it 
is generally agreed that electrons are removed from mole- 
cules and energy is absorbed under cathode -ray bombard- 
ment. As electrons return, energy is released in the form of 
light. The process is controlled by the activator, which 
traps free electrons and slows their return to the molecule. 
Variations in color, brightness, and persistence may result 
from the use of different activators or from small variations 
in their concentration. In one type of color picture tube, 
for example, silver- activated zinc- cadmium sulfide is used 
for both the green and red phosphor. 

In describing a phosphor, it is customary to name both 
the base material and the activator, separating the two by 
a colon. A silver- activated zinc -sulfide phosphor, for ex- 

ample, is written ZnS:Ag. 
Phosphors are relatively inefficient devices. Only 3% or 

4% of the electron -beam energy is converted into light. 
The remaining energy is converted into heat which must 
be dissipated by the screen. Phosphor burns may occur if 

heat is generated more rapidly than it can be dissipated. 
Phosphors have been classified into groups P1 through 

P35 by the Joint Electron Device Engineering Councils 
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(JEDEC) of the Electronic Industries Association and the 
National EIectrical Manufacturers Association (see Table 
1) . Some of the types are no longer in general use. 

It should not be inferred that there are no more than 35 
different kinds of phosphors, since a number of different 
formulas may be included in a single P group. RCA, for 
example, offers four different kinds of P4 phosphors for 
black- and -white television tubes: one type for aluminized 
picture tubes, a similar type but with a special burn- resis- 
tant coating for non -aluminized picture tubes, and two 
different phosphors to meet the special requirements of 
projection kinescopes. One projection type is made of two 

a phosphors applied in a single layer, whereas the other pro- 
jection type achieves added brightness by cascading the 
same two phosphors on a third phosphor. Similarly, there 
are at least three different P22 phosphor combinations for 
color tubes. 

In addition to these factors, many phosphor develop- 
ments have not been registered with JEDEC. Amperex, 
for example, has recently introduced on its latest oscillo- 
scope tubes a new phosphor designated as GP which, the 
firm reports, has the persistence of a P2 phosphor and the 
spectral response of P31. The addition of the blue response 
improves writing speed and provides a brighter trace. 

Altogether, it is estimated that there are several hundred 
non -registered phosphors. 

It should be noted that even among registered phosphors 
the method of preparing, processing, and depositing may 
vary considerably from one company to the next, and the 
product may be of quite different degrees of excellence. 
Actual methods of preparation are usually kept as careful- 
ly guarded secrets within the industry. 

Describing Color 
Tables of phosphor characteristics usually specify the 

wavelength of peak radiant energy. Although this gives an 
indication of color it is not precise, since the radiant energy 
may not be concentrated at the peak but may instead be 
spread over a considerable part of the spectrum. An ex- 
act description of color is provided through the use of the 
CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Éclairage) chroma- 
ticity diagram shown in Fig. 1. 

The chromaticity diagram is an ingenious device which 
permits the display of what is essentially three -dimensional 
data on a two -dimensional chart. The principle is not 
difficult to understand. Given a sample light of any color, 
it is possible to obtain an exact match by a proper mixture 
of the primary colors red, green, and blue. In practice, 
this is clone by an optical instrument in which known 
proportions of light of each of the primary colors are 
combined and the proportions varied until a match is 
obtained with the color under test. The amount of each 
color is then expressed as a ratio to the total so that the 
sum of the three ratios will be 1. 

To illustrate, in the case of a blue P11 phosphor, the 
proportions of primary colors needed to effect a match are 
red 0.139, green 0.148, blue 0.713 (total 1.000). Since 
the total of the three primary ratios will always equal 1 no 
matter what color is analyzed, the third color can be 
found if the other two are known. In the CIE system, 
therefore, colors are located on the chromaticity diagram 
simply by plotting red on the az axis and green on the 
axis, omitting blue. The P11 phosphor would accordingly 
be plotted as shown in Fig. 1. 

The horseshoe -shaped curve shown in Fig. 1 is a plot of 
the wavelengths of light in the visible spectrum. It en- 
compasses all possible colors and considerably more hues 
than can be obtained through combinations of available 
paints and dyes. The triangle inside the curve was formed 
by joining the points plotted for the red, green, and blue 
components of a typical color kinescope using silicate 
phosphors. Since any color that can be reproduced will be 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of relative luminosity of rare -earth red 
phosphor and conventional sulphide type red -emitting phosphor. 

a combination of those three elements, it is possible to 
plot any of the kinescope colors within the triangle. A 
wider range of colors would obviously be possible if the 
triangle were enlarged. This might be done by developing 
a greener green, a bluer blue, or a redder red which would 
fall beyond the limits of the present components. How- 
ever, the existing range compares favorably with the 
colors that it is possible to obtain with paints, dyes, or 
inks, so more attention is being devoted to improving 
brightness than to extending the range. 

Rare -Earth Phosphors 
Color -TV picture tubes are inherently less efficient than 

monochrome tubes because the shadow mask transmits 
only 15% to 20% of the electron beam. Furthermore, 
producing white light with a three -component phosphor 
system is a relatively inefficient process. These difficulties 
have been overcome largely through increasing the power 
consumption and operating color tubes at much higher 
beam current than is needed for monochrome tubes. 

Until recently, however, the total brightness of color 
picture tubes was limited by the fact that a red phos- 
phor hacl not been developed to match the efficiency of 
available blue and green phosphors. To obtain proper 
balance, it was therefore necessary to deaden the blue and 
green phosphors. This affected the brightness of the entire 
tube and was especially noticeable in monochrome pro- 
grams. \\'hen color highlights were shown, the relative 
luminosity of red would decline as the electron -beam 
current density was increased, and this would result in a 
shifting of color balance so that whites, for instance, 
would tend to appear blue or green. 

This situation has been greatly improved through the 
use of a new red phosphor -europium -activated yttrium 
orthovanadate ( l"VO,: Eu) -to replace the previously used 
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silver- activated zinc- cadmium sulfide (ZnCdS:Ag). A com- 
parison of the two is shown in Fig. 2.. Although both peak 
at about the same wavelength, the energy of the rare -earth 
phosphor is concentrated in a narrower band. Whereas the 
sulfide phosphor emits energy over a large part of the 
spectrum from yellow -green to red and has a reddish - 
orange appearance, the rare -earth blend appears pure red. 

Persistence 
Persistence is the time it takes the trace on a phosphor 

Table 1. 
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screen to fade to 10% of its original brightness. This time 
may vary widely, depending upon the use for which the 
tube is intended. The ordinary TV picture tube has a per- 
sistence of about 60 microseconds. A long persistance is 

obviously undesirable, or one picture would be superim- 
posed on another. Even shorter persistence is desirable for 
fast -writing oscilloscopes, and these often use a P11 phos- 
phor which has a persistence of 34 microseconds and 
which gives a high- intensity blue fluorescence that is excel- 
lent for photographic purposes. Flying -spot tubes often 

Phosphor characteristics. (Phosphors made by various manufacturers may have 
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employ a P16 phosphor which has a persistence of only 
0.12 µsec. 

Long persistence is important for observing slow -mov- 
ing phenomena. The best -known phosphor for such 
purposes is P7, which is really a combination of two phos- 
phors-a medium -short purplish -blue phosphor made of 
silver- activated zinc sulfide cascaded on a long- persis- 
tence yellowish -green phosphor consisting of copper -acti- 
vated zinc -cadmium sulfide. The first phosphor decays to 
the 10% point in about 50 microseconds, whereas the 

other persists for about 400 milliseconds, nearly half a 
second. Under proper lighting conditions, a trace can ac- 
tually be viewed at a level far below the 10% point. It is 
thus possible to observe phenomena on a P7 screen for as 
long as several minutes. Tubes with the P7 phosphor 
are often used for radar and for observing mechanical 
systems and biological processes, such as electrocardio- 
grams, where changes are comparatively slow. Fig. 3 
shows some typical persistence characteristics. 

An interesting new development is a variable- persistence 
somewhat different characterlistics.) Phosphors P8, P9, and P30 are no longer used. 
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Fig. 3. Persistence characteristics of typical CRT phosphors. 
(A) P1: medium for oscilloscopes. (B) P4: medium -short for 
black- and -white TV. (C) P16: very short for flying -spot scan- 
ners. (D) P26: very long for use in radar display systems. 

cathode -ray oscilloscope, made by Hewlett- Packard, which 
is capable of providing persistence that is continuously 
variable from about 0.1 second to several minutes, or of 
storing traces for hours or days. Variable persistence is 

achieved through the use of a specially designed storage 
tube and unique erase circuitry. In this tube, a storage 
mesh located just behind the phosphor screen is coated 
with a highly resistive layer of magnesium fluoride. A 

positively charged pattern is etched on the storage mesh by 
a write gun which is similar to the gun in a conventional 

Fig. 4. Relative luminosity of typical P4 phosphor (television 
type) compared to the relative sensitivity of the human eye. 
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cathode -ray tube. The pattern is formed by knocking 
electrons loose from the storage mesh through secondary 
emission. Because magnesium fluoride has excellent insu- 
lating properties, the pattern remains fixed and does not 
spread to adjacent areas. The collector mesh carries only 
a low charge and therefore does not interfere with the high - 
velocity electrons which pass through it to reach the mesh. 

The pattern is transferred to the phosphor by means of 
flood guns which spray low- velocity electrons toward the 
screen. Most of these are picked up by the collector mesh 
and never get to the phosphor screen. In the area near the 
stored positive charge on the storage mesh, however, the 
positive field pulls some of the flood -gun electrons through 
the collector mesh. The charge on the phosphor screen is 

quite high (7.5 kV) and the electrons continue through the 
storage mesh, strike the phosphor, and produce a trace. 

The trace is erased by applying a negative voltage to the 
storage mesh which washes away the stored positive charge. 
Variable persistence is obtained by regulating the rate at 
Nvhich the erase voltage is applied. In practice, this is done 
by utilizing negative pulses for the erase voltage. The 
width of these pulses ( therefore the rate of erasure) is 

controlled by a width control on the erase pulse generator. 
Narrow pulses provide long persistence, whereas wide 
pulses speed erasure. Through proper control settings, the 
instrument can also be operated as either a conventional 
oscilloscope or a storage oscilloscope. 

Phosphor Combinations 
A number of cathode -ray tubes utilize two or more 

phosphors to obtain desired effects. A familiar example is 

the conventional television picture tube, where to obtain 
white light it is necessary to have emission over more or 
less the entire visible spectrum, from violet through red. 
This is accomplished by applying to the faceplate a single 
layer of a blend of two phosphors which together cover the 
desired range. Although several blends have been used, the 
most common mixture is a blue phosphor of silver -acti- 
vated zinc sulfide and a greenish -yellow phosphor of silver - 
activated zinc -cadmium sulfide. The characteristics of 

this phosphor are shown in Fig. 4. The combination is 

quite efficient, and modern television sets can readily be 
viewed in well -lighted rooms. 

Color picture tubes are made by depositing three dif- 
ferent phosphors in orderly arrays of dots to obtain the 
basic green, blue, and red colors. Although the principle 
is simple, the actual production of such faceplates is quite 
difficult. In practice, each color is deposited separately 
through a photographic process. To start, a slurry of each 
phosphor is prepared, and ammonium dichromate is added 
to make the mixtures photosensitive. The first phosphor 
slurry is flowed over the faceplate, and the faceplate is 

spun to remove excess liquid and to provide uniform 
thickness. A dot pattern is then fixed on the surface by 
exposing the plate to ultraviolet light through a mask which 
contains the desired dot pattern. Following this irradiation, 
the screen is sprayed with water. The phosphor in the 
areas unexposed to radiation is washed away, leaving the 
clot pattern of the first powder. The entire process is then 
repeated for the second and third phosphors in turn. The 
ultraviolet light source is moved into a different position 
each time to project the dot pattern so that the final triad 
arrangement can be formed. 

Several phosphor screens are composed of two separate 
compounds which are applied one on top of the other. In 
addition to P7, which was previously described, types 
P14 and P28 are two -layered phosphors used for radar. 
Having different decay characteristics, they permit more 
versatile applications than are otherwise possible. 

Work has also been done on layered phosphors for two - 
color display tubes in which a change in color is effected 
by means of a shift in the (Continued on page 70) 
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How To Have Fun While You Save .. . 

Regardless 
Of What You Pay 
For A Color TV... 

It Can't Perform As 

Well As This 
New Heathkit® `180" 

For Only $37995* 

Here's Why ! 

Exclusive Features 
That Can't Be Bought In Ready -Made 
Sets At Any Price! 
All color TV sets require periodic convergence 
and color purity adjustments. This new Heath- 

kit GR -180 has exclusive built -in servicing aids 

so you can perforai these adjustments anytime 
... without any special skills or knowledge. Just 

flip a switch on the built -in dot generator and 
a dot pattern appears on the screen: Simple - 

to- follow instructions and detailed color photos 
in the GR -180 manual show you exactly what 

to look for, what to do and how to do it. 

Results? Beautifully clean and sharp color 

pictures day in and day out . . . and up to 

$200 savings in service calls throughout the 

life of your set. 

Exclusive 
Heath 
Magna -Shield! 

This unique metal shield surrounds the entire 

picture tube to help keep out stray external 

fields and improve color purity. In addition, 

Automatic Degaussing demagnetizes and 

"cleans" the picture everytime you turn the 

set on from a "cold" start . . . also permits 
you to move the set about freely. 

Vertical 
Swing -Out 
Chassis! 
All parts mount on 
a single one -piece 
chassis that's hinged 

to make it more accessible for easier construc- 

tion, care :Ind installation. 

Your Choice Of Installation! 
Another Heathkit tr. 

exclusive ... the 
GR -180 is design- 
ed for mounting 
in a wall or your 
own custom cabi- 
net. Or you can 
install it in either of Heath's factory -asse n bl ed 

and finished cabinets. 

From Parts To 
Programs In Just 
25 Hours! 

... and no special skills or knowledge needed. 

All critical circuits (VHF and UFH tuners, 

3 -stage IF assembly and high voltage power 

supply) are prebuilt, aligned and tested at the 

factory. The GR -180 manual guides you the 

rest of the way with simple, non- technical 

instructions and giant pictorials. It's like hav- 

ing a master teacher at your elbow pointing 

out every step. You can't miss. 

Compare These Advanced Perform- 
ance Features ... And The Price! 

180 Sq. Inch Rectangular Tube with 
anti -glare safety glass, plus "rare earth phos- 
phors", smaller dot size and 24,000 volt picture 
power for brighter, livelier colors and sharper 
picture definition. 

Automatic Color Control and gated automatic 
gain control to reduce color fading, and insure 
steady, jitter -free pictures even under adverse 
interference such as nearby aircraft traffic. 

Deluxe VHF Turret Tuner with "memory" 
fine tuning so you don't have to readjust 
everytime you return to a channel. 

2 -Speed Transistor UHF Tuner for either fast 

station selection, or fine tuning of individual 
channels. 
Two Hi -Fi Sound Outputs ... a cathode follower 
for play through your hi -fi system, plus an 
8 ohm output for connection to the GR -180's 
limited -field 4" x 6" speaker. 

Two VHF Antenna Inputs ... a 300 ohm bal- 
anced and a 75 ohm coax to reduce inter- 
ference in metropolitan or CAIN areas. 

1 -Year Warranty on the picture tube, 90 days 
on all other parts. In addition, liberal credit 
terms are available. 

*Kit G R -180, everything except cabinet for custom 
mountirg, 102 lbs, .. $379.95 

Assembled GRA- 180 -1, walnut cabinet shown 
above, 30 lbs., 18'.6" D x 2814" W x 29" H..549.95 

Assembled GRA- 180 -2, Early American cabinet, 
37 lbs., 181'" D x 28''%" W x 3134" H...Available 
February 575.00 

New 12" Transistor Portable TV - 
First Kit With Integrated Circuit 

Unusually sensitive performance. Plays anywhere . . . runs on household 

117 v. AC, any 12 v. battery, or optional rechargeable battery pack ($39.95). 

Receives all channels; new integrated sound circuit replaces 39 TV parts; 

3 -stage IF for maximum gain with controlled bandwidth; gated AGC for 

steady, jitter -free pictures; instant "on" AC operation; preassembled & aligned 

tuners for peak performance; transformer operated power supply; front panel 

mounted speaker; easy 12 -hour assembly. Rugged high impact plastic cabinet 

measures a compact 111/2" H x 153/," W x 93/s" D. 27 lbs. 
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walked! 

January, 1967 

Five -year -old Kenny has just learned to walk. Most 
youngsters are on their feet at a year. But Kenny 
was born with cerebral palsy, and for him walking 
is a monumental achievement. Some CP children 
never walk at all. Some can't speak or hear, or use 
their arms to feed or dress themselves. However, 
there is hope for the more than a quarter of a mil- 

lion children in this country born with the tragic 
handicap of cerebral palsy. And your help can 
bring that hope through a contribution to your 
local affiliate of United Cerebral Palsy Associatüons. 
Then, when you see the radiant face of a five -year- 
old who has just taken his first steps, you'll know 
what they mean when they say, Happiness is Helping. 

GIVE TO UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY 
53 
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How To Have Fun While You Save .. . 

Regardless 
Of What You Pay 
For A Color TV... 

It Can't Perform As 

Well As This 
New Heathkit® "180" 

For Only $37995* 

Here's Why ! 
Exclusive Features 
That Can't Be Bought In Ready -Made 
Sets At Any Price! 
All color TV sets require periodic convergence 
and color purity adjustments. This new Heath- 
kit GR -I80 has exclusive built -in servicing aids 
so you can perform these adjustments anytime 
...without any special skills or knowledge. Just 
flip a switch on the built -in dot generator and 
a dot pattern appears on the screen: Simple - 
to- follow instructions and detailed color photos 
in the GR -180 manual show you exactly what 
to look for, what to do and how to do it. 

Results? Beautifully clean and sharp color 
pictures day in and day out . . . and up to 
$200 savings in service calls throughout the 
life of your set. 

Exclusive 
Heath 
Magna -Shield! 

This unique metal shield surrounds the entire 
picture tube to help keep out stray external 
fields and improve color purity. In addition, 
Automatic Degaussing demagnetizes and 
"cleans" the picture everytime you turn the 

set on from a "cold" start .. . also permits 
you to move the set about freely. 

Vertical 
Swing -Out 
Chassis! 
All parts mount on 
a single one -piece 
chassis that's hinged 

to make it more accessible for easier construc- 
tion, care zinc! installation. 

Your Choice Of Installation! 
Another Heathkit l 
exclusive ... the 
GR -180 is design- 
ed for mounting 
in a wall or your 
own custom cabi- 
net. Or you can 
install it in either of Heath's factory- zuscmbled 
and finished cabinets. 

From Parts To 
Programs In Just 
25 Hours! 

. and no special skills or knowledge needed. 
All critical circuits (VHF and UFH tuners, 
3 -stage IF assembly and high voltage power 
supply) are prebuilt, aligned and tested at the 

factory. The GR -180 manual guides you the 
rest of the way with simple, non -technical 
instructions and giant pictorials. It's like hav- 

ing a master teacher at your elbow pointing 
out every step. You can't miss. 

Compare These Advanced Perform- 
ance Features ... And The Price! 
Hi -Fi 180 Sq. Inch Rectangular Tube with 
anti -glare safety glass, plus "rare earth phos- 
phors", smaller dot size and 24,000 volt picture 
power for brighter, livelier colors and sharper 
picture definition. 
Automatic Color Control and gated automatic 
gain control to reduce color fading, and insure 
steady, jitter -free pictures even under adverse 
interference such as nearby aircraft traffic. 

Deluxe VHF Turret Tuner with "memory" 
fine tuning so you don't have to readjust 
everytime you return to a channel. 
2 -Speed Transistor UHF Tuner for either fast 
station selection, or fine tuning of individual 
channels. 
Two Hi -Fi Sound Outputs ... a cathode follower 
for play through your hi -fi system, plus an 
8 ohm output for connection to the GR -180's 
limited -field 4" x 6" speaker. 
Two VHF Antenna Inputs ... a 300 ohm bal- 
anced and a 75 ohm coax to reduce inter- 
ference in metropolitan or CATV areas. 

1 -Year Warranty on the picture tube, 90 days 
on all other parts. In addition, liberal credit 
terms are available. 

*Kit GR -180, everything except cabinet for custom 
mounting, 102 lbs ... $379.95 

Assembled GRA- 180 -1, walnut cabinet shown 
above, 30 lbs., 18%" D x 28''4" W x 29" H..$49.95 
Assembled GRA -180 -2, Early American cabinet, 
37 lbs., 18'4" D x 284" W x 31''4" H ...Available 
February S75.00 

New 12" Transistor Portable TV - 
First Kit With Integrated Circuit 

Unusually sensitive performance. Plays anywhere . . . runs on household 
117 v. AC, any 12 v. battery, or optional rechargeable battery pack ($39.95). 

Receives all channels; new integrated sound circuit replaces 39 TV parts; 
3 -stage IF for maximum gain with controlled bandwidth; gated AGC for 

steady, jitter -free pictures; instant "on" AC operation; preassembled & aligned 

tuners for peak performance; transformer operated power supply; front panel 

mounted speaker; easy 12 -hour assembly. Rugged high impact plastic cabinet 
measures a compact 111/2" H x 15'/," W x 93 /s" D. 27 lbs. 
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Build Your Own Heathkit® Electronics 
Heathkit "Starmaker" 

60 -Watt Transistor 
Guitar Amplifier 

Kit TA -16 

$12995 

$300 Value! 

60 watts peak power; two channels - one for accompaniment, organ 
or mike, the other with tremolo and reverb for lead guitars; two inputs 
per channel; two 12" heavy -duty speakers; line bypass reversing switch 
for hum reduction; 13 transistor, 6 diode circuit; 28" W x 9" D x 19" H. 
Leather -textured black vinyl cabinet of 'A" stock; 120 v. or 240 v. AC 
operation; extruded aluminum front panel. 52 lbs. 

Harmony-By-Heathkit' 
Electric Guitar 

Kit TG -46 

$21995 
$331.50 Value! 

Double cutaway style; hollow body; 3 pickups with 18 adjustable pole 
pieces; professional Rigsby vibrato tailpiece; 6 volume & tone controls; 
ultra -slim fingerboard - 24V4" scale; 2" thick curly maple body, shaded 
cherry red. Includes carrying case, neck strap, visual tuning aid, cord, 
pick, instruction book and record. 2 other models available at $99.95 
and $119.95. 17 lbs. 

New! SB -101 80 -10 Meter SSB Transceiver - Now With Improved CW Transceive Capability 

Kit SB -101 

$360°° 
(less speaker) 

Now features capability for front panel switch selection of either the 
standard 2.1 kHz SSB filter or the optional SBA -301 -2 400 Hz CW 
filter ... plus simplified assembly at no increase in price over4he already 
famous Heathkit SB -100. Also boasts 180 -watt P.E.P. input, 170 watts 
input CW, PTT & VOX, CW sidetonc, Heath LMO for truly linear 
tuning and I kHz dial calibrations. 23 lbs. SBA- 301 -2, 400 Hz CW 
filter... $20.95. Kit HP -13, mobile power supply... $59.95. Kit HP -23, 
fixed station supply... $39.95. 

NEW Transistor Portable 
Phonograph Kit 

Kit GD -16 

$3995 

Worth At Least 50 °; More! And it sounds better. Assembles in just 1 to 
2 hours . . . simply wire one small circuit board, mount the 4" x 6" 

speaker and plug in the preassembled changer ... ideal beginner's kit. 
Features automatic mono play of all 4 speeds; dual Sapphire styli for 
LP's or 78's; 45 rpm adapter; olive and beige polyethylene over sturdy, 
preassembled cabinet. Operates on 117 y. AC. 23 lbs. 

NEW Heathkit ° /Magnecord ° 1020 4 -Track Stereo 
Recorder Kit 

Save $170 By Doing The Easy Assembly Yourself. 
Takes around 25 hours. Features solid -state circuitry; 4 -track stereo or 
mono playback and record at 71/2 & 3'/, ips; sound -on- sound, sound - 
with -sound and echo capabilities; 3 separate motors; solenoid opera- 
tion; die -cast top -plate, flywheel and capstan shaft housing; all push- 
button controls; automatic shut -off at end of reel; plus a host of other 
professional features. 45 lbs. Optional walnut base $19.95, adapter ring 
for custom or cabinet installation $4.75 

Kit AD -16 

$3995° 
(less cabinet) 

FREE! 
World's Largest 

Electronic Kit 
Catalog! 

Describes these and over 250 
kits for stereo /hi -fi, color TV, 
amateur radio, shortwave, 
test, CB, marine, educational, 
home and hobby. Save up to 
50% by doing the easy assem 
bly yourself. Mail coupon or 
write Heath Company, Benton 
Harbor, Michigan 49022 

30 -Watt Solid -State FM /FM Stereo Receiver 

World's Best Buy In Stereo Receivers. Features 31 tran- 
sistors, 10 diodes for cool, natural transistor sound; 20 Kit AR -14 
watts RMS, 30 watts IHF music power t ± 1 db, 15 to 
50,000 Hz; \s ideband FM /FM stereo tuner; plus two pre- 
amplifiers; front panel stereo headphone jack; compact (less cabinet) 
3N" H x 15V;" W x 12" D size. Custom mount it in a wall, 
or either Heath cabinets (walnut $9.95, beige metal 
$3.95). 16 lbs. 

$9995 

r 
HEATH COMPANY, Dept.15 -1 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd. 

Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. 

Please send model (s) 

Please send FREE 1967 Heathkit Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. CL -267 

CIRCLE NO. 109 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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OHN FRYE 
This versatile solid -state warning mechanism can be used 
in conjunction with dashboard lights for alerting drivers. 

ELECTRONIC AUDIBLE ALARM 

F 
VEN though it was January 2nd, Nlac still had not 

entirely recovered from New Year's Eve; so when 
Barney, his assistant, connected a 9 -volt transistor 

radio battery to a shiny little black cylinder with a knurled 
aluminum ring around one end and the device began 
emitting a strident, rapidly pulsating "beep -beep- beep" 
sound, Mac winced and gave his employee a look that 
caused the latter to disconnect the battery quickly. 

"Sorry about that, Boss," Barney apologized. "I forgot 
about your headache. I was just checking out this pulsing - 
type Sonalert© I intend to hook up as a power- failure alarm 
for a respo friend of mine." 

"There you go, using two strange words in a single 
sentence," Mac complained wearily. "What's a `respo' ?" 

"A respiratory polio victim who has trouble breathing. 
Severe cases must live in iron lungs, but my friend can 
breathe as long as he is sitting upright. However, he can't 
breathe well without mechanical help when he lies down; 
so he has to sleep on an electrically operated rocking bed, 
the motion of which assists his breathing. When the power 
goes off and the bed stops rocking- possibly with my 
friend's head downhill -it's essential that someone help him 
up promptly. I plan to use a 110 -volt a.c. relay to hold 
contacts from the battery to this Sonalert0 open until the 
power fails; then the contacts will close and this noisy 
little rascal will go to work rousing the household." 

"Okay; now what's a Sonalert!? It sounds like some- 
thing out of `The Man From U.N.C.L.E.' " 

"Basically, it's a highly reliable solid -state electronic de- 
vice that emits an attention -getting sound with a minimum 
consumption of current. It's manufactured by the Electro- 
pac Operations of the Computer Controls Division of 
Honeywell, Inc.; but as of April 1, 1966, P.R. Mallory & 
Co., Inc. of Indianapolis has exclusive sales and distribu- 
tion of the device." 

"What's in it? How does it work ?" 
"It operates on the same piezoelectric principle as a 

crystal oscillator. The `crystal' in this case, though, is a 
special ceramic transducer mounted right behind this 
tiny grille in the end of the unit. Operating in a self -ex- 
cited transistorized oscillator circuit, the transducer not 
only determines the frequency of oscillation, but its vibra- 
tions also produce the audible sound. Inside the case the 
whole unit is potted in epoxy; so the only way you can 
take it apart is with a hammer or an axe. I might add 
that this pulsing -sound model is not really the basic unit. 
That is even smaller." 

"How much smaller ?" 
"Well, the basic Model SC628 is 111hí;" in diameter and 

only 1B" long and weighs in at 1.25 ounces. It will 
operate on any d.c. voltage from 6 to 28 volts and puts 
out a continuous tone of 2800 Hz -±- -300 Hz. The tone 
doesn't change, but both the current drawn and the sound 
output rise with the voltage. At 6 volts, 3 mA are drawn 
and the sound intensity is 68 dB; but at 28 volts the cur- 

rent goes up to 14 mA while the sound output increases 
to 80 dB. 

"The Model SC628H is the same in all respects except 
that the tone has a frequency of 4500 Hz ±500 Hz. 
This Model SC628P on the bench has added circuitry to 
pulse the tone at 3 to 5 Hz, depending upon the voltage; 
and the over -all length is increases] to 2'n," to take care of 
the additional components while the weight is increased 
to 2 ounces. These last increases also apply to the Model 
SC628A and the Model SC110 that operate on 6 to 28 
volts a.c. /d.c. and on 105 to 120 volts a.c. /d.c., respec- 
tively. Germanium transistors used in standard models 
limit the operating range from -40° to 120° F, but silicon 
transistors are used in other models to extend the upper 
temperature limit to 185° F." 

"They certainly don't need much current to operate, 
do they ?" 

"No, and that's one major advantage they have over 
relays or buzzers. Actually, the current they draw is about 
the same as that required by high -intensity neon pilot 
bulbs. Three mils at 6 volts comes out to less than 'i:,u of a 

watt. That means the mechanism can be powered by 
even a pair of International Rectifier's S3M solar cells 
hooked in series. More important, it will operate directly 
with very high impedance sensing devices, such as cad- 
mium- sulphide photocells or simple moisture detectors. 
Anything that can pass 3 mA of current can activate 
the unit." 

"Why do you say the devices are `highly reliable' ?" 
"You just think about it. They have no moving parts, 

so there's nothing to wear out. Their monolithic con- 
struction protects circuitry and components from vibration, 
shock, dirt, and moisture. Conceivably, you could damage 
one by poking around through the grille at the transducer 
with an ice pick or something similar, but short of that 
they will keep right on working in just about any kind 
of environment." 

"Sounds reasonable. Do they have any other good fea- 
tures?" 

"Their freedom from sparking contacts that generate r.f. 
noise and create a hazard in explosive atmospheres such 
as are found in mines, operating rooms, or in the bilges of 
small boats is well worth mentioning. That business about 
not generating any r.f. frequencies or noise permits them 
to be used adjacent to high -gain electronic circuitry without 
fear of introducing extraneous and spurious signals into 
the system. For example, these devices are widely used 
as fault alarms on computers to augment visual signals 
which are often ignored. And they never put any noise on 
the tapes, as might a bell or buzzer. 

"Another interesting use is the operating room in open - 
heart surgery. Here the presence of delicate electronic 
electrocardiographic equipment and explosive anesthetics 
precludes the use of anything that would produce sparks or 
generate r.f. noise. In this operation the patient's blood 
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supply is shunted through an apparatus 
that has a tank and a set of pumps. 
Having blood in that tank run low is a 
lot more serious than letting your gas 
tank run cry. To prevent this. doctors 
fasten a sterile glass tube about six 
inches long over the nose of the 
Sonalert® and immerse the bottom end 
of this tube in the blood that is in the 
tank. 

"Now a Sonalert® must have access 
to the open air to put out ;moll .sound. 
Notice what happens when I cover the 
grille with the palm of my hand." As 
Barney did this, the beeping sound 
became barely audible. "That's how 
things are as long as blood in the tank 
stands above the bottom of that glass 
tube; but when the blood supply goes 
down and uncovers the mouth of the 
tube, the sound escapes and imme- 
diately alerts the doctor. 

"Trying to start an inboard boat 
engine when the bilge is filled with 
explosive gasoline fumes is a major 
canse of private boating disasters. Sev- 
eral companies make fume- detecting 
devices, but the warning indicator is 
often a neon lamp not too easily seen 
in bright sunlight. A Sonalert® doesn't 
take any more juice than the neon 
lamp and is much noire difficult to 
ignore." 

"I can think of many situations in 
which an audible alarm would be more 
attention- getting than a warning light 
would be." 

"So can I. This is especially true 
when the operator must use his eyes 
for other important purposes than watch- 
ing for warning lights. Driving is a 
prime example, and I feel strongly 
that here is an area in vs°rich these de- 
vices can make a real safety contribu- 
tion by `backing up' idiot lights that 
are easily overlooked in the concentra- 
tion of heavy- traffic driving." 

"What do you mean by 'backing up' 
the idiot lights ?" 

"I mean a Sonalert l can be con- 
nected directly across the idiot light 
bulb so that it will sound whenever 
the bulb is lighting or- probably more 
important because bulbs do burn out- 
when it .should be lighting. Since the 
12 volts needed for the bulb will pro- 
duce a large volume of sound from a 
Sonalert u? , time driver of a car so 
equipped would have to be both blind 
and deaf to take off with his parking 
brake set or to keep on driving in ig- 
norance of an overheated engine or one 
low on oil." 

"Jumping this device across each 
warning bulb would be kind of ex- 
pensive, wouldn't it ?" 

"That's not necessary. Most sensors 
used with the lights are of the 'ground- 
ing' type. One side of all bulbs used 
with them connect through the igni- 
tion switch to the positive battery ter- 
minal; then each bulb is provided with 
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a separate potential connection to the 
grounded negative terminal through a 
specific sensor that closes with high 
block temperature, low oil pressure, 
etc. If the positive terminal of a 
Sonalert® were connected to the posi- 
tive connection of these bulbs and sep- 
arate leads were run from the negative 
terminal of the device through proper- 
ly oriented 50 -volt silicon diodes to 
each sensor, the unit would sound when- 
ever any one sensor completed the 
ground circuit. AV'hicli one was indicat- 
ing trouble could be determined by a 
glance at the idiot lights, because the 
diodes would provide isolation so that 
each sensor could still light only its 
proper bulb." 

"Iley, that's pretty clever! Of course, 
such an arrangement would work only 
when the systems so combined were 
compatible. You couldn't mix a sys- 
tem using switches in the positive leads 
with another using sensors in the nega- 
tive leads." 

"True, but if these devices were in- 
stalled as original equipment, this could 
easily be taken care of. One tiling I 
like about the little jewels is their ease 
of installation. You just drill a 1!iß u" 

hole in any panel or bracket material 
up to 11" thick, unscrew this knurled 
aluminum ring from the nose of the 
device, stick that nose through the hole, 
and screw the snazzy -looking nose ring 
back on." 

" \V'hy have two models putting out 
different tone frequencies''" 

"This gives von a pair of devices 
that can be used together to indicate 
that either of two different limits of 
a critical parameter is being exceeded. 
For example, the low- frequency 2500 - 
Hz unit can be made to sound When- 
ever a voltage, temperature, or pres- 
sure falls below a certain value, while 
the high -frequency -1500 -1Iz model can 
be triggered whenever one of these 
goes beyond an upper limit." 

"You seem to have all the answers. 
How come you know so much about 
tlic'se devices ?" 

"For one thing, I've been experi- 
menting with them almost since they 
first came on the market about fair 
years ago, and I'm fascinated by their 
potential and versatility. I also got a 

lot of information about host' they can 
be used in industry and other places 
from an applications nisi uai I secured 
by writing to the Mallory Distributor 
Products Company, a division of P.R. 
Mallory Co. Inc., P.O. Box 1558, In- 
dianapolis, Indiana 46200." 

Mac reached over and connected the 
battery to the Sonalert® and listened 
for several seconds to the musical 
chirping. 

"By golly, I have another application 
for you!" he suddenly exclaimed. 
"They apparently also cure headaches, 
for mine is gone!" A 
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Noiseless 
Switching 
for Hi -Fi 
BY BEN B. NEIGER 
Manager, Module Engineering, Clairex Corp. 

Use of light -coupled photocell device permits remote 
control of volume and switching without any noise. 

THE tremendous improvements in high -fidelity elec- 
tronics, especially in regard to stereophonic sound, 
have macle possible excellent sound reproduction. 

This, in turn, has focused attention on the problem of elimi- 
nating all extraneous sounds and noises that mar reproduc- 
tion. With today's sophisticated units even the "click" of a 
switch has become an annoyance. The use of light -coupled, 
instead of direct, switching can eliminate this noise and, 
at the sane time, significantly reduce costs in remote 
switching applications. 

Remote Control for Stereo 
A small unit for the remote control of stereo, which in- 

corporates an "on -off' switch and two controls (one for 
level and one for balance), is shown in Fig. 1. This unit is 
connected to the stereo pickup, radio, tape recorder, or 
phonograph through small- gauge, inexpensive wires which 
need not be shielded. The length of the wire is not critical 
so the remote control can be placed any reasonable dis- 
tance from the set. The wires introduce no noise or hum 
no matter what their length, making the control ideal for 
large halls, theaters, hotels, and other locations where con- 

FROM STEREO 
PREAMPLIFIER 

PNM 

L O G, 

R EMO'L CON IRO_ 

R 1 It) 
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R3 

VOLUME 

P a 

1 
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Fig. 2. Circuit of the light -controlled remote volume control. 

Fig. 3. Light -controlled units used for remote switching. 
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Fig. 1. The "Photomod" remote control unit for stereo use. 

venience of control dictates wire runs over long distances. 
Installation of the stereo remote control is simple, as 

shown in Fig. 2. The control is inserted between the pre - 
amp and the amplifier. Two 47,000 -ohm resistors, R1 and 
R2, are installed as shown. These resistors determine the 
amount of attenuation and are not critical. For solid -state 
stereo equipment these resistors may be replaced by ones 
having a lower value. A divider circuit from each channel 
is created by two "Photomods "- Claire's Type CL\15012- 
which incorporates a Claire. CL705L cadmium sulfide 
photocell and a 12 -volt, 40 mA lamp. The photocells act 
as shunt resistances. With maximum voltage on the lamps, 
the resistance of the cells drops to about 400 ohms or less, 
providing attenuation of up to 40 dB. 

Adjusting R3 will affect the light output of both lamps 
causing the level of both channels to vary (volume control). 
With the switch open, cell resistances may be many meg- 
ohms, leading to negligible insertion loss. 

Resistor R4 acts as a balance regulator. Adjusting it 
makes one of the lamps brighter than the other, resulting 
in a different resistance in each channel. This changes the 
divider proportionately and results in a different output to 
each speaker. The small time lag in both the lamps and 
the photocells permits very smooth adjustment. Two 6 -volt 
industrial batteries in series provide service for a year or 
wore. The unit could draw power from the amplifier and 
the preamplifier, but the power drain is so small that it is 
simpler to use small batteries. As the batteries begin to 
fail, the range of control will diminish. As this occurs, the 
minimum volume ne level will increase as an indication of 
the condition of the batteries. 

The remote control can not reduce volume to zero, a 

Fig. 4. A grouping of three "Photomod" units is shown here. 
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reminder to turn the main unit "off ". 
Maximum volume is determined by the 
setting of the volume control on the 
stereo system itself. Although a two - 
channel system is shown in Fig. 2, the 
remote -control unit can be expanded to 
handle as many channels as desired 
simply through the addition of "Photo - 
mods" and controls. 

Remote Switching 
Basically the same technique as just 

described can be applied to remote 
switching for various inputs in high - 
fidelity systems. As shown in Fig. 3, 
the remote switch can be used to 
patch in a phonograph, tape deck, and 
one or more microphones. In this ap- 
plication the complete absei ice of 
noise, ]nun, or the on -off "click" of a 

switch in the microphones assures 
quiet, professional operation. 

Each unit used has its own volume 
control and "on -off" switch. The sep- 
arate volume control permits volume 
to be preset so that when the unit is 
turned on, no volume adjustments 
would have to be made. In addition. 
each switch has its own pilot light so 
that it can be determined at a glance 
which of the units is operating. 

The wiring from the console to the 
remote -control unit is simple, requir- 
ing only inexpensive, small -gauge wire 
such as conventional bell wire. No 
shielding is required no matter how 
long the run, nor are intermediate 
amplifiers needed. 

The variable resistor, R, is 2500 
ohms and controls the volume of each 
unit through the lamp in the "Photo - 
mod" over a 10 to 1 range. The dark 
resistance of the photoresistor exceeds 
100 megohms. Increasing the power 
to the lamp reduces cell resistance to 
500 ohms and permits full power to 
come through. The unit used here is 
Clairex Type CL\I5012, the same as 
used in the stereo remote -control unit. 
For extra -low impedance microphones, 
use of the Type CLMI4012, which has 
a maximum "on" resistance of 50 
ohms, would be preferable. 

This remote -control unit may be 
expanded to handle any number of 
channels, or any mixing requirement. 
It can, for example, be located in the 
control room of an auditorium where 
a large number of microphones is 

used. Where required, "Photomods" 
may be incorporated) into more so- 
phisticated matching networks. 

The "Photon loci" photocell -lamp 
modules ( Fig. 4) are available in a 
variety of stock models with "on" re- 
sistance as low as 40 ohms and "off,. 
resistances exceeding 100 melts. R- 

age ratings for the lamps may lie 6, 
12, or 24 volts for incandescent lamps. 
Two models are produced with neon 
glow lamps. These require 120 volts 
with a current limitation of 3 mA. A 
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RADIO 

TV NEWS 

ASER TV receivers will be in the 
1 future if scientists at the Zenith 

Radio Corp. have anything to say 
about it. Recently, they demonstrated 
an experimental TV system using a 
laser that produced large -size pictures 
for projection that had sharpness and 
detail approaching that of a conven- 
tional TV set. 

The experimental system has four 
main components. The light-producing 
laser, which is the equivalent of the 
electron beam in the CRT, first passes 
through an intensity modulator svhich 
impresses the video signals on an ultra- 
sonic wave that interacts svitll the 
light beam to control its brightness. 
The more intense the sound wave, the 
more light passes through the modula- 
tor. 

Light from the intensity modulator 
then enters the horizontal deflector 
where the beam is deflected by ultra- 
sonic waves so as to trace out a horizon- 
tal line on the screen 15,750 times per 
second. 

The light next enters the mechani- 
cal vertical deflector where it strikes 
a mirror vibrating in accordance with 
a 60 -Hz saw -tooth wave and is de- 

.,6 fleeted vertically to form a raster. Ex- 
perimentally, this moving mirror has 
been replaced by another ultrasonic chf- 
fraction cell, thus resulting in an all - 

I electronic display system. 
Images can be projected on the screen 

in any size, depending on the available 
I laser brightness. The resolution of the 

Zip present experimental version is some- 
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TV picture. 
Relatively simple extensions of the 

technique are expected to provide the 
full resolution permitted by U.S. TV 
standards. 

Electronic Teachers 
A. leading international expert on in- 

formation and control systems claims 
that electronic teaching aids are essen- 
tial to meet the radically changing 
needs of mass education. 

Dr. Louis T. Rader, Vice President 
and General Manager of G -E Com- 
pany's. Industrial Process Control Divi- 
sion, claims that our educational sys- 
tem is beset with problems caused by 

the rising costs of education per pupil, 
the growing teacher shortage, loss of ef- 
ficiency, and the need for preparing 
people mentally_ for a lifetime of learn- 
ing. 

He told the National Electronics 
Conference that the problems could 
be solved in a few years through the 
full -scale use of electronics in classroom 
teaching. He also said ". . . electronic 
teaching aids can snake possible the 
breakup of enforced progress by classes. 
Students can learn at their own speed 
with the aid of electronic equipment 
that never tires or loses patience, is 
never bored, and is producible in any 
quantity. 

"Moreover, teachers can be freed 
from the drudgery of `by -rote' educa- 
tion and can devote their time to the 
far more complex art of leading dis- 
cussion groups, working with individual 
students and small groups on problem 
solving, and guiding students in the 
pursuit of knowledge and. hopefully. 
wisdom." 

Business News 
Rising defense requirements and the 

continuing boom in home entertain- 
ment products pushed shipments of 
electronic components by C.S. pro- 
ducers to another record high in the 
first quarter of 1966, according to the 
U.S. Department of Commerce. 

Shipments were 5% above the same 
quarter in 1965, also a new high. 

Con tinuing demands for components 
in home -entertainment products were 
reflected in shipments of TV picture 
tubes, up 8% in value over the previous 
quarter and up nearly 709 over the 
first quarter of 1965; capacitors, up 
14%; resistors and transformers, both 
up 7` /r; while quartz crystals were up 
15`.4 over the fourth quarter of 1965 
and 35% above the same period last 
year, apparently due to increasing de- 
mands for CB radio equipment. 

Shipments of integrated circuits 
were up 1309 in value over the same 
period of 1965, primarily due to the 
rapidly expanding computer market. 
IC's are also being designed into con- 
sumer products at a rapid pace, point- 
ing to increasing consumer markets in 

the near future. 
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IC's in New AM /FM Receiver 
(Continued from page 35) 

load tuned circuits and effectively lower 
the "Q" or efficiency of those circuits. 
The end result is broader bandpass, 
hence greater susceptibility to spurious 
and unwanted signal transfer. 

Common transistors are also some- 
what non -linear in their response to 
varying signal amplitudes and fre- 
quencies. This leads to the generation 
of distortion products within the device 
itself and these products appear as dis- 
tortion in the recovered program ma- 
terial. The FET is a more linear de- 
vice and this, coupled with its ability 
to work well in tuned -circuit appli- 
cations, makes it particularly attractive 
for F \1 front -end designs. The r.f. 
amplifiers and mixers in F \1 front 
ends can be designed, using FET's, 
to be essentially free from distortion 
and intermodulation products and thus 
greatly reduce cross -modulation. The 
use of FET's in the receiver front end 
resulted in marked improvement of all 
tuner performance parameters. There 
is little doubt that these remarkable 
devices will soon become common- 
place in r.f. applications. 

A noise- operated squelch circuit is 
used in the F\1 section to give smooth, 
quiet station selection. Automatic ste- 
reo switching is included, along with a 
stereo threshold control that automat- 
ically switches to mono operation if 
the station signal becomes too noisy 
for good stereo listening. 

The stereo adapter circuit is high- 
f requency compensated to maintain 
good separation across the audio band. 
Both stereo channel outputs have 
SCA filters as well as 19 -kHz and 
38 -kHz filters. A subcarrier phase -ad- 
just control is accessible at the front 
panel. 

The power -amplifier sections of the 
receiver employ all- silicon transistors 
in transformerless circuitry that is 
short- circuit protected by electronic 
overload circuits and thermal cutouts. 
Continuous power output is 50 watts 
per channel at less than 0.5% harmonic 
or intermodulation distortion. Tone - 
control circuits can be switched off to 
give absolutely flat response. All con- 
trols, including input level controls, are 
on the front panel. 

A unique feature of the receiver is 
a built -in test circuit for troubleshoot- 
ing. This circuit is used extensively 
during kit assembly to verify circuit 
operation and can be switched in at 
any time after completion for tests in 
case trouble develops. 

(Editor's Note: The information con - 
tained in this article represents ct fpre- 
view of a new product. Delivery of the 
Heath AR -1.5 .1.1f /FA1 /FM- stereo re- 
ceiver begins in l larch.) 
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The Heart 
of your 
Radio 
is Its 

E XAS 
YSTALS 

INSIST ON 

1111 4,I ll,ltll,ll 1,u q,I"1,1 4111I"N1.11 

* Controlled Quality Crystals available 
only from Texas Crystals dealers. Ex- 
tensive precision testing throughout 
manufacture enables Texas Crystals to 
unconditionally guarantee their fre- 
quency control crystals. Use of Texas 
Crystals in space program and by 
other governmental agencies is evi- 
dence of the quality you can count on. 

If your dealer can't supply your needs, send his name 
with your request for catalog to our plant nearest you. 

TEXAS CRYSTALS `'i 
4117 W. Jefferson Blvd. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90016 
Phone: 213 -731 -2258 

Division of Whitehall Electronics Corp. 

1000 Crystal Drive 
Fort Myers, Fla. 33901 
Phone: 813- 936 -2109 

CIRCLE NO. 86 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

SAY YOU SAW IT IN 

Electronics World 

Diversify 
into booming 
two -way radio 
maintenance! 

$500 per month? 
Conservative extra income 

from citizens band and 
business radio 
maintenance! 

105 -B MICROMETER 

FREQUENCY METER 

Free 
booklet tells 

you how -see 
coupon below! 

Measures nearby transmitters 
continuous coverage 100 

KC to 175 MC, and up. 

Internal calibrator. 
Only 8 pounds. 

$295.00 

LAMPKIN 

205 -A FM MODU- 

LATION METER 

Tunable 25 to 500 MC any 
channel. Direct reading. 

Light weight. Measures 
peak swing 0 -1.25, 2.5, 

12.5, and 25.0 peak 
KC. $340.00 

dependable low cost equipment 
used by thousands of engineers. 

PPM METER -inexpensive oc. 
cessory for the 105 -B for 
0.0001 % accuracy on split- 
channels. 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC 
MFM Division, Bradenton, Florida 33505 

CIRCLE 

At no obligation to me, please send me free 
booklet "How to Make Money in Mobile -Radio 
Maintenance." 

Name 

Address 

City State 

NO. 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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TRANSISTOR / DIODE TESTER 

BATTERY 
OPERATED 

CANNOT 
DAMAG E 

TRANSISTORS 

Mode' No. 

BZ8 

TRANSITEST checks all types of 
transistors and diodes by means 
of a transistorized audible signal 
and will identify basic type of 
transistor as to PNP or NPN. It 
can also be used as a continuity 
tester and code practice oscillator. 

AVAILABLE AT ALL ELECTRONIC 
PARTS DISTRIBUTORS 

MANUFACTURED BY 

WORKMAN 
SARASOTA FLORIDA PRODUCTS. INC 

CIRCLE NO. 82 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PRECISION HI -FI 
ACCESSORIES 

HUM -BUCKING 
TELEPHONE 

PICKUP COIL . " - Hum free transcription, 
no connection to telephone, 

rugged cast case. 

MODEL HP -70 NET $6.95 

TAPE RECORDING HEAD 
DEMAGNETIZER C <:, 
Removes permanent 
magnetism, protects tape 

erasure, minimizes 
noise and distortion, 
extended pole piece -. 

-easy access. 
MODEL HD -40M NET $6.15 

MAGNETIC TAPE ERASER 
Bulk erasure of recorded 
tape, restores tape like 

new, reduces noise, .ems" reel size to 101/2 "x 
1/2" W, epoxy case, 
sealed for life. 

MODEL HD -11M 

NET $23.50 

STEREO 3RD CHANNEL OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

Add speaker to fill "hole -in. 
middle." Matches impedance, Il 
polarity and power level. r too 
Rating 30 watts. Response 40 
to 20,000 C.P.S. 

MODEL HM -90 ..t -:P 

NET $6.33 

MICROTRAN company, inc. 
145 E. Mineola Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 
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Problems of Matching Speakers 
(continued from page 26) 

made to meet this requirement. It 
would be a simple matter indeed if 
speakers were available in any desired 
impedance. These could then be se- 
lected so that their impedance in par- 
allel is above the desired minimum 
impedance. Unfortunately, speakers are 
made with nominal rated impedances 
of 4, 8, or 16 ohms and a given type, 
is not made in a choice of impedances. 

Means for connecting speakers in 
parallel can be considered in two class- 
es: those built into the amplifier and 
those external to the amplifier. Sonic 
amplifiers include provisions for paral- 
leling main and remote speakers. To 
take care of situations where the par- 
alleled speakers provide too low a load 
value, a series resistor is provided in 
the amplifier. Suppose, for example, 
that the minimum safe value of im- 
pedance for a given amplifier is 3 
ohms and we want to operate two 
4 -ohm speakers in parallel, making 
their combined impedance 2 ohms. 
A one -ohm series resistor will provide 
the required protection. Unfortunately, 
it will also decrease the damping factor 
and provide a slight peak at resonance 
in a speaker designed for flat response 
with an amplifier of high damping 
factor. (In an over -damped speaker 
this would improve the bass response.) 
In order to avoid this effect, some 
amplifiers use negative feedback around 
the series resistor to maintain a high 
damping factor. 

Series Operation 
Why not operate the speakers in 

series? If they are identical this is 
perfectly all right. If they are not, 
there can be all kinds of undesirable 
interaction between then. The sim- 
plest case is where they are of different 
rated impedance. If an 8 -ohm and a 
-t -ohm speaker are connected in series, 
the same current will flow through 
both and, since power equals I'R, the 
S-ohm speaker will receive twice as 
much power as the 4 -ohm speaker. 
This, however, is a gross oversimplifi- 
cation of what occurs since the im- 
pedances of the two speakers vary over 
the frequency range. 

To illustrate the effect, consider the 
extreme case of an inexpensive, re- 
placement -type speaker in series with 
a good hi -fi system, both of nominal 
8 -ohms impedance. The latter probably 
resonates around 45 Hz and has its 
minimum impedance of about 6 ohms 
in the 100 -400 Hz region. The inex- 
pensive speaker may resonate at 90 
Hz in its cabinet and present a res- 
onant impedance of 30 ohms. 

At 90 Hz the two speakers in series 
are 36 ohms. The hi -fi system has 

1 /;th the amplifier output voltage across 
it. In the slid- frequency range the 
impedances are equal and the hi -fi 
speaker gets 1_ the output voltage. 
The relative input voltage at 90 Hz is 
about 33, producing a hole in response 
of almost 10 dB. Fig. 10 shows actual 
measurements on such a connection. 
In addition, since the hi -fi speaker elec- 
trically "looks into" a source imped- 
ance consisting of the other speaker in 
series with the amplifier, the effect on 
the damping factor can well be imag- 
ined. 

Use of Transformer 
There is a well -known device for 

changing impedances, even if some- 
what discredited in ]ti -fi circles. This 
is the transformer. When operating at 
low impedance with fairly small trans- 
formation ratios and vvithout d.c. in 
the primary (unlike an amplifier out- 
put transformer), this is a very effi- 
cient and not too costly device which 
can be designed for very wide fre- 
quency range and freedom from phase 
shift. This does not mean that trans- 
formers designed for public -address ap- 
plications can be used. Indeed, these 
are likely to be dangerous because they 
usually have poor low- frequency re- 
sponse due to low values of primary 
inductance. 

In the equivalent circuit for a trans- 
former, the primary inductance is a 
shunt element. A low value results in 
a virtual short circuit at very low fre- 
quencies and a predominantly reactive 
load for the range immediately above 
this. Both conditions are exactly what 
we are seeking to avoid in loading the 
amplifier. A high- quality transformer 
insist be used. It is interesting to note 
that a very large number of taps are 
not needed for a great variety of 
transformation conditions (Fig. 11). A 
16 -8 -4 ohm transformer can be used 
for loads of 4, 2, 1.44, 0.64, and 0.32 
ohms if the amplifier will safely accept 
ut 8 -ohnut load. 

Unequal power to different speakers 
may not be undesirable. In some cases 
it is desirable to operate the remote 
speakers at reduced lousiness. In this 
case a remote speaker of higher im- 
pedance than the main speaker should 
be used. An alternate means is a fixed 
or adjustable L -pad or a simple po- 
tentiometer. The latter should have a 
resistance about five tithes the im- 
pedance of the remote speaker. If 
operated for reduced loudness, it will 
place a large value of resistance in 
series with the speaker, reducing the 
loading of the amplifier. 

In this article we have pointed out 
some of the problems that may occur 
when connecting speakers to solid -state 
amplifiers. It behooves the user to be 
aware of these problems and to know 
hove to solve them. 

EL2C7r;ON1_5 WORLD 
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ELECTRONIC Sonalert 
CRoSSWoRDS New high -reliability 

solid -state tone signal By WILLIAM R. SHIPPEE 

(Answer on page 92) 

ACROSS 
1. One -millionth of a meter. 
7. Five -element vacuum tube. 

12. Possessing non -directional char- 
acteristics. 

14. Tube manual notation for grid 
bias voltage. 

15. Part of the Bible (abbr.). 
16. To position an antenna for best 

signal pickup. 
17. Two -element vacuum tube. 
20. Domesticated. 
21. One type of wavemeter. 
24. One- thousandth of a meter 

( abbr.) . 

25. Correlative of either. 
26. Type of logic circuit. 
28. As far as. 
29. "l'ype of filter circuit. 
:30. Decimal number for binary code 

0010. 
31. Plate current on a schematic. 
:32. Plate voltage in the tube manual. 
:3:3. 130 -Hz noise in an amplifier. 
34. "The" in Spain. 
35. Because. 
:i6. Binary system uses zero and 
37. It converts rotating motion to 

linear motion. 
:38. A tailless monkey. 
:19. You and me. 
40. A cable dimension (abbr.). 
42. Type of resonant circuit (abbr.). 
43. It is not "on ". 
46. Four- element vacuum tube. 
50. Underwater "radar... 
51. Exotic melon. 
53. Period of time. 
54. Loose end. 
57. Administrative division of a 

county (abbr.) . 

58. Tubes and people do it. 
60. Type of transmission (abbr.). 
()I :Approximately 96,5011 coulombs. 

Six- element vacuum tube. 

DOWN 
I. International voice distress signal. 
2. Third person singular, present in- 

dicative of "be ". 
3. Crystal cut. 
4. Type of noise. 
5. Amphibious mammal of the wea- 

sel family. 
6. Chemical symbol for a component. 

in some batteries. 
8. Type of storage cell using an al- 

kaline electrolytic. 
9. 'Temporary canvas shelter. 

10. Eight -pin tube base. 
11. Vacuum tube housing of metal or 

glass. 
13. The first grid of a tube. 
18. Transistor base current (abbr.). 
19. Popular material used in inex- 

pensive styli. 
22. Current X voltage - 
23. Interference. 
27. Plate resistance (abbr.) . 

28. Base for the decimal system. 
29. Angular relationships of two sine 

waves. 
:35. Color -TV circuit (abbr.). 
36. Form of oxygen. 
:37. The opposite of saturation in a 

vacuum tube. 
38. Nickname. 
49. E - X 
41. Physician (colloq.). 
44. Unit of capacitance. 
45. One complete TV picture. 
47. To rip apart. 
48. Information. 
49. 'l'o see at a distance. 
50. Aromatic herby of the mint family. 
52. Exclamation expressing contempt. 
55. Note of the musical scale. 
56. Sound system for the "masses" 

(abbr.). 
59. Prefix meaning "away from ". 

I 2 3 4 6 7 8 

9 

IO 11 

12 13 14 

15 16 

(7 IB 19 20 

21 

22 . 23 
"t4 25 26 27 28 

29 

33 

30 

34 35 

31 

36 

32 

37 

38 

39 40 41 42 

SO . 43 
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Produces distinctive 2800 or 
4500 cps tone, draws only 3 to 
14 milliamps. 
No RF noise -no arcing con- 
tacts. Explosion -proof. 
High reliability - solid -state 
oscillator drives piezoelectric 
sound transducer. 
High output - 68 to 80 db 
sound level. 

Standard models available for operation on 6 to 28 
volts DC, 6 to 28 volts AC, 110 volts AC. Can be 
supplied with pulsed output, 3 to 5 pulses per second. 
For data, typical circuitry for over -voltage, under - 
voltage, overheat, security, and many other signalling 
applications, write Mallory Distributor Products Com- 
pany, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., P.O. 
Box 1558, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. 

MALLORY 
CIRCLE NO. 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FREE! 
SEND TODAY FOR YOUR NEW 

40th ANNIVERSARY 
1967 CATALOG 

YOUR BUYING GUIDE FOR 

Stereo G Hi -Fi Systems U Compo- 
nents. 
Tape Recorders. 
Electronic Parts, Tubes, Tools. 
Phonos G Records. 
Cameras and Film. 
Public Address. 
Citizens Band. Ham Gear. 
Transistor G FM -AM Radios. 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. 
I Dept. EW, 1012 McGee, Kansas City, Mo. 64106 

Rush me the FREE 1967 B -A Catalog. 
I Name 

I Address 

I City 

Ir- ta- e.,.6.- 
- -- .a- ..... -_ Coder_r J 
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In today's electronics boom, the demand for 

men with technical education is far greater than 

the supply of graduate engineers. Thousands 

of real engineering jobs are being filled by men 

without engineering degrees -provided they 

are thoroughly trained in basic electronic theory 

and modern application. The pay is good, the 

future is bright... and the training can now be 

acquired at home -on your own time. 

How to 
become a 
"Non- Degree 
Engineer" 
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THE ELECTRONICS BOOM has created a 
new breed of professional man -the non- 

degree engineer. Depending on the branch 
of electronics he's in, he may "ride herd" 
over a flock of computers, run a powerful 
TV transmitter, supervise a service or 
maintenance department, or work side by 
side with distinguished scientists on a new 
discovery. 

But you do need to know more than 
soldering connections, testing circuits and 
replacing components. You need to really 
know the fundamentals of electronics. 

How can you pick up this necessary 
knowledge? Many of today's non -degree 
engineers learned their electronics at 
home. In fact, some authorities feel that 
a home study course is the best way. Pop- 
ular Electronics said: 

"By its very nature, home study devel- 
ops your ability to analyze and extract in- 
formation as well as to strengthen your 
sense of responsibility and initiative." 

Cleveland Method Makes It Easy 
If you do decide to advance your career 
through home study, it's best to pick a 
school that specializes in the home study 
method. Electronics is complicated 
enough without trying to learn it from 
texts and lessons that were designed for 
the classroom instead of the home. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics con- 
centrates on home study exclusively. Over 
the last 30 years it has developed tech- 

niques that make learning at home easy, 
even if you once had trouble studying. 
Your instructor gives the lessons and 
questions you send in his undivided per- 
sonal attention -it's like being the only 
only student in his "class." He not only 
grades your work, he analyzes it. And he 
mails back his corrections and comments 
the same day he gets your lessons, so you 
read his notations while everything is still 
fresh in your mind. 

Students who have taken other courses 
often comment on how much more they 
learn from CIE. Says Mark E. Newland 
of Santa Maria, Calif.: 

"Of 11 different correspondence courses 
I've taken, CIE's was the best prepared, 
most interesting, and easiest to under- 
stand. I passed my 1st Class FCC exam 
after completing my course, and have in- 
creased my earnings by $120 a month." 

Always Up -to -Date 
Because of rapid developments in elec- 
tronics, CIE courses are constantly being 
revised. This year's courses include up -to- 
the- minute lessons in Microminiaturiza - 
tion, Laser Theory and Application, Sup- 
pressed Carrier Modulation, Single Side 
band Techniques, Logical Troubleshoot- 
ing, Boolean Algebra, Pulse Theory, 
Timebase Generators...and many more. 

CIE Assures You an FCC License 
The Cleveland method of training is so 
successful that better than 9 out of 10 CIE 

men who take the FCC exam pass it-. 
and on their first try. This is despite the 
fact that, among non -CIE men, 2 out of 
every 3 who take the exam fail ! That's 
why CIE can promise in writing to refund 
your tuition in full if you complete one of 
its FCC courses and fail to pass the licens- 
ing exam. 

This Book Can Help You 
Thousands who are advancing their elec. 
tronics career started by reading our 
famous book, "How To Succeed in Elec- 
tronics." It tells of many non -degree engi- 
neering jobs and other electronics careers 
open to men with the proper training. 
And it tells which courses of study best 
prepare you for the work you want. 

If you would like to cash in on the elec- 
tronics boom, let us send you this 40 -page 
book free. 

Just fill out and mail the attached card. 
Or, if the card is missing, write to: 

Cleveland Institute CE of Electronics 
1776 E.17th St. Dept. EW -26; 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
All CIE courses are available under 
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on ac- 
tive duty since January 31, 1955, or 
are in service now, check box on re- 
ply card for G.I. Bill information. 
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PERMANENT PROTECTION ! 

Electronics 
World 
Deluxe Magazine Files 

that hold a full 
year's copies! 

Designed to keep your 
periodicals orderly and easy to refer to. These 
durable files guard against soiling, tearing, wear 
or misplacement of issues. They look, feel like 
leather and are washable! 23kt. gold lettering and 
exquisite 2 -color binding make them highly-deco- 
rative additions to your bookshelves. 

Shipped POSTPAID! FULLY GUARANTEED! 

Only $3.50 each -3 for $10, 6for $19 
Order several today -for ELECTRONICS WORLD 

and all your other favorite magazines. 
r 

Jesse Jones Box Corp., Box 5120, Dept. EW 
Philadelphia 41, Pa. 

Enclosed is $ Please send me 
Electronics World Magazine Files in the colors checked 
below: 

Black backing /maroon sides 

Maroon backing /black sides 

1 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP CODE 

Orders outside U.S.A. please add $1 additional for 
each file ordered. 

L - - - (Payment must accompany order) - - -- 
problem 
solvers by 

S II--4 V R E 

PROBLEM: 
Long Microphone 
Cable Runs 
SOLUTION: 
A95A Line Matching 
Transformer 
Matching low impedance micro- 
phones to high impedance inputs? 
Excessive high frequency loss and 
hum pickup with long microphone 
cable runs? The A95A Line Match- 
ing Transformer solves both prob- 
lems quickly - and economically. 
New miniature size: 3 /e" diameter 
and 21" length. New hum shield- 
ing: superior to any other trans- 
former. New flexibility: 35 -50 and 
150 -210 ohms input. New ease of 
installation: input and output con- 
nectors furnished. Only $17.50 List. 

Shure Brothers, Inc. 
222 Hartrey Avenue 

Evanston, Illinois 
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TEST 
EQUIPMENT 
PRODUCT REPORT 

fa] eT 

Aul Instruments Model TVM4 Transistor V.O.M. 
For cop!/ of nunulfacturer's brochure, circle No. 33 on Reader Service Card. 

tsTOResto VOLT 
Mort rvM. 

THE design objective of the Aul 
Model TVM4 transistorized volt -ohm 

milliammeter was to combine the fea- 
tures of both v.o.m. and v.t.v.m. in a 
single, low -cost instrument. This ob- 
jective was achieved by the use of a 
transistorized difference amplifier and a 
50- microampere taut -band meter. Bas- 
ically, the amplifier acts like an imped- 
ance transformer. The voltage at the 
input of the amplifier is approximate- 
ly equal to that appearing across the 
meter. However, the current through 
the meter is much greater than that at 
the input. The amplifier, in conjunc- 
tion with the meter movement, yields 
an instrument with a full -scale sensitiv- 
ity of 150 millivolts, which makes the 
device many times more sensitive 
than conventional v.t.v.m.'s. In addi- 
tion, there is improved stability. 

The amplifier draws less than one 
milliampere so that the battery life 
of the instrument begins to approach 
the shelf life of the batteries. Silicon 
diodes are used to protect the emitter - 
base junctions of the transistors. In 
case of an overload, one input transistor 
will be turned off with the silicon diode 
protecting the emitter -base junction, 
while the other input transistor and its 
complement will saturate. This circui- 
try allows an input impedance one 
hundred times greater than that of the 
conventional v.o.m. 

The use of a taut -band movement 
together with stable film 1% resistors 
increases the long -term accuracy of the 
TVM4. The use of solid -state circuitry 
and the absence of a power transfor- 
mer and filament heating result in an 
improved life for the instrument. 

The device can be employed in any 
application where a v.o.m. or a v.t.v.m. 
is used. Its construction, in a fully insu- 
lated case, allows differential measure- 
ments on high -voltage circuits without 
fear of an a.c. line return or of loading 
effects. It may be used in the field as 
well as in the laboratory since it does 
not require an a.c. line. 

The employment of semiconductors 
to provide foolproof and fast -acting 
overload protection permits a 500 over- 
load factor to be placed on the sensitive 
d.c. ranges without damage to the in- 
put circuit, the amplifier, or the meter 
movement. 

Model TVM4 measures 67/8 inches 
high, 5% inches wide, and 21/4 inches 
deep, weighs less than three pounds, 
and is priced at $69.95. 

Hewlett- Packard Model 3430A Digital Voltmeter 
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 150 on Reader Service Card. 

The new voltmeter, Hewlett -Packard 
Model 3430A, has a floating input, a 

feature not commonly found in digital 
voltmeters of this price class. With its 
"low" input terminal unstrapped from 
ground, the voltmeter can make mea- 
surements up to ±500 volts d.c. re- 
moved from ground. The input im- 
pedance is 10 megohms on all ranges. 

The instrument has five manually 
selected ranges, from 100 millivolts 
d.c. full scale to 1000 volts d.c. full 

ANEW digital voltmeter, priced at 
$595, has an accuracy of 0.1% 

plus 1 digit, therefore making digital 
precision available at a cost approach- 
ing that of laboratory analog voltmeters. 
The speed, convenience, and accuracy 
of digital readout thus becomes avail- 
able at a moderate price for general- 
purpose applications in the laboratory, 
on production test stands, in repair 
shops, and at quality- assurance incom- 
ing inspection stations. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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scale, and a three -digit readout. A 
fourth digit (one or blank) permits 
overrange measurements up to 60% 
above full scale (except on the 1000 - 
volt range) at full accuracy. The instru- 
ment automatically responds to the 
polarity of the input and indicates 
whether the input is a positive or nega- 
tive voltage. 

Among other features, the new digi- 
tal voltmeter has an amplifier output 
that provides a d.c. voltage proportional 
to the input with a gain accuracy of 
-!- -0.1%. The amplifier output, handy 
for driving a recorder, is capable of 
driving any load that has an impedance 
greater than 10,000 ohms without 
degrading the accuracy of the reading. 

The voltmeter is the staircase com- 
parator type which compares the input 
voltage to an internally generated volt- 
age derived from a zener reference di- 
ode and precision resistors. The inter- 
nally generated voltage starts from zero 
and is stepped automatically to suc- 
ceedingly higher values until it matches 

the input voltage. Each step advances 
a counter one digit; when coincidence 
is reached, the number of accumulated 
counts, which represents the input volt- 
age, is shown on the front -panel display. 
The instrument retains the displayed 
number until the next measurement 
cycle is completed, thus assuring a 
continuous display without blinking. 
The instrument completes two readings 
per second. A 

Vari -Tech Model VT -1160 
Low -Resistance Tester 

For copy of nun u f acturer's brochure, 
circle No. 151 on Reader Service Card. 

ANEW quality -control device has 
been developed by Vari -Tech 

which allows unusually rapid testing of 
resistances in a 0.001- to 0.2 -ohm range 
to determine whether a pre- specified 
limit has been exceeded. The VT -1160 
low- resistance tester is designed to pro- 
vide accurate production -line tests of 
such things as connectors, spot welds, 
printed circuitry, semiconductor recti- 
fiers, and meter shunts. These tests can 
be performed at the rate of one per 
second. 

January, 1967 

NEW! 17TH EDITION 
of the world- famous 

1111110 HAHDDOOt 

Semi -automatic in operation, the de- 
vice simply requires successive posi- 
tioning of two probes on the parts being 
tested; reject parts are signaled by 
means of an audible alarm. The 
tester automatically switches on a self - 
contained test current after the probes 
have been positioned on a part, but 
only after proper contact has been 
made, eliminating any arcing with sub- 
sequent probe damage or arc marks 
on the part under test. 

When proper contact is made, the 
operator immediately hears a low tone. 
If this tone stops, the test is "good" 
and the resistance is acceptable; but if 
the tone changes to a distinctly higher 
pitch, the test is "bad" and the resis- 
tance of the reject part has exceeded 
the preset maximum. The reject alarm 
remains on until reset by the operator. 
Moreover, if proper contact is lost after 
the test current is automatically 
switched on, or if there is equipment 
failure, the reject alarm sounds imme- 
diately, making the system "fail- safe." 

The tester can be adapted for auto- 
matic operation if used with an elec- 
trode positioning device and production 
part fixtures. The two probes provided 
are coax electrodes which, when placed 
for a test, form a 4- terminal resistance 
circuit. 

Calibration of the instrument for the 
test limit is done by first dialing the 
desired test current on an ammeter 
(5- to 25- ampere range) and then set- 
ting the maximum allowable voltage 
drop (and thus the maximum allowable 
resistance) on a digital dial which is 
graduated in millivolts over a zero- to 
1.0 -volt range. The ammeter reading is 
accurate to ± 2% and the maximum 
voltage setting is accurate to ± 0.3% 
or 2 millivolts, whichever is greater. 

The Model VT -1160 operates on 
standard current and requires 300 
watts. It is available from the manu- 
facturer at $600. 

the most comprehensive 
how -to- build -it source 
top problem -solver for 
builders of practical equipment 

Completely revised and enlarged by 
William I. Orr, W6SAI. This is the com- 
prehensive communications manual which 
is the industry standard for electronic 
engineers, technicians, and advanced 
radio amateurs. Explains in authoritative 
detail how to design and build all types of 
radio communications equipment. 

NEW HOW -TO -BUILD DATA 
The new 17th Edition of the RADIO 
HANDBOOK presents design data on 
the latest amplifiers, transmitters, re- 
ceivers, and transceivers. Includes great- 
ly enlarged sections on single -sideband 
equipment and design, and semiconduc- 
tors. Gives extended coverage to r -f 
amplifiers, special vacuum -tube circuits, 
and computers All equipment described 
is of modern design, free of TVI -pro- 
ducing problems. 

THOROUGHLY REVISED & UPDATED 
Provides a complete understanding of 
the theory and construction of all mod - 
dern circuitry, semiconductors, anten- 
nas, power supplies; full data on work- 
shop practice, test equipment, radio 
math and calculations. Includes aspects 
of the industrial and military electronics 
fields of special interest to the engineer 
and advanced amateur. The 17th Edi- 
tion of the RADIO HANDBOOK pro- 
vides the broadest coverage in the field 
-complete information on building and 
operating a comprehensive variety of 
high -performance equipment. All data 
is clearly indexed. 832 pages; 63 x 93f; 
hardbound. Invaluable for electronic 
engineers, designers, builders, amateurs, 
and technicians. 

New 17th Edition of the famous 

RADIO HANDBOOK 
No. EE167, Only....$12.95 

Order from your electronic parts 
distributor or send coupon below. 

EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 

P.O. Box 68003 
New Augusta, Ind. 46268, Dept. EWE -1 

Send me EE167, the new 17th Edition 
of the RADIO HANDBOOK at $12.95. 

encl. Check Money Order 

Name 

Address 

LCity State zw 
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Complete 

TUNER 
REPAIR 

ONLY 

9 50 

Includes ALL parts (except tubes) ...All 
labor on ALL makes. Fast 24 -hour 
service with 1 -year warranty 

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., largest manufacturer of 
TV and FM tuners, offers unexcelled tuner over- 
haul and factory- supervised repair service. 

Tarzian -made tuners received one day will be 
repaired and shipped out the next. More time 
may be required on other makes. Every channel 
checked and realigned per original specs. And, 
you get a full, 12 -month guarantee against de- 
fective workmanship and parts failure due to 
normal usage. Cost, including labor and parts 
(except tubes) is only $9.50 and $15 for UV com- 
binations. Replacements at low cost are available 
on tuners beyond practical repair. 

Always send TV make, chassis and Model 
number with faulty tuner. Check with your local 
distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replacement tun- 
ers, parts or repair service. Or, use the address 
nearest you for fast, factory- supervised repair 
service. 

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION 

(Factory- supervised tuner service 
authorized by Sarkes Tarzian) 

MIDWEST -817 N. Pennsylvania St. 
Indianapolis, Ind. Box 1642 

Tel: 317- 632 -3493 

EAST - 547 -49 Tonnele Ave. 
Jersey City, New Jersey Tel: 201 -792 -3730 

SOUTH - EAST -938 Gordon St., S.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia Tel: 404 -758 -2232 

WEST- SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. 
Tuner Service Division 

10654 Magnolia Blvd., N. Hollywood, Calif. 
Tel: 213- 769 -2720 

CIRCLE NO. 85 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

v. ELECTRONICS 
V.T.I. training leads to success 
as technicians, field engineers, 
specialists in communications, 
guided missiles, computers, 
radar and automation. Basic & 
advanced courses in theory & 
laboratory. Electronic Engi- 
neering Technology and Elec- 
tronic Technology curricula 
both available. Assoc. degree in 
29 mos. B. S. also obtainable. 
G.I. approved. Graduates in all 
branches of electronics with 
major companies. Start Feb- 
ruary, September. Dorms, 
campus. High school graduate 
or equivalent. Write for catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. RD, Valparaiso, Indiana 
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CRT Phosphors 
(Continued from page 52) 

operating voltage of the electron beam. 
The change can be made either by 
switching voltage on a single gun or 
through the use of two guns operat- 
ing at different voltages. However, 
such tubes are not in wide use at the 
present time. 

Thin -Film Phosphors 
, Where high precision is needed for 

radar display, film scanning, or read- 
out systems, it is desirable that the 
cathode -ray tube have a very small 
spot size. Vastly improved resolution 
is accomplished through the use of 
specially designed electron guns in con - 
junction with very fine grain screens. 
Conventional screens employ a phos- 
phor with a grain size of about 10 s 

(microns). To obtain a spot size of 
1 mil or less, a phosphor with a grain 
size of about 1 s must be used. 

Several methods have been devised 
to apply fine -grain phosphors to face - 
plates, including vapor deposition and 
settling from a solution. The latter is 
slow because the small grains settle 
more slowly than larger particles. 
Fine -grain phosphors are normally de- 
posited in a thin, transparent film. The 
surface may be finished by polishing 
to assure uniformity and reduce "noise" 
caused by irregularities. 

Transparent films have lower effi- 
ciency than conventional phosphor 
coatings, but they provide high resolu- 
tion and freedom from graininess. 
Since they are transparent, there is 
little reflection of ambient light, so 
contrast is good. Furthermore, the in- 
timate contact between the filin and 
the faceplate permits efficient transfer 
of heat caused by electron bombard- 
ment, and consequently transparent 
phosphors are highly resistant to burns. 

Aluminized Tubes 
The brightness of cathode -ray tubes 

may be considerably improved by dif- 
fusing a thin layer of aluminum over 
the phosphor. The aluminum layer is 
thin enough to permit the electron 
beam to penetrate to the phosphor. 
Brightness is increased because much 
of the phosphor luminescence that 
would otherwise be lost in the interior 
of the tube is reflected forward. 
Aluminizing has other useful effects. 
Since aluminum is a good conductor, 
it prevents a negative charge from 
building up on the faceplate. Elec- 
trons therefore reach the screen at a 
higher velocity, adding to the bright- 
ness. Furthermore, the aluminum coat- 
ing protects the more fragile phosphors 
against burning. 

If the accelerating potential of the 
cathode -ray tube is much less than 5 

kilovolts, it is usually not worthwhile 
to aluminize the tube. The beam en- 
ergy lost in penetrating the aluminum 
coating is a substantial part of the 
total beam energy at lower accelerating 
potentials, and this offsets the gain in 
brightness from aluminizing. 

It is sometimes considered unde- 
sirable to employ a high accelerating 
potential on the electrodes of a cathode - 
ray tube because the beam becomes 
"stiff" and a high voltage must be ap- 
plied to the deflection plates, resulting 
in loss of sensitivity. The difficulty 
may be overcome by placing accelerat- 
ing electrodes carrying high voltage 
beyond the deflection plates. In this 
way, the beam is first deflected and 
then accelerated. This post -deflection 
acceleration is usually accomplished by 
applying a high- accelerating potential 
to one or more circles of conductive 
coating on the internal surface of the 
bulb near the faceplate. A fast -writing 
cathode -ray tube made by Edgerton, 
Germeshausen and Grier, Inc., designed 
for operation from d.c. to 2000 MHz 
and having 0.2 nanosecond rise time, 
maintains high sensitivity while utiliz- 
ing a 20 -kV accelerating potential 
through the use of post -deflection ac- 
celeration. In this instance, the ac- 
celerating field is distributed over a 
long space between the screen and the 
deflection plates by a high -resistance 
graphite spiral etched on the tube bulb. 
The accelerating voltage across this 
spiral creates a uniform field gradient 
over most of the post- deflection region. 

Internal Graticules 
Until recently, cathode -ray tubes 

were normally used with a plastic disc 
on which was marked the graticule or 
scale needed for making measure- 
ments. Since the trace appears on the 
phosphor on the inside surface of the 
tube, the separation between the trace 
and the graticule would introduce an 
error due to parallax whenever the 
line from the eye to the point of the 
trace under observation was not per- 
pendicular to the plane of the graticule. 
This effect was accentuated if the trace 
and the graticule were further sepa- 
rated through the use of a filter. 

To overcome this difficulty, an in- 
ternal graticule is now used in many 
cathode -ray tubes. It is composed of 
lines etched on the inside of the 
faceplate, in the same plane as the 
phosphor. Finely ground black glass 
was selected for this purpose and is 
bonded to the faceplate at a high 
temperature. The internal graticule 
thus formed entirely eliminates paral- 
lax errors. Two viewers can observe 
a cathode -ray tube at the same time 
and see the saine thing; a single view- 
er can shift his position without af- 
fecting the apparent location of the 
trace. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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EARTH'S MAGNETIC 

FIELD & COLOR TV 
i LECTRON beams traveling from 

A the guns to the face of a color pic- 
ture tube are influenced by the mag- 
netic fields of the deflection yoke, 
convergence, and purity assemblies. 

The influence of the earth's magnetic 
field must be considered for exacting 
purity adjustment. The effect of this 
field is minimized by the picture -tube 
shield. If the magnetic properties of the 
shield are aligned while in a specific 
field, the shield opposes any change due 
to a new field. 

Degaussing the set during initial 
manufacture aligns the shadow mask 
and shield to counter the earth's mag- 
netic field during receiver relocation. 

The earth's magnetic field consists of 
a vertical and horizontal component. 
Variation of vertical component due to 
geographic area is constant and does not 
change its effect when set is rotated. 
Initial degaussing cancels this effect. 

However, when the receiver is ro- 
tated, the intersection angle of the 
horizontal component changes, causing 
a change in beam deflection. In the west 
( or east) position, maximum vertical 
beam deflection occurs and the center 
of the screen is highly influenced. If 
purity is set in the west position and the 
receiver is then oriented east, maximum 
travel of the electron beam occurs: 
from upper deflection extreme (west) to 
lower extreme (east) . The possibility of 
impurity is great when the set is ro- 
tated under these conditions. 

When facing north (or south), the 
electron beams in the center screen area 
are parallel with the magnetic lines and 
for all practical purposes are not affected 
by the earth's magnetic field. Beam 
deflection at the outer edges is influ- 
enced, but the amount of movement is 
minimum. Under these conditions, a 
more exacting purity adjustment can be 
obtained, both at the center and outer 
edges of the screen. Adjusting purity in 
the north (or south) orientation, when 
beam deflection is minimum, lessens the 
chance of impurity when the set is ro- 
tated to any other position. The chance 
of purity errors are actually cut in half, 
for movement of the electron beam will 
not extend to the extremes possible if 
purity is adjusted west and then the re- 
ceiver is rotated east. 

Making purity adjustments using 
north or south orientation results in 
more exact and longer -lasting purity. 
Also, better results from automatic de- 
gaussing will be obtained, permitting 
the relocation of color sets without the 
need for purity adjustment. 

This data is from RCA Victor "Plain 
Talk and Technical Tips." A 
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Look what's happened to the RCA WR-51A FM Stereo Signal Simulator 

...it got to be the WR-52A... 

NEW, REDESIGNED AND IMPROVED 

Last year we decided to make a few improvements in 
our WR -51A Stereo FM Signal Simulator ...for two 
years THE established test instrument for multiplex 
stereo servicing. We intended to call it the WR -51B. 

But one thing led to another and we made so many 
extensive improvements that we virtually had a new 
instrument on our hands. You're looking at it: the 
NEW RCA WR -52A STEREO FM SIGNAL SIMULATOR. 

We've added an RF Deviation Meter to measure the 
modulation level of both stereo and monaural FM sig- 
nals. The meter is also used to accurately establish 
the level of the 19 Kc subcarrier. 
We've included provisions for modulating left or right 
stereo signals with an external monaural source. 
We've added a switch to disable the 19 Kc oscillator 
to provide a low- distortion monaural FM output. 
We've added a new frequency (72 Kc)... required, 
along with the 67 Kc frequency, for trap alignment in 
some sets. 

These features, together with numerous internal cir- 
cuit design changes have resulted in a vastly im- 
proved, almost completely new instrument. And, the 
RCA WR -52A includes all those features that made its 
predecessor such a valuable servicing tool. 

COMPOSITE STEREO OUTPUT -for direct connection 
to multiplex circuit 

Choice of left stereo and right stereo signals 

RF OUTPUT -for connection to receiver antenna ter- 
minals 

100 Mc carrier, tuneable 
Choice of FM signals -left stereo, right stereo, 
monaural FM, internal test and 60 cycle FM sweep 

FM stereo deviation adjustable from 0 -100% 
100 Mc sweep signal adjustable from 0 to more 
than 750 Kc at a 60 cps rate 
RF output attenuator 

CRYSTAL- CONTROLLED 19 Kc SUBCARRIER (- ..01 %) 
u SINE WAVE FREQUENCIES 

Three low- distortion frequencies -400 cps, 1 Kc, 
5 Kc 

Two crystal -controlled frequencies -19 and 38 Kc 

Additional frequencies -67 and 72 Kc for trap 
alignment 

READILY PORTABLE- weighs only 123/4 pounds, 
measures 131/2" by 10" by 8" 

"'COMPLETE WITH WIRED -IN CONNECTING CABLES 

We also raised the price... just 50 cents. The WR -52A 
is now $227.00.` Ask to see it at your Authorized RCA 

Test Equipment Distributor. 
`Optional distributor resale price, subject to change with. 
out notice. May be slightly higher in Hawaii and the West. 

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS & DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

CIRCLE NO. 95 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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NOW 
FROM 

DELTA 

A Complete Automotive and 
Ignition Tune -Up System 

MARK TEN 
Capacitive Discharge 

Ignition System 

'4495 
Assembled 

'2995 Kit Form 

Get mileage you never dreamed of! 3 to 

10 times spark plug life. Instant starts in 

all weather. Installs in only 10 minutes. 
Up to 20% gas savings. Dramatic increase 
in engine performance and acceleration. 

2 NEW AUTO TUNE UP 
INSTRUMENTS 

DWELL 
METER 

$12.95 
Ppd. 

TACH 
METER 

$14.95 
Ppd. 

These two new cousins to the world fa- 
mous proven MARK TEN now give you the 
capability to tune your own car inexpen- 
sively, easily, with remarkable precision. 
These separate instruments are low cost, 
portable and the easiest to read you've 
ever seen. 

Delta's famous printed circuit design 
Superior in precision, quality and per- 

formance to instruments selling for FIVE 
TIMES as much 

Large dial, high quality jewel D'arson- 
val meters 

Operates with standard, transistor or 
capacitive discharge systems as well as 
magnetos 

Instant readings - rio confusing scales 

Send Your Order Today 
MN N - - - 

DELTA 
DELTA PRODUCTS, INC. 

P.O. Box 1147EW Grand Junction, Colo. 

Enclosed is $ Ship prepaid. 
Ship C.O.D. 

Please send: 
Dwell Meters @ $12.95 
Tach Meters @ $14.95 
Mark Tens (Assembled) @ $44.95 
Mark Tens (Delta Kit) @ $29.95 

(12 volt positive or negative ground only) 
SPECIFY - Positive Negative 

6 or 12 Volt 

Car Year Make 

Name 

Address 

City /State Zip 

M llII1 l/11 - - - ill. 
OP 6 -I1 
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Philco -Ford Introduces IC Radio 
A pair of integrated -circuit chips performs all 
functions from r.f. stage through audio amplifier. 

INTEGRATED circuits are really tak- 
ing off into the realm of consumer 

products. First was RCA with its IC in- 
tercarrier audio i.f. in TV sets. Now 
comes Philco -Ford with the introduc- 
tion of the battery -powered portable 
radio, Model T112WA, that uses a pair 
of IC's bonded to a common substrate 
which is less than one -inch square. 

One of the IC's contains 12 transis- 
tors and 21 resistors, while the other 
contains 14 transistors, two diodes, and 
32 resistors. The pair of IC's perform 
all functions from the r.f. stage through 
to the audio amplifier. The convention- 
al components in the set include a 2)- 
inch loudspeaker, a ferrite antenna, the 
tuning capacitor, ceramic i.f. filter and 
i.f. transformer, an audio transformer, 
the local oscillator transformer, five re- 
sistors, 17 capacitors, and the volume 
control potentiometer. The company 
has released no detailed information on 
the IC's. 

The IC's used in the radio were de- 
veloped, and are manufactured, at the 
Philco Microelectronics Division, locat- 
ed in Lansdale, Pa., and are the result 
of three years' work. 

Philco -Ford also announced that it is 
running a parallel development pro- 
gram in integrated circuitry for TV 
sets, which is next in line, and then 

stereo high -fidelity home sound systems. 
In a companion area, Philco -Ford 

also announced the "PEMS" modules 
(Philco Electronic Modules) which are 
thick -film hybrid circuits that contain 
capacitors and resistors with the active 
elements -diodes and transistors in chip 
form -bonded to the module; the entire 
assembly is then given a protective 
plastic coating. These modules are to 
be introduced in this company's black - 
and -white TV sets in the near future. 

Initial application will be in the 
horizontal phase comparator circuit of 
monochrome sets and future application 
is also considered for the chroma refer- 
ence oscillator in color sets. 

The use of IC's does not necessarily 
mean a size reduction of the radio. 

Photo below shows that the new radio (top), although built 
or the same circuit hoard as the old (bottom), uses far 
less parts. The pair of IC's is mounted under the board. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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IC USED IN NEW TV KIT 
BY D.G. RUPLEY;'Chief Engineer, Consumer Products, Heath Co. 

Technical details on the first use of an IC in a commercial 
kit. Besides the IC, the set also uses a new small -neck CRT. 

THE "Heatlikit" Model GR -104 all - 
solid -state 12 -inch TV receiver, us- 

ing an integrated circuit (IC) contain- 
ing the sound i.f., detector, and audio 
preamplifier stages, is the first com- 
mercial kit to use an IC. 

After a relatively conventional solid - 
state front -end, i.f., and video detection 
system, the audio is taken off the col- 
lector of the video driver stage and 
coupled to the silicon wide -band mono- 
lithic IC as shown in the schematic. 
This IC incorporates 12 transistors, 12 
diodes, and 15 resistors, all housed in 
a single TO -5 case. Although this 
unit does not offer any immediate cost 
saving, it does have the advantage of 
reducing the number of soldered con- 
nections (and thereby possible kit trou- 
blespots) that would be encountered 
using individual components. 

The 4.5 -MHz signal is transformer - 
coupled to the IC input. After ampli- 
fication and limiting, the signal is 
coupled to the primary of detector 
transformer T1. The windings of the 
detector transformer have been labeled 
as L1, L2, L3, and L4 to ease the ex- 
planation of detector operation. Di- 
odes D5, D6, and D7 are reverse - 
biased to exhibit the characteristics 
of capacitors. Capacitors across the 
primary and secondary of T1 are used 
to tune this transformer to 4.5 MHz. 

Consider a separate voltage that is 
induced by the primary (L1) into each 
of the three secondary windings (L2,. 
L3, and L4) . L4, which is closely 
coupled to the primary, introduces a 
voltage that is in series with both L2 
and L3. The voltage across L4 is rela- 
tively constant in amplitude as long as 

the voltage across L1 does not change. 
Each detector diode (D3 and D4 

has its own charging loop. Current 
flowing in diode D4 is controlled by 
the voltage induced in L2 and L4 
which charges diode capacitor D6. 
( Remember that diodes D5, D6, and 
D7 are reverse- biased to act as capaci- 
tors.) Current flowing in diode D3 is 
controlled by the voltage induced in 
L3 and L4, which charges diode ca- 
pacitor D5. Current flows in both di- 
rections through L4, since this coil is 
common to both charging loops. 

When the audio i.f. signal (4.5 MHz) 
is unmodulated, the diode currents are 
equal and cancel each other. Thus, 

there is no voltage variation across D7 
at the base of audio transistor Q11. 

When the i.f. deviates from 4.5 MHz 
due to FM modulation, the current in 
one diode loop increases while the cur- 
rent in the other loop decreases. These 
changes are caused by a variation in 
the phase relationship in the signal 
across L2 and L3. Current flows 
through L4 and R16 in the direction 
of the largest signal and an output volt- 
age is developed across L4 and R16. 

The amplitude of this signal is de- 
termined by how far the i.f. deviates 
from the 4.5 -MHz center frequency, 
while the frequency depends on how 
often the i.f. . deviates from the 4.5- 
MHz center frequency. The audio volt- 
age appearing at the junction of R16 
and D7 is coupled directly into the 
base of transistor Q11. Transistors 
Q11 and Q12 are directly coupled as 
emitter followers to match the rela- 
tively high impedance of the detector 
circuit to the lower impedance of the 
audio amplifier circuit. 

The operational features of the IC 
are also advantageous. The unit has 
75 dB of power gain at 4.5 MHz, its 
limiting characteristics are excellent, 
and AM rejection is 50 dB. The re- 
covered audio is sufficient to drive the 
complementary symmetry audio out- 
put circuit. 

Entire sound i.f. except for the output 
audio stages are contained on the one IC. 

VIDEO 
DRIVER 

4.2V 

One of the. main problems in de- 
signing TV receivers for portable or 
battery use is the inefficiency of the 
sweep circuits. Over 80% of the power 
required to operate the receiver goes 
into the sweep circuits. There are a 
number of approaches a designer might 
take to increase the sweep efficiency. 
One would be to use a smaller deflec- 
tion angle, thereby reducing the amount 
of power required to deflect the beam. 
This, however, is directly opposite to 
the results that would be desired in 
packaging the receiver, as lowering the 
deflection angle requires that the CRT 
neck become much longer. Another 
approach, which was used in this set, 
is to reduce the neck diameter of the 
CRT. This means that the magnetic 
flux from the deflection yoke can be 
coupled much closer to the electron 
beam, increasing deflection efficiency. 

In comparison, a 12 ", 90° deflection 
CRT with a neck diameter of V has 
an over -all length of 103i ". This new 
receiver uses a type 12CEP4, a 12 ", 
110° magnetically deflected CRT whose 
neck diameter is only 20 mm (a little 
larger than a "). 

The deflection power required for 
this 110° tube is approximately the 
same as for the 90° deflection angle 
tube with the larger diameter neck, 
yet over -all depth is only 9 ". A 

TI 
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SOMEONE SHOULD DEVELOP AN EASY WAY 

TO LEARN ELECTRONICS AT HOME 

RCA INSTITUTES DID! 

Here is a whole new approach to learning 

electronics at home! RCA Institutes, 
one of the nations' largest schools devoted 

to electronics, has developed a faster, 

easier way for you to gain the skills and 

the knowledge you need for the career 

of your choice. Here for the first time, is a 

student -proved, scientifically designed way 

to learn. If you have had any doubts in 

the past about home training in electronics 
-if you have hesitated because you thought 
you might not be able to keep up -or that 
electronics was too complicated to learn - 
here is your answer! Read how 

RCA Institutes has revolutionized 
its entire home training ideas! 
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NEW CAREER PROGRAMS 

BEGIN WITH "AUTOTEXT" INSTRUCTION METHOD! 

Start to learn the field of your choice immediately! 

No previous training or experience in electronics needed! 

With this new revolutionized method of 
home training you pick the career of 
your choice -and RCA Institutes trains 
you for it. RCA's Career Programs assure 
you that everything you learn will help 
you go directly to the field that you have 
chosen! No wasted time learning things 
you'll never use on the job! The Career 
Program you choose is especially de- 
signed to get you into that career in the 
fastest, easiest possible way! 

And each Career Program starts with 
the amazing "AUTOTEXT" Programmed 
Instruction Method -the new, faster way 
to learn that's almost automatic! "AUTO - 
TEXT" helps even those who have had 
trouble with conventional home training 
methods in the past. This is the "Space 
Age" way to learn everything you need 
to know with the least amount of time 
and effort. 

CHOOSE A CAREER PROGRAM NOW 
Your next stop may be the job of your 
choice. Each one of these RCA Institutes 
Career Programs is a complete unit. It 
contains the know -how you need to step 
into a profitable career. Here are the 
names of the programs and the kinds of 
jobs they train you for. Which one is 
for you? 
Television Servicing. Prepares you for a 

career as a TV Technician /Serviceman; 
Master Antenna Systems Technician; TV 
Laboratory Technician; Educational TV 
Technician. 
FCC License Preparation. For those who 
want to become TV Station Engineers, 
Communications Laboratory Techni- 
cians, or Field Engineers. 
Automation Electronics. Gets you ready 
to be an Automation Electronics Tech- 
nician; Manufacturer's Representative; 
Industrial Electronics Technician. 
Automatic Controls. Prepares you to be 
an Automatic Controls Electronics Tech- 
nician; Industrial Laboratory Technician; 
Maintenance Technician; Field Engineer. 
Digital Techniques. For a career as a 

Digital Techniques Electronics Techni- 
cian; Industrial Electronics Technician; 
Industrial Laboratory Technician. 

Telecommunications. For a job as TV Sta- 
tion Engineer, Mobile Communications 
Technician, Marine Radio Technician. 
Industrial Electronics. For jobs as In- 

dustrial Electronics Technicians; Field 
Engineers; Maintenance Technicians; In- 
dustrial Laboratory Technicians. 
Nuclear Instrumentation. For those who 
want careers as Nuclear Instrumentation 
Electronics Technicians; Industrial Lab- 
oratory Technicians; Industrial Electron- 
ics Technicians. 
Solid State Electronics. Become a spe- 
cialist in the Semiconductor Field. 
Electronics Drafting. Junior Draftsman, 
Junior Technical Illustrator; Parts In- 
spector; Design Draftsman Trainee 
Chartist. 

SEPARATE COURSES 
In addition, in order to meet specific 
needs, RCA Institutes offers a wide va- 
riety of separate courses which may be 

taken independently of the Career Pro- 
grams, on all subjects from Electronics 
Fundamentals to Computer Program- 
ming. Complete information will be sent 
with your other materials. 

LIBERAL TUITION PLAN 
RCA offers you a unique Liberal Tuition 
Plan -your most economical way to 
learn. You pay for lessons only as you 
order them. No long term contracts. If 
you wish to stop your training for any 
reason, you may do so and not owe one 
cent until you resume the course. 

VALUABLE EQUIPMENT 
You receive valuable equipment to keep 
and use on the job -and you never have 
to take apart one piece to build another. 
New- Programmed Electronics Bread- 
board. You now will receive a scien- 
tifically programmed electronic bread- 

board with your study material. This 
breadboard provides limitless experi- 
mentation with basic electrical and elec- 

tronic circuits involving vacuum tubes 
and transistors and includes the con- 
struction of a working signal generator 
and superheterodyne AM Receiver. 
Bonus From RCA -Multimeter and 
Oscilloscope Kits. At no additional cost, 
you will receive with every RCA Insti- 
tutes Career Program the instruments 
and kit material you need to build a 

multimeter and oscilloscope. The Inclu- 
sion of both these kits is an RCA extra. 

CLASSROOM TRAINING 
ALSO AVAILABLE 

RCA Institutes maintains one of the larg- 
est schools of its kind in New York City 
where classroom and laboratory train- 
ing is available in day or evening ses- 

sions. You may be admitted without any 
previous technical training; preparatory 
courses are available if you haven't com- 
pleted high school. Coeducational class- 
es start four times a year. 

FREE PLACEMENT SERVICE 

In recent years, 9 out of 10 Resident 
School students who used the Free 

Placement Service had their jobs waiting 
for them when they graduated. And 
many of these jobs were with top com- 
panies in the field -such as IBM, Bell 
Telephone Labs, General Electric, RCA, 

and radio and TV stations and other 
communications systems throughout 
the world. 

SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID CARD 
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, NO OB- 
LIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 
FREE BOOK INCLUDED. CHECK HOME 
STUDY OR CLASSROOM TRAINING. 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. EW -17 

A Service of Radio Corporation of America 
350 West 4th St., New York, N.Y. 10014 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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SC& TT 0 

SCOTT'S NEW 
ONE- AFTERNOON 

TUNER KIT 
DELIVERS 

AMAZING FET 
PERFORMANCE 

Now you can get factory -wired per- 
formance from a kit that takes only one 
afternoon to build! Scott's new LT -112B 
is the only kit with Field Effect Transistor 
circuitry'', enabling you to enjoy more 
stations more clearly. Interstation Muting 
Control effects complete quiet between 
FM stations ... oscilloscope output al- 
lows laboratory -precise correction for 
multipath distortion. 

"Scott's LT -112 ... is one of the finest 
FM stereo tuners we have tested and it is 
easily the best kit -built tuner we have 
checked ... Because of its simple con- 
struction and trouble -free nature, it is a 
logical choice for anyone who wants the 
finest in FM reception at a most remark- 
able price." HiFi /Stereo Review. 
LT -1128 specifications: Usable sensitivity, 1.8 pV; Cross 
modulation, 90 dB; Stereo separation, 40 dB; Capture 
ratio, 2.5 dB; Price, $189.95. 'Patents pending 

For complete information on the Scott LT -1126, send for 
Your free copy of Scott's 16 -page full -color illustrated 
Guide to Custom Stereo. 

FREE! 1967 SCOTT 

GUIDE TO CUSTOM STEREO 
Here are 16 colorful, information -packed 
pages on Scott stereo components .. . 

receivers, tuners, amplifiers, speakers ... 
for 1967. Fact -filled, fully -illustrated articles 
show you what to look for when buying 
solid -state components, how stereo works, 
how to create your own home music system. 

NANE 

ADDRESS 

STATE ZIP 

Scott . .. where innovation is a tradition 

SCOTT® 
H. H. Scott, Inc., 

111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 
Export: H. H. Scott, Inc., Maynard, Mass. 

Prices slightly higher west of Rockies. Subject to change without notice 
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NEW R1DIO1'P;LF.YHII \I? 
MODULATION \II?TH011 

By PATRICK HALLIDAY 

RECENTLY, the British Post Office 
Research Station demonstrated 

some tape recordings of radiotelephone 
circuits between the United Kingdom 
and Delhi, India made during extremely 
poor high -frequency radio conditions. 

One set of tapes showed the near im- 
possibility of carrying on conversation 
when fading and background noise pro- 
duced a condition of "lock- out" -that is, 
when the noise was sufficient to override 
the action of the voice -operated sing- 
ing suppressor so that one speaker was 
unable to break in on the other. The 
other recordings, made under the same 
poor conditions, were of rapid, normal 
telephone conversations with solid in- 
telligibility, no problems of lock -out, and 
an almost startling absence of back- 
ground noise between words. 

These second tapes were made with a 
new type of telephone terminal equip- 
ment called Lincompex from LINked 
COiiIpressor and EXpander. This new 
system, developed by British Post Office 
engineers, is now undergoing field trials 
and is proving so successful that the sys- 
tem is likely to come into widespread use 
on other difficult h.f. circuits. It may 
also later prove to have many other ap- 
plications, including possible use on mo- 
bile h.f. circuits such as the ship -to -shore 
radio links. 

As the name indicates, the system de- 
pends upon the use of compressors and 
expanders. A combination of a compres- 
sor at the input terminal and an ex- 
pander at the output terminal is used 
duite widely in telephone work. The 
compressor reduces the amplitude range 
of the signal and the expander sloes the 
opposite, restoring the dynamic range 
of the signal to its original value. The 
success of such combinations depends 
upon the fact the noise in a speech cir- 
cuit is more serious when in the inter- 
vals between words than when the saine 
amount of noise is heard only as a back- 
ground to the words. 

In the new system, processing is taken 
a good deal further than in conventional 
circuits by the inclusion of an additional 

INPUT 

control channel which it has proved pos- 
sible to accommodate within the normal 
3 -kc. bandwidth of long- distance voice 
circuits. Apart from the very high degree 
of noise suppression between words, the 
equipment renders the circuit much 
more resistant to other forms of noise, 
crosstalk, and interference. 

Although some work with basically 
similar techniques has been carried out 
in France and in the United States, the 
British Post Office is believed to be the 
first administration to reach the point of 
using the system on operational traffic. 
Its success makes the British engineers 
believe that it will eventually be adopted 
by most organizations operating high - 
frequency radio links. First, of course, 
it will be necessary to agree on exact 
parameters -a matter for the Interna- 
tional Consultative Committee on Radio 
(CCIR). 

At the transmitter ( Fig. 1A) , the 
voice signals are applied to a speech 
compressor producing a constant- output 
signal level regardless of the instantane- 
ous level of the input voice signals. In 
other words, all the loudness variations 
are smoothed out, including the syllable - 
to- syllable changes. In this it differs from 
the conventional compressor or constant - 
volume amplifiers which are relatively 
slow -acting and do not smooth out the 
syllabic variations of level. 

Because the output signal is always of 
the same amplitude, the radio transmit- 
ter can be kept fully modulated at all 
times, but to the listener the speech is 
almost completely unintelligible. From 
the compressor, however, a second sig- 
nal output, called the control signal, is 
obtained. This, in effect, is a measure of 
the instantaneous voice level of the 
speaker. This signal is obtained by recti- 
fying a portion of the input voice signal. 

Two signals are transmitted: one is 
the speech signal from which all loud- 
ness information has been removed, 
while the second signal contains the 
missing loudness details. Both these sig- 
nals are radiated from the transmitter 
within the usual 3 -kc. bandwidth of an 

Fig. 1. FM control signal determines voice amplitude at both ends of phone link. 

COMPRESSOR 

FM 

CONTROL 
SIGNAL 

(A) 

CONSTANT 
VOLUME 

AMPLIFIER 
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(B) 

EXPANDER OUTPUT 

CONTROL 
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independent sideband channel. This is 

clone by lopping off a few hundred cy- 

cles from the higher end of the audio 
spectrum, shifting the remaining audio 
up in frequency by a similar amount, 
and using the resulting low- frequency 
portion of about 400 cycles to carry the 
control signal in the form of narrow - 
band frequency modulation. 

At the receiving terminal (Fig. 1B), 
the two signals pass through the early 
stages of the receiver and are then sep- 
arated by filters. The effect of variations 
of signal strength due to normal fading 
will already have been reduced by re- 
ceiver a.g.c., but any remaining varia- 
tions are removed by passing the speech 
signal through another constant- volume 
amplifier. The FM control signal is fed 
to a discriminator whose output is used 
to control the gain of an expander unit. 
The output from the expander then in- 
cludes all the loudness variations of the 
original speech. 

In practice, a further necessity arises 
-that of incorporating delay networks 
into the voice channel so that the times 
of transmission of the narrow and wider 
bandwidth signals are equalized. 

On difficult h.f. radio circuits, the 
use of Lincompex terminals should allow 
operational time to be extended by some 
10 to 15 %. What is perhaps more im- 
portant for the user, he can talk much 
more rapidly and confidently without 
the many interruptions and repetitions 
so often needed when radio conditions 
are marginal. 

Lincompex thus holds considerable 
promise of bringing about a substantial 
improvement in h.f. point -to -point links 
which- despite the rapid progress of 
ocean cables and satellite communica- 
tions -still carry an important part of 
the world's long- distance telephone com- 
munications. 

12 -V. BATTERY CHARGER 
USING A G -E T3 silicon controlled 

rectifier, the circuit sltotrn in the 
diagram mikes a low -cost auto battery 
charger. When the voltage across the 
battery reaches the voltage determined 
by the "Trip Point Selector," the unit 
goes to a trickle charge. The SCH can 
handle up to 13 amperes and so is ca- 
pable of charging many types of auto 
batteries. A 
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WI"I Ybother with makeshift 

twist -prong capacitor replacements ? 

When you substitute capacitor sizes and ratings, 

you leave yourself wide open for criticism 

of your work ... you risk your reputation 

you stand to lose customers. It just doesn't 

pay to use makeshifts when it's so easy to get the 

exact replacement from your Sprague distributor! 

Get the right SIZE, 

right RATING every time 

with improved 

SPRAGUE 

TWIST-LOK® 

CAPACITORS! 

1,863 different capacitors to choose from! 

The industry's most complete selection of twist -prong capacitors, 

bar none. Greater reliability, too. Exclusive Sprague cover design 

provides a leak -proof seal which permits capacitors to withstand 

higher ripple currents. 

GET YOUR COPY of Sprague's com- 

prehensive Electrolytic Capacitor 

Replacement Manual K -107 from 

your Sprague Distributor, or write 

Sprague Products Co., 51 Mar- 

shall Street, North Adams, Mass. 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS 

bi1:6-63 Ri 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 
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ONLY CCTV CAMERA 

KIT ON THE MARKET 

NEW 
IMPROVED MODEL! 

Vidicon 
25mm. 11.9 Lens 
Cable 
Instructions 

ASSEMBLED $259.50 

$20950 
$20 DOWN 
$10 MONTH 

The affordable answer to an easy -to -use, 
top performing surveillance camera. Hun- 
dreds of uses in home, store, plant, office. 
hospital, school. Connects instantly to any 
TV set. Gives excellent picture with light 
from 150 -watt bulb. Operates up to six 
sets. Complete - nothing else to buy. 
Optional lenses and tripod available. 
All parts guaranteed one year. Vidicon 
guaranteed 90 days. Make check or money 
order to CONAR. Shipped REA collect. 

SEND FOR FREE CONAR CATALOG 

CONAR Division of National Radio 
Institute, Dept. AB7C 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C.. 20016 

free 
The complete 
story in color, 
with pictures 
and specifica- 
tions, of the 
most exciting 
line of solid 
state stereo 
kits. ' ... in 
the top ranks 
of modern 
stereo." 
Hirsch -Houck 
Lobs -Elec- 
tronics World. 

. will out- 
perform most 
factory - 
assembled 
rigs you can 
buy today." 

4C'C1 USTECH 
WM! Stare 
Stereo K1t5 

\- .r tN 
rl .0 1 h ,i' 

r 

Popular Science ------ - - - -r. 
¡+, ACOUSTECH: 

Acoustech, Inc. Div. of Koss Electronics II 
139 Main S., Dept. E1, Cambridge, Mass. 02142 

IPlease send me your colorful kit brochure with 

Icomplete 
details on the top -rated line of solid 

state stereo kits. 
IName 
IAddress 
I City & State Zip Code_ I L------- - - - - -J 
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EW Lab Tested 
(Continac'cl front page 16) 

with a four -pole induction meter. The 
changer spindle can be removed and 
replaced with a short spindle for sin - 
gle -play operation. A lever sets arm 
indexing for 7 ", 10 ", or 12" records. 
The tracking -force dial has click stops 
every y, gram. The cuing lever raises 
the pickup from the record and lowers 
it to the groove which it left. It is not 
a hydraulically damped system such 
as that found on most costly changers, 
but it xvorks quite effectively. A unique 
feature is the automatic arm rest lock. 
Whenever the arts is returned to the 
rest after playing, the lock is actuated 
to clamp it in place. When the changer 
is started up, the lock releases before 
the arm lifts. The changer comes with 
an integral six -foot line cord and a de- 
tachable twin -conductor shielded audio 
cable. 

The pleasured tracking error of the 
arm of the BSR 500 with a typical 
good- quality cartridge installed was a 
maximum of 3° at a 3 -inch radius. At 
most points on the record, the error 
was much smaller. The 1°/inch track- 
ing error is slightly larger than would 
be considered desirable but this does 
not introduce any significant distortion 
in playback. 

The arm resonance with this Car- 
tridge was at 20 Hz and vvas well - 
damped. The rise in response at 20 Hz 
was about 3 dB, and the output fell off 
sharply below that frequency. The cali- 
bration of the tracking -force dial was 
within 0.2 gram from 1 grain to 4 
grains. At higher settings the actual 
force was almost 1 gram high, although 
it is unlikely that this changer would 
be used with any cartridge requiring 
more than 4 grains. We used the 2- 
gram force which was optimum for 
the particular cartridge installed, and 
the changer mechanism functioned per - 
fectly. 

The wow was about 0.1 to 0.12`< 
from 33 to 78 rpm, and about 0.15íe 
at 16 rpm. Flutter was very low - 
0.025% at the three higher speeds and 
0.04% at 16 rpm. Bumble, in the lateral 
plane, was -28 dB, referred to 1.4 cm/ 
sec at 100 Hz (NAB Standard) . In- 
cluding vertical components, the rum- 
ble was -23 dB. These figures are 
typical of the other moderately priced 
record changers that we have tested in 
the past. 

In listening tests, the rumble was not 
audible at normal volume levels. The 
changer was mechanically smooth and 
quiet in operation, easy to handle, and 
lived up to all the claims made for it. 
It is a very good value at its price of 
$49.50, rivaling other more expensive 
instruments in performance and fea- 
tures. 

problem 
solving 
micro- micro- 

phones 
H V R 

PROBLEM: 
Feedback 
SOLUTION: 
Unidyne III 
ULTRA- COMPACT UNI- 
DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE 

Shure's true cardioid micro- 
phones with pick -up pattern 
symmetrical about the axis 
in all planes, at all frequen- 
cies! Solves more common 
P.A. system problems than 
any other microphone made: 
effectively controls feedback 
caused by sound reflections 
or spurious frequencies. Also 
suppresses reverberant 
"boom." Uniform pattern 
without "hot spots" or "dead" 
areas; ideal for distant pick- 
up, group coverage with one 
microphone, or multiple mi- 
crophone set -ups. Model 5455 
with Switch -List $89.95. 

budget a problem too? 

SHVFtE- 
LOW COST 
UNIDYNE A 

In the quality tradition of the 
famed Unidyne family. Gives 
unidirectional problem solv- 
ing ability at an omnidirec- 
tional price . . . makes it 
possible to effectively control 
feedback even in low budget 
P.A. systems. Choice of im- 
pedances. Low Impedance 
model 580 SB only $52.00 List. 

write for data sheets: 

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 
222 Hartrey Ave. 
Evanston, Illinois 
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"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELEC- 
TRONIC EQUIPMENT" by George Shiers. 
Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc., Engle- 
wood Cliffs, New Jersey. 353 pages. 
Price $ 14.00. 

This volume is addressed to techni- 
cians, draftsmen, designers, and others 
in the industry involved in the design 
and fabrication of various types of 
electronic equipment. The book covers 
design objectives and procedures, 
equipment types and structures. and 
such associated topics as wiring design, 
subassemblies, miniature construction, 
and microelectronic techniques. 

The book also provides charts of the 
major factors to be considered in each 
phase of design. These charts are con- 
venient for review and ready reference 
and can be used as check lists, both 
for training and in the actual design. 

Modem manufacturing techniques, 
plant equipment, materials, and typical 
processes are described and illustrated. 
Since the text is self -contained and 
fairly comprehensive, the book could 
easily be used for self- instruction as 
well as for a classroom text. 

c o o 

"USING YOUR TAPE RECORDER" by 
Harold D. Weiler. Published by Allied 
Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 60680. 93 pages. Price 
$0.50. Soft cover. 

The growing popularity of tape re- 
cording has put these machines into 
the hands of many non -technical users 
who undoubtedly need more informa- 
tion about their equipment than is 
normally supplied in the instruction 
manual accompanying the machine. 

This handy, pocket -size manual per- 
mits the user to get more out of his 
machine by knowing its capabilities 
and limitations. The book is divided 
into ten chapters covering the nature 
of sound, the recorder, microphone re- 
cording, dubbing from records, off -the- 
air recording, tape editing, the tape, 
adding sound effects, adding sound to 
slides and movies, and recorder main- 
tenance. 

The author's treatment is informal 
and non -technical, making this little 
manual a boon to the uninitiated. 

o 

"CRYSTALS, DIAMONDS AND TRANSIS- 
TORS" by L. W. Alarrison. Published 
by Penguin Books, Baltimore, Mary- 
land. 303 pages. Price $1.95. Soft cover. 
(Pelican No. A758) 

This is another of this publisher's 
excellent original volumes dealing with 
a potentially complex subject on the 
layman's level. The author -Irish born 
and English educated -has a way with 
words that will capture the reader from 
his preface to the very last page. Des- 
pite this casual approach, there is a 
lot of meat in this little book. As an 
industrial research chemist and a spe- 
cialist in chemical spectroscopy, the 
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author is an expert who takes great 
delight in sharing his expertise with 
his readers. His topics range from crys- 
tals, ice, and diamonds through) semi- 
conductors, fluorescent lighting, and TV 
screens. 

The text is well illustrated by line 
drawings and photographs. 

"SECRETS OF ELECTRONIC ESPIONAGE" 
by John M. Carroll. Published by E. P. 
Dutton cf Company, Ncw York. 217 
pages. Price 83.95. 

This is another of Mr. Carroll's in- 
formal and popular treatments of a 
technical subject (he is the author of 
"The Story of the Laser), and it comes 
at a time when a good many thoughtful 
citizens are up in arms about the threat 
of "Big Brothers ". 

That electronic surveillance is far 
from new is pointed out by the author 
as he discusses such -electronic spying" 
during World \Vars 1 and 11, Korea 
and during the Cold War since; guided 
missiles, ferrets, and satellites; and 
then the personal electronic warfare of 
the martini olive, the wired Old Master, 
and the wiretap. 

Because much of the equipment \ír. 
Carroll touches on is still "secret" - 
especially that currently in use in in- 
dustrial, military, and governmental 
espionage -full details on how such 
devices operate is sketched rather than 
"explained ". The photographs which 
accompany the text are of military air- 
craft of various vintages and military 
equipment of the World War I variety, 
but do not include present -day bugging 
devices of any type. 

o 

"ABC'S OF CAPACITORS" by William 
F. \Mullin. Published by Howard W. 
Sams (Ç' Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 
92 pages. Price $2.25. Soft cover. 

This is a practical handbook on 
capacitors for those who work with 
them. The author sketches in the his- 
torical beginnings of capacitors, the 
various types of capacitors and how 
they are constructed, typical charac- 
teristics and applications, points to 
consider when selecting replacements, 
and practical methods for testing and 
measuring capacitors. 

The text is written in an informal 
style and at a basic level. Even those 
with only an elementary idea of what 

a capacitor does in a circuit will find 
this book understandable. 

o o o 

"MOST- OFTEN -NEEDED 1966 RADIO 
DIAGRAMS" compiled by M. N. Beit- 
man. Published by Supreme Publica- 
tions, 1760 Balsam Road, Highland 
Park, Ill. 176 pages. Price $2.50. 

This is Volume R -26 in this pub- 
lisher's annual series of schematics and 
servicing information. It follows the 
familiar format of previous volumes and 
covers sets from fifteen manufacturers: 
Admiral, Emerson, General Electric, 
Magnavox, Matsushita, 'ilontgomery 
Ward, Illotorola, Panasonic, Philco, 
RCA Victor, Sears Roebuck, Sony, Syl- 
vania, Wcstinglnouse, and Zenith. 

C O O 

"AMPLIFIER HANDBOOK" edited by 
Richard F. Shea. Published by Mc- 
Graw -Hill Book Company, New York, 
N.Y. 1476 pages. Price $37.50. 

This massive volume is a veritable 
treasure chest of design information on 
all types of amplifiers from conventional 
electron tube and transistor types to 
the more esoteric varieties, such as ionic 
and acoustic -wave amplifiers. 

Since this is a handbook rather than 
a textbook, the emphasis is on practical 
applications for the engineer. Only 
enough theory is included to explain 
basic practice and mathematical deriv- 
ations are held to a minimum. The 
handbook is expected to be an author- 
itative reference work for the practicing 
engineer, scientist, technician, and stu- 
dent; hence, there is a profusion of cir- 
cuit diagrams, reference materials, ta- 
bles, specifications, and similar data 
compiled from a good many sources to 
simplify the task of locating the infor- 
mation needed. 

The handbook is divided into three 
major sections. These deal with ampli- 
fier fundamentals, amplifying devices, 
and amplifier circuits. Among the vari- 
ous types of devices described along 
with the usual tubes and transistors, 
there are magnetic devices, ceramic 
filters, ionic devices, unusual semicon- 
ductors other than transistors, and in- 
duced- emission devices (masers and 
lasers) . The section on circuits covers 
practically every form of amplifier from 
d.c. through hi -fi to microwave, from 
microwatts to megawatts, using all the 
types of devices discussed. 
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NEW APPROACH TO BREADBOARDING 
By REX F. HARRIS / University of San Francisco 

THE equipment to be described was developed to 
enable upper division electronics- physics students to 
complete more experiments in a one -year laboratory 

course than had been possible with the conventional bread- 
board construction. 

The types of experiments to be performed and a report 
written by the students include: tube and semiconductor 
characteristics; frequency and phase -shift data for tube and 
transistor amplifiers of various basic types; and oscillators, 
including multivibrators. All instruments to be used are 
portable, including precision fixed and variable resistors. 

To assemble and wire a conventional breadboard -type ex- 
perimental set -up may take one or more three -hour labora- 
tory sessions. If one of the commercially available boards 
is considered, then the expense of providing equipment for 
a class of, say, 24 students becomes prohibitive. The less 
expensive type of perforated board using solderless connec- 
tors usually results in circuits so flimsy that the numerous 
readings to be taken are difficult to obtain. 

The equipment to be described, which is used with con- 
ventional circuit components and portable instruments, con- 
sists of: (a) an 8" x 10" x 2b" aluminum chassis with 20 
octal sockets mounted on it; (h) several plug -in units of 
two four-terminal strips mounted back to back vertically, 
supported by and wired to an octal plug; and (c) assorted 
lengths of patchcord wires. 

The top view of the chassis looks like 20 equally spaced 
octal sockets, but the top row features white sockets (see 
Fig 1, inset). These "white" sockets are for the plug -in mod- 
ules and are wired clockwise, pin 1, 2, 3, etc., as viewed 
from the bottom. Each vertical row of three sockets is 
wired as parallel jacks, pins 1, 2, 3, etc., counterclockwise 
as viewed from the bottom. Thus, on the top of the panel, 
there are three parallel connections for each pin of the 
"white" socket or of the module terminal. The top view of 
these jacks agrees with the base diagram of the tubes or 
modules plugged in, i.e., 1, 2, 3, clockwise. 

The two four -terminal barrier strips are mounted on a 
slightly flattened II-inch wooden dowel which has been 

TOUCH PLATES 

turned to size, inserted in and glued to the hollowed keyed 
protrusion of the octal plug. Short lengths of wire are first 
soldered to the eight pins of the plug and later connected 
to the eight terminals of the terminal strips. The bases of 
metal tubes, with all eight pins, are better than plugs be- 
cause the hollow center hole is larger and the over -all 
length of the unit can be shorter since the thickness of the 
tube base is less. 

Patchcords can be easily made by using flexible (strand- 
ed) insulated wires soldered to reclaimed tube -base pins. 
Heat -shrinkable plastic tubing may be used to dress up the 
ends and the soldered junction. Patchcord wires from some 
business machines are neater and fit the jacks (sockets). 

Applications 

The student starts with the simplified schematic diagram 
on which he labels each wiring junction with a letter from 
the module unit and a number for the pin number of that 

4P 

41141104. 0r00 
Fig. 1 (Inset) The five white sockets accept the modules, while 
vertical rows of black sockets are wired as parallel jacks. 
(Above) Short test leads are used to interconnect the circuit. 
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RIO 

- (SEE 
TEXT) 

SOI 
A.C. OUT. 

MAX: 200 WATTS 
Fig. 2. Example of how a circuit is connected to 

each module. Each "X" indicates a broken lead. 
Letters are sockets and numbers are pins of that 
socket. When connected properly, circuit works. 
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unit. Up to eight junctions, for exam- 
ple A -1 to A -8, may be assigned to 
module "A." A cross is made on the 
wire on the dividing point between 
module "A" and module "B" to indicate 
where the intermodule connections are 
to be made on the chassis. 

The next step is to wire the module 
with the components specified at the 
points labeled previously. When all the 
modules required for the circuit have 
been wired, their interconnections are 
made on the chassis and the units 
plugged in ( see Fig. 1 top) . Each 
module may be plugged in separately 
and tested if desired. 

A construction example is shown in 
Fig 2. This circuit is the "Capacitance 
Touch -Plate Lighting Switch" which ap- 
peared in the August 1965 issue of this 
magazine, with the addition of a zener 
diode (across C8) which makes it 
possible to test each module separate- 
ly. This circuit was chosen to illustrate 
the use of the equipment because it 
required the use of four terminal -strip 
modules and one plug -in relay. 

The advantages to be gained by us- 
ing this equipment are many and no 
attempt will be made to discuss them 
ill the order of their importance. 

The cost is less than 515.00 per 
student, exclusive of the cost of con- 
struction which may be done by reg- 
ularly employed storeroom personnel. 

The compact arrangement of the 
plug -in terminal strips allows all com- 
ponent leads to "reach" any two ter- 
minals so that no extra wire or wiring 
is required. 

All points in the circuit are available 
for measuring or checking, are pre - 
identified on the circuit diagram, and 
may be quickly found on the chassis. 

Exposed or live wires appear only 
On the plug -in units, so measurements 
may be made at insulated jacks with 
comparative safety to students and 
equipment. 

Any circuit is built up by connecting 
components such as resistors, capaci- 
tors, meters, and transformers to a 
plug -in terminal strip, thus forming a 
circuit module with up to eight termi- 
nals. Some modules may be left in- 
tact if they are to be used in other 
experiments. 

Building the circuit by plug -in mod- 
ules allows the student to test in-cir- 
cuit performance as each additional 
unit is connected. 

The shorter time required to set up a 
circuit allows the student to perform 
more assigned experiments and encour- 
ages him to experiment with circuits 
of his own choosing. 

This system was designed to do 
certain specific experiments and is not 
intended to be used for high- frequency 
circuits or any circuits where capaci- 
tance of the underchassis or patchcord 
wiring will have considerable effect. A 
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We believe stereo headphones 
shouldn't make you look like a 
radioman on a tramp steamer. 

Are you with us? 
After all, your name isn't 

Sparks. Start listening beau- 
tifully with Clevite Stereo 

Headphones. It's pure stereo. 
True reproduction from the 

lows to the highs. Foamy, re- 
movable cushions adjust to 

fit any head, glasses or not. In 
Driftwood Grey with 5 year 

warranty, under $25. For 
name of nearest dealer, write 

Clevite Corp., Piezoelectric 
Div., Bedford, Ohio 44014. 

Clevite Stereo Headphones 
CIRCLE NO. lf9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

INDUSTRY WANTED 
RELOCATE IN LAKE COUNTY 
YOU WORK BETTER FLORIDA 

WHERE 

YOU LIVE BETTER 

1400 Lakes 
Good Schools 
Friendly People 
Modern Highways 
Excellent Transportation 
Realistic Property Values 
Progress Without Pressure 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

II THE LAKE COUNTY DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 

810 BURLEIGH BLVD., TAVARES, FLORIDA 

Send Full Information on LAKE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

Check Interest: 
INDUSTRY LI 
TOURISM n 

I Name 

Address 

Lity 

COMMERCE [-I 
RETIREMENT 

State 

CIRCLE NO. 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Enjoy the "music- only" programs 
now available on the FM broadcast 

band from coast to coast. 

NO COMMERCIALS 
NO INTERRUPTIONS 

J 

it s easy! Just plug Music Associated's Sub 
Cjrrier Detector into multiplex jack of your 
FM tuner or easily wire into discriminator. 
Tune through your FM dial and hear programs 
of continuous, commercial -free music you are 
now missing. The Detector, self -powered and 
with electronic mute for quieting between 
selections, permits reception of popular back- 
ground music programs no longer sent by wire 
but transmitted as hidden programs on the 
FM broadcast band from coast to coast. Use 
^ith any FM tuner. Size: 51/2" x 6 ". Shipping 

eight approx. 7 lbs. 

$4950 KIT 
,re -tuned coils, no alignment necessary) 

WIRED $7500 
COVER 54.95 EXTRA 

current list at FM BrOadedst Slat.ons with SC.0 
uthorizatron aí.00 

MUSIC ASSOCIATED 
5 Glenwood Rood, Upper Montclair, Ne-a e 

Phone: 12011- 744 -3387 

.1" .'I9I l .7 
CIRCLE NO. 99 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

WORLD'S 
FINEST 

EASIN 

MULTILORE 

ONLY 69C 

Frequency Measurements 

With the Electronic Counter 
By A. W. EDWARDS/ Colorado Instruments, Inc. 

1N his informative article, "Frequency 
and Frequency Measurement" (Oc- 

tober, 1966), Marvin J. \Willrodt treats 
many of the salient aspects involved 
in the various degrees of frequency 
determination. While most persons 
regularly employing electronic count- 
ers are probably aware of the possible 
one -count error that is inherent in the 
gating technique, the helpful discus- 
sion of the noise, or "glitch " -derived 
inaccuracies, may not be as familiar 
to them. 

In a previous article (Aug. 1963, p. 
46), the author described a technique 
of frequency measurement not using a 
counter, but which allowed high ac- 
curacies ( "within a few hundredths of 
a cycle ") to be obtained. In that ar- 
ticle it was stated that the method 
"takes up where the counter leaves 
off." By this it was meant that not 
only is there no gating error involved, 
but we are actually slicing individual 

e les up with nice precision. The 
article was intended for those indi- 
viduals having no counter or those who. 
having one, might require greater ac- 
cr racies. 

The mention of the noise- caused 
inaccuracies is certainly a point of im- 
portance to the user of the counter. It 
has served, in this case, to engender 
additional continents that will help 
such users obtain a greater versatility 
from their counters, with some im- 
portant side advantages. 

The technique of using a free -run- 
Ring (i.e., not triggered) oscilloscope 

I in conjunction with the electronic 
I counter has amply proven its worth to 

)lie author. In the diagram, the scope, 
which may be a relatively inexpensive 
one, is connected so that the sawtooth 
output (attenuated, if necessary) is 
fed into the electronic counter. ( Some 
scopes have a sawtooth terminal fur- 
nished, otherwise it will be necessary 
to pick off the horizontal sweep to ob- 
tain it.) 

In this connection the counter never 
"sees" anything except the oscilloscope 
sawtooth. This waveform is clean, i.e., 
relatively noise -free. Signals to be an- 
alyzed, or frequencies to be measured, 
are introduced conventionally into the 
tscilloscope Y -input ( vertical input) . 

From then on, it is merely a matter of 
obtaining a single cycle of the fre- 
quency of interest as the CRT dis- 

BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES 

MULTICORE SALES CORP. WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590 
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How scope is 

hooked up to 
feed the sow - 
tooth output 
into counter. 

SIGNAL 
OF 

INTEREST 

play, adjusting it to be stationary, and 
then reading the counter. Since the 
input frequency under this condition 
and the sawtooth have a 1:1 ratio, 
the counter reading is the displayed 
frequency. 

This technique does nothing to the 
± 1 count ambiguity. However, it does 
furnish the counter with a clean, uni- 
form level of counting voltage. The 
obvious additional benefits, in addi- 
tion to the immunity from noise and 
harmonic content of the input (which 
is fully isolated from the counter by 
the scope) are: 

1. Weak or strong signals may be 
displayed and measured, some which 
are too weak or too strong to insert into 
the counter. 

2. The high impedance of the scope 
will not disturb most circuitry. 

3. The input to the scope may con - 
sist-as it usually dici in the author's 
experience -of various discrete frequen- 
cies of several forms (pulses, sinu- 
soids), varying harmonic content, vary- 
ing amplitudes, without disrupting the 
counter. Each of the mixed input com- 
ponents may, with care, be isolated 
visually and their character and fre- 
quency determined. 

A word of caution: It is recommend- 
ed that the "Sync" control not be em- 
ployed except for unusually clean sig- 
nals. Otherwise, noise glitches may 
ride onto the sawtooth and be intro- 
duced into the counter input. There 
are occasions when, bearing in mind 
this possibility, it is more important to 
have the signal "locked" on the CRT 
face. With the above caveat, sync may 
be used. Mostly, however, it is not 
needed. 

The author used some auxiliary 
heips in the particular analysis he was 
making. These included a tone-match- 
ing switching circuit which enabled 
rapid synchronization of frequency com- 
ponents in the audio range with the 
sawtooth repetition rate, and methods 
to "capture' brief bursts of signal for 
analysis on a repetitive basis. This 
was done using a magnetic disc re- 
cording or, in some cases, a tape loop. 
Both of these techniques had rovisions 
for slowing down the signal, that is, 
playing them back at fractional speeds 
so that the analysis of a short burst 
became practical and certain using this 
technique. 

SCOPE ELECTRONIC COUNTER 
CIRCLE NO. 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD -ÿ 
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fit« 
NAME- PLEASE PRINT 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE lA ZIP 

CHOOSE FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
SELECTION IN ELECTRONICS...AND SAVE! 

Buy from the world's largest electronics supplier. 
Use the Allied Credit Fund Plan to enjoy what you 
want NOW -no money down, 24 months to pay. 

RUSH THIS CARD NOW ! 

L 

NEW 514 -PAGE 

ALL/En CATALOG 
TOP SAVINGS ON THE BEST 

IN ELECTRONICS FOR EVERYONE ... 
Famous Knight -Kits ' Stereo Hi -Fi Tape Reccrders & Tape 
CB 2 -Way Gear ' Walkie- talkies FM -AM & AM Radios 
Short Wave Radios Portable TV Phonograph s, Accessories 
Amateur Gear Intercoms & P.A. Automotive Electronics 
Test Instruments TV Antennas & Tikes Power Tools ' Parts 
Hardware Tubes Transistors Eatteries Bo3ks 

NO MONEY DOWN -24 MONTHS TO PAY! 
Low Monthly Payments to fit your budget. 

DO A FRIEND A FAVOR? -give him this card to seed forks FREE ALLIED CATALOG 
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ff 
m 
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1%-11/AME-PLEASE PRINT 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE lA ZIP 

for the audiophile ... 

;`. 11 
NS MI a 

Knight -Kitt Deluxe Stereo FM -AM Tuner. 

Easy -to -build solid -state design. 

NEW 1967 

Allí/En 
CATALOG 
514 pages! See everything 

new in electronics ... featured 

first at Allied, the world's 
largest electronics headquarters! 

Nom, /for the ham operator ... 

Knight-Kit' 6 -Meter Amateur Transceiver 
with universal solid -state power supply. 

for the CB user... 

KNIGHT' 2 -Way Radio. Compact solid - 
state design at amazingly low cost! 

Neafor the serviceman ... 

Knight-Kit °'Portable Solid -State Color Bar 
Pattern Generator. A top value! 

for everyone ... 

CHOOSE FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST 

SELECTION IN ELECTRONICS...AND SAVE! 

Buy from the largest electronics supplier. 
you Use the Allied Credit Fund Plan to enjoy what you 

1111 want NOW -no money down, 24 months to pay. 

RUSH THIS CARD NOW! 

Ampex 6200 HVR Home Videotape Re- 

corder. Make videotapes at home! 

pead 

for TV and FM owners.. 

1 

Antenna and 
Rotor Systems 
for color and 
black -and- 
white TV .. . 

FM, too! 

hundreds more new and exclusive items, 
and scores of special Allied values! 

NO MONEY DOWN! 
Enjoy the things you want now, while you take 24 months to 

for them on the Allied easy -on- the -budget Credit Fund Plan. 

pay 

ALLIEDRADIO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680 

DO A FRIEND A FAVOR -give him this card to send for his FREE ALLIED CATALOG 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
Sc, I.ITERITCKC 

Additional information on the items 
covered in this section is available 
from the manufacturers. Each item 
is identified by a code number. To 
obtain further details, fill in cou- 
pon on the Reader Service Card. 

COMPONENTS TOOLS TEST EQUIPMENT HI -FI AUDIO CB HAM COMMUNICATIONS 

TRUE R.M.S. VOLTMETER 
A new solid -state true r.m.s. voltmeter has just 

been introduced as the Model 323. Two versions 
of the instrument are available: with built -in re- 
chargeable batteries for battery or line operation 

(Model 323) or for line operation only (Model 
323 -01). Voltage range is 300 µV to 330 V with 
a sensitivity of 70 µV for null measurements. 
Frequency range is 10 Hz to 20 MHz. The in- 
strument has an accuracy of 2% of indication at 
mid -band. Five -inch log voltage scales provide 
high uniform accuracy and resolution over their 
entire length. A 10 -dB scale is also provided. The 
d.c. output for a recorder is 1 volt for each decibel 
range. 

The size of the voltmeter is ' crack module. 
Power requirement for the Model 323 is built -in 
batteries or 115/230 V, 50 to 420 Hz; and for the 
Model 323 -01 it is 115/230 V, 50 to 420 Hz, 
only. Ballantine 

Circle No. 1 on Reader Service Card 

PORTABLE DRAFTING MACHINE 
A new all- anodized aluminum portable draft- 

ing machine designed to be used for drafting, 
drawing, designing, sketching, layouts, and sche- 
matics, is now available as the #117. 

With a 360- degree protractor, the 4" x 6" one - 
piece aluminum interchangeable scale is calibrated 
in sixteenths, eighths, quarters, or in 10 /50th en- 
gineering- metric. This is mounted on an 11" x 
17" drawing board which has a total weight of 
only two pounds. 

The instrument can be removed from the board 
and attached to a pad of paper or folded like a 
jackknife for storing in a desk or briefcase. A 
special flat adjustable clamping device permits the 
instrument to be attached to a 1/4" drawing board 
or pad of paper without the use of screws, nuts, 
or bolts. A larger model, with a 6" x 9" scale 
mounted on a 16" x 21" board, is also available. 
Draftette 

Circle No. 126 on Reader Service Card 

TEST OSCILLATOR 
Frequency -response measurements may be 

made with 0.25% resolution over the range of 10 
Hz to 10 MHz with the new Model 652A test 
oscillator. Equipped with a times 20 expanded - 
scale output meter for maximum output voltage 
resolution, the Model 652A may be adjusted to 
exactly match the amplitude of a precision refer- 
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ence signal. The output monitor, over the whole 
frequency range, will show actual output to the 
attenuator with ± 0.25% accuracy. For fast 
reading, the uppermost scale is the expanded 
range, centered on zero, calibrated It 2%. 

Designed to meet the problem of making ac- 
curate wide -band measurements rapidly, the 
Model 652A is especially useful in testing a.c. 
voltmeters, TV amplifiers, audio amplifiers, filter 
networks, tuned circuits, and telephone and tele- 
graph carrier equipment. Hewlett- Packard 

Circle No. 127 on Reader Service Card 

UNDERWATER LOCATOR 
A popularly priced underwater metal detector 

designed especially for skin -divers has just been 
introduced as the "Nemo." Although pressurized 
for underwater use, the new instrument can be 
used on land and is especially practical for in- 
vestigating tight places such as shafts, tunnels, 
crevices, and crawl spaces. Radiac 

Circle No. 2 on Reader Service Card 

IC "BREADBOARD" 
A "do -it- yourself" integrated circuit for com- 

panies which have electronics know -how but 
don't have costly in -plant microcircuit facilities 
has been introduced as the " Insta- Circuit Mono- 
lithic Silicon Breadboard." 

Unlike most integrated circuits, the do -it -your- 
self unit leaves the last step in the manufacturing 
process for the customer to perform. With a 
minimum amount of equipment, the active areas 
of the tiny unit can be linked in various circuit 
combinations to suit special needs. The only 
equipment required is a wire bonding machine 
equipped with a microscope to make possible con- 
nection of hair -thin gold bonds between various 
areas of the tiny silicon chip. 

The "breadboard" contains eight transistors, 
44 resistors, and five diodes. Westinghouse 

Circle No. 128 on Reader Service Card 

PUSH- BUTTON SWITCHES 
A new series of push- buttons, "Multi -Lite 

Series 409 ", has recently been added to the com- 
pany's line. The new units are designed to couple 

two stations of a Series 36000, 37000, or 38000 
multi- switch frame. By coupling two stations, 
the new buttons increase multiple switching ca- 
pabilities without adding to the over -all height of 
the switch stack. A single "Multi -Lite" push -but- 
ton will actuate up to 12 -pole d.t. circuitry on a 
standard switch frame. 

Through the use of a wide variety of available 
display screen styles, color filters, split face inserts, 
and light dividers, the Series 409 push- button can 
be adapted to provide a number of displays. En- 
gineering Bulletin No. E -538 provides complete 
specifications and will be supplied on request. 
Switchcraft 

Circle No. 129 on Reader Service Card 

U.N.F. DISTRIBUTION AMP 
A fully solid -state u.h.f. amplifier with flat 

gain across the entire u.h.f. band has been intro- 
duced as the "Gibraltar" Model 5330. The unit 

can be used as a broadband amplifier, producing 
sufficient output to enable it to be used with the 
companion Model 3440 v.h.f. amplifier for all - 
channel store systems, apartments, and schools. 
The unit can be cascaded both at the head end 
and for line reamplification when required. 

Gain is 21 dB minimum; output per channel is 
+50 dBmV one channel; +43 dBmV two chan- 
nels; and +35 dBmV five channels; impedance 
is 75 ohms. Jerrold 

Circle No. 3 on Reader Service Card 

LOW -COST PLASTIC FET'S 
A new series of field -effect transistors priced at 

levels suitable for consumer and industrial appli- 
cations is now available as types MPF103, 104, 
and 105. 

The three "n "- channel FET's are designed for 
general -purpose audio and switching applications. 
Of rugged, one -piece pressure molded plastic, the 
new FET's have typical forward transfer admit- 
tance of 3000, 4000, and 4500 ;mhos, respective- 
ly. Detailed technical specs are available on re- 
quest. Motorola 

Circle No. 130 on Reader Service Card 

AEROSOL FREEZING AGENT 
The time -consuming task of locating intermit - 

tents in electronic circuits can be shortened by the 
use of a new aerosol freezing agent, "Component 
Freeze." Sprayed on a suspected resistor, capaci- 
tor, or other circuit element, it reduces the surface 
temperature of the component to -50° F in 
seconds for a "go /no -go" test. Another applica- 
tion for the new aerosol is the prevention of heat 
transfer during soldering or welding. A remov- 
able extension nozzle confines the spray to a very 
small area which is advantageous for both testing 
and soldering operations. 

The product is non -toxic and non -flammable. 
Miller- Stephenson 

Circle No. 4 on Reader Service Card 

HEAVY -DUTY CCTV CAMERA 
A low -cost television camera which is equipped 

with a newly developed high -sensitivity vidicon 
tube is now available as the Model MTC -15. Ac- 
cording to the company, the new camera offers 
high -resolution picture quality, low power con- 
sumption, long vidicon life, simultaneous r.f. and 
video output, all- solid -state electronics, and auto- 
matic adjustment to changing light conditions. 

The new camera is designed for continuous - 
duty applications, such as industrial, commercial, 
and institutional surveillance, for closed- circuit 
educational TV, or for use with video tape re- 
corders. 

The Model MTC -15 measures 3" x 5" x 9% " 
and weighs 6 pounds. It connects to the antenna 
terminals of any standard TV receiver or video 
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monitor. It comes equipped with a fast f:1.8 lens 
but can be used with a zoom lens or any of several 
other available lenses. 

Picture resolution is 550 lines, video bandwidth 
is 6 MHz, r.f. carrier frequency is 76 -88 MHz 
(tunable to channels 5 and 6), and the scanning 

system is random interlace. Complete specifica- 
tions are available on request. Concord 

Circle No. 5 on Reader Service Card 

AIR VARIABLE CAPACITORS 
The firm's new Type W air variable capacitors 

extend the advantages of machined plate con- 
struction to provide maximum capacity values of 
up to 54 pF. Rotors and stators are precision ma- 
chined from one piece of solid brass to provide ex- 
ceptional electrical and mechanical stability, ac- 
cording to the company. "Q" is greater than 
1500 at 1 MHz, temperature coefficient is in- 
herently low, while voltage breakdown rating is 

650 V d.c. 
The new capacitors require less than 0.6 square 

inch of mounting area. The printed- circuit type 
mounts by terminals in two 0.200" x 0.030" slots 
on 0.800" centers. The chassis mounting versions 
use #3 machine screws or ':r'" rivets in 0.110" 
diameter holes on 0.470" centers. E.F. Johnson 

Circle No. 131 on Reader Service Card 

SOLDERLESS CIRCUIT BOARD 
A solderless experimental circuit board that 

permits the instant addition or removal of com- 
ponents without damage to leads is now being 
marketed as "Springboard." Engineered for the 
designer and technician, the Model BIS -100 in- 
corporates 120 ten -turn stainless steel springs that 

--°-- 
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hold the components accurately and act as con- 
nectors. All springs are electrically isolated from 
each other, but several may be joined with jumper 
wires as required by the circuit being constructed. 

The reusable unit is of high- impact plastic. 
Each board has ten threaded inserts to hold 
brackets for switches, pots, jacks, transformers, 
and links to form arrays. Encased on the bottom, 
each board is approximately 41/4" x 71/4" x iiß " 
A military and environmental model to meet cer- 
tain MIL Specs is also available. Barry Instrument 

Circle No. 132 on Reader Service Card 

NEW CAPACITOR CONSTRUCTION 
A new "cold- weld" terminal construction has 

been developed for miniature aluminum capaci- 
tors, replacing the split riser method of attaching 
the anode foil to the riser. Low crimp pressure 
in the standard split riser construction can allow 
electrolyte to flow into the crevice and, with ap- 
plication of voltage, form a dielectric oxide film 
between foil and riser, causing high resistance or 
an open circuit. The new construction eliminates 
this problem. 

Full information on the miniature aluminum 
capacitor line using the "cold- weld" terminal con- 
struction will be forwarded on request. Cornell - 
Dubilier 
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ULTRASONIC SOLDERING IRON 
An ultrasonic soldering iron which provides 

fluxless soldering has just been introduced. Using 
a conventional 35 -watt heating element, the iron 
melts the solder which then acts as a liquid carrier 
of the sound wave. This scrubs away the oxide 
film on the material and a flux does not have to 
be used. 

In addition to the fluxless soldering of 
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aluminum, magnesium, brass, copper, silver and 
other materials, the ultrasonic soldering iron will 
tin quartz or glass and semi -conductor materials 
including silicon. The iron uses transducers of the 
piezoelectric type. Gulton 

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card 

RECHARGEABLE POWER PACK 
A new, portable, rechargeable power pack for 

use as a portable source of regular, standby, or 
emergency power has been introduced as the 

CRL -1200. It is a 12 -volt, 8- ampere /hour re- 
chargeable lead- dioxide, gelled electrolyte power 
source complete with charger. It will power most 
battery operated devices for longer operating pe- 
riods at lower cost. At a 300 mA discharge rate, 
the power pack costs only 21/2 cents per hour to 
operate. Recharge is 7 hours for a 90% charge. 
The CRL -1200 operates over a wide temperature 
range with high reliability and minimal power 
output reduction, according to the company. 

Detailed electrical and mechanical specifications 
will be forwarded on request. Centralab 

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card 

SOLID -STATE ELECTRONIC KITS 
A new line of solid -state electronic kits cover- 

ing a wide range of products is now available as 
"Trukits." Each kit consists of all- solid -state 

circuitry, pre -drilled copper -plated etched printed - 
circuit boards, needed components, and compre- 
hensive step -by -step instructions. 

Among the kits currently available are: elec- 
tronic siren, burglar and fire alarm, intercom, 
audio power amplifier, metronome, tremolo, elec- 
tronic light flasher, photocell night light, power 
supply, and a code oscillator. Eico. 

Circle No. 8 on Reader Service Card 

82- CHANNEL TV & FM ANTENNA 
A new log- periodic antenna designed specifi- 

cally for 82- channel color and black -and -white 
TV as well as FM stereo and mono has been an- 
nounced. The new series, which is available in 
eight different models for varying distances from 
the transmitter, features "Cap- Electronic" dipoles 
which shift higher mode resonance to activate 
more elements of the antenna for higher gain and 
narrower beamwidths on channels 7 to 13 with- 
out affecting low -band v.h.f, a dipole array u.h.f. 
driver, and twin -boom construction. 

A single downlead is required and the antenna 
conies with a splitter so that separate lead -ins can 
be run to v.h.f., u.h.f., and FM terminals. JFD 
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HEAVY -DUTY POWER DRILLS 
Four new, industrially rated portable 1/4" drills, 

with power ratings of 2.8 amperes and 3 amperes, 
115 V a.c. and designed with new machine -gun 

grip auxiliary handles for balance and control 
have been introduced as the Models 710, 720, 
721 and 730. 

The Model 710 is a standard 1/4" drill which 
delivers a constant speed of 1800 rpm; Model 720 
is a deluxe unit with a 3 -amp motor which deliv- 
ers a constant speed of 1800 rpm; Model 721 is a 

variable speed drill (0 -1800 rpm) with locking 
at full speed safety release; Model 730 is a heavy - 
duty unit which provides the user with a constant 
drilling speed of 1500 rpm. It is rated at 3.5 am- 
peres. 

Each drill comes with geared Jacobs chuck 
with key, locking trigger switch safety release, 
and six -foot 3 -wire cord and adapter. Each mea- 
sures 81/2" x 71/4" x 21/2 ". Wen 
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HI -FI -AUDIO PRODUCTS 
COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM 

A compact version of the company's "Grena- 
dier" speaker is now being offered as the "Cava- 
lier," a 25 -inch high unit which provides a fre- 
quency response of 30 to 18,000 Hz and will 
handle 60 watts of program material. 

The new system consists of a 10 -inch high - 
compliance woofer, a combination mid -range 
tweeter direct radiator, and divergent lens. Nomi- 
nal impedance is 8 ohms. The system features a 

3- position treble control switch to adjust for indi- 
vidual preferences. 

This 18 -inch diameter speaker system is avail- 
able in a hand -rubbed satin walnut finish with 
either a walnut top (Model 4000) or with an im- 
ported marble top (Model 4000M). Empire. 
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ACOUSTICAL TRANSDUCER SYSTEM 
A new type of speaker system which incorpo- 

rates a high -power transistor amplifier, a spectral 
matching unit, and an array of 22 specially de- 
signed loudspeakers has been recently introduced 
as the "2201" acoustical transducer system. 

The "2201" features a unique spherical shape 

on which the 22 speakers are mounted, providing 
the desired geometrical approximation of an ideal 
pulsating sphere and eliminating speaker system 
resonances. According to the manufacturer, omni- 
directional radiation at all frequencies eliminates 
"off- axis" tonal unbalance in the mono mode and 
when two units are used for stereo eliminates the 
need for single - position listening. 

The speaker is 25 inches high and has a maxi- 
mum base radius of 23'/_ inches. The cabinet is 

finished in oiled walnut with the frontal covering 
available in decorator fabrics. Bose 
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FOUR -TRACK STEREO RECORDER 

The Model RK -860 is a four- track, self -con- 

tained stereo tape recorder which records and 
plays back stereo and mono tapes at 71/2, 31/4 and 
1' /s ips. It features sound -on- sound, sound -with- 
sound, and direct stereo disc -to -tape copying 
through its own magnetic phono inputs. 

Sound facilities include two full -range 5" x 7" 
speakers and a 12 -watt solid -state stereo ampli- 
fier. It also has two illuminated record /playback 
vu meters and a 3 -digit tape counter with push- 
button zero reset. Controls include a 5- position 
single lever motor control with pause, dual vol- 
ume and tone, push- button monitor speaker 
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switches, and two safety interlocking record but- 
tons. The machine will handle up to 7" reels and 
may be played horizontally or vertically. 

Frequency response is 30- 22,000 Hz ±3 dB at 
71/2 ips; wow & flutter are less than 0.15% at 
71/2 ips; signal -to -noise ratio is 53 dB or better. 
The recorder measures 15%" x 14" x 7 %" and 
weighs 261/2 pounds. Lafayette 
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ULTRA -COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
Two new full -range, ultra- compact hi -fi speak- 

er systems have been introduced as the X -40 and 
X -45. Cabinets for both systems measure 191/2" 
wide x 101/2" high x 93/4" deep, making them 
suitable for bookshelf use. 

Frequency response of the X -40 is from 30 to 
16,000 Hz while the X -45 covers 30 to 18,000 
Hz. Both feature completely closed acoustic 
chambers with liberal use of absorption material. 
Both have long- travel, low- resonance 8" "Flex - 
air" woofers. The X -40 uses a 3" direct -radiator 
tweeter while the X -45 uses a compression driver, 
horn -loaded tweeter. Crossover frequency is 2000 
Hz. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms and both 
speakers are rated at 25 watts. Jensen 
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AM -FM- STEREO RECEIVER 
The ER -420 receiver is an AM -FM- stereo unit 

which provides essentially flat response over the 
frequency range of 20 to 20,000 Hz. In the stereo 

mode, the receiver has two -channel push -pull 
output with harmonic distortion of less than 1% 
at full rated output. 

The receiver has both low- and high -cut filters, 
simultaneous tape recording jacks equipped with 
a tape monitor switch, and can be operated from 
either the 110- or 220 -volt line since it is voltage 
switchable. There is also an earphone jack. 

The receiver is housed in a brushed aluminum 
and black cabinet. Pioneer 
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PRE -WIRED EXTENSION SPEAKER 
A soil- and abrasion -resistant extension speaker 

for use in a wide range of audio applications is 
now offered with the 4" x 6" speaker pre- mount- 
ed and wired with 15 feet of cable. Speaker im- 
pedance is 8 ohms and the speaker is designed to 
handle 7 watts of program material. Since the 
longest cabinet dimension is only 9 % inches, the 
speaker can be used almost anywhere. Utah 
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BULK TAPE ERASER 
A new magnetic tape eraser, TM -120, which 

is especially designed for use with Ampex and 
other home and professional video tape recorder 
systems can also be used to erase computer, telem- 

o etry, industrial, and special -purpose magnetic 
tapes. The eraser reduces noise levels 50 to 90 dB 
below the saturation minimum. 

Tape up to 1" wide is erased in one operation, 
for tape up to 2 ", the seconds -long procedure is 
performed on each side of the reel. It will take up 
to 17" reels. The TM -120 has an exclusive blower 
system and a 10- minute -on, 10- minute -off duty 
cycle. Its safety features include an overheat in- 
dicator. Operation is from 115 V, 50 or 60 Hz 
a.c. Robins 
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CARTRIDGE /PHONO COMBINATION 
The Model CC -890 is an 8 -track cartridge and 

automatic phono combination housed in a walnut 
cabinet for home use. This solid -state all- transis- 
tor model has a frequency response of 20- 20,000 
Hz, a 20 -watt amplifier, six separate controls, 
auxiliary input jacks for a stereo tuner, stereo 
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earphone 
speakers. 

The cartridge tape player handles 8 -track tapes 
at 33/4 ips. Operation is automatic and continuous 
with optional repeat. The phonograph is a Gar- 
rard 50 MKII automatic turntable with a four - 
pole induction motor, cueing device, and stylus 
pressure gage. It is equipped with a turnover 
diamond /sapphire stylus. Capitol 
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output jack and switch, and four 

NEW RECORDING TAPE 
A new 1/2 -mil tensilized Mylar -base recording 

tape which triples playing time without affecting 
quality is being marketed as the "TPT" tape. It 
was developed especially for applications requir- 
ing extra strength or where rough handling is 
likely. The tape is stretch -resistant and may be 
interspliced or programmed with standard tape 
without causing differences in playback level. 

It is immediately available as TP -6T in lengths 
of 600 feet on a 33/4" reel, as TP -18T in lengths 
of 1800 feet on a 5" reel, and as TP -36T in 
lengths of 3600 feet on a 7" reel. Playing time of 
the respective reels ranges from 2 to 12 hours at 
17/8 ips and from 1 to 6 hours at 33/4 ips. Reeves 
Soundcraft 
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BROADCAST STEREO CARTRIDGES 
The new "500 Broadcast" series of stereo car- 

tridges includes three models designed to meet 
the exacting performance and durability require- 
ments of the audio professional, yet at a price that 
the audiophile can afford. 

For heavy -duty, on- the -air use, the Model 500A 
tracks from 2 to 5 grams and features a virtually 
indestructible stereo cartridge with a 0.7 -mil 
stylus. For critical auditioning, the 500AA with a 
0.5 -mil conical stylus and the 500E with an ellip- 
tical stylus both offer high compliance and low 
mass at low tracking forces. The 500AA tracks 
from 3/4 to 3 grams and the 500E from 2 to 5 
grams. 

Complete technical specifications will be sup- 
plied on request. Stanton 
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TAPE RECORDER LINE 
A new line of reel -to -reel recorders has just 

been introduced featuring slim -line decorator styl- 
ing, solid -state all -transistor circuitry, and an ex- 
clusive "control center" design which puts all 
operating controls on the front panel. 

Each of the new models will record and play 
at 71/2, 3%, and 17/8 ips; all have vu meters and 
independent volume and tone controls for each 
channel as well as automatic shut -off. A button - 
reset, four -digit indexing counter and instant 
pause control facilitate tape editing. The recorders 
also feature self- contained reel locks, self- adjust- 
ing braking system, automatic tape lifters, and 
automatic head demagnetization. 

Models in the new line include Wollensak 
5800 in a walnut wood cabinet; 5740 and 5750 
4 -track stereo models with detachable stereo 
speakers and convenient carrying handle; 5730, a 
self -contained version of 5740 and 5750 with in- 
ternal speakers; 5720, a fully amplified deck 
model, and a 2 -track mono recorder, the Model 
5710. 3M 
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THREE -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 
The "Ultima" Model S -778 three -way speaker 

system incorporates a 16" woofer with die -cast 
frame to handle frequencies down to 35 Hz, a 
multi- cellular mid -range horn, and a 21/2" super - 
tweeter which extends the response to 20,000 Hz. 
An LC -type crossover network is used. 

The system will handle 50 watts and imped- 
ance is 8 ohms. There are level controls for mid- 
range and tweeter. 

The system is housed in a hardwood veneer 
cabinet finished in oiled walnut, with fretwork 
grille. The cabinet measures 291/2" h. x 203/8" w. 
x 133/4" d. Olson Electronics 
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NEW PHONO CARTRIDGE 
The new "Super -Track V -15 Type II" phono 

cartridge, which the company claims has out- 
standing "trackability ", was demonstrated recent- 
ly. Featuring a frequency response of 20 to 25,000 
Hz and output voltage of 3.5 mV per channel at 
1000 Hz, the new cartridge provides channel sep- 
aration of over 25 dB at 1000 Hz and over 17 dB 
from 500 to 10,000 Hz. Tracking force is 3/4 to 
1 ;_ grams. 

At 3/4 gram, the cartridge tracks 400 Hz at 
17.9 cm /sec and 10,000 Hz at 15 cm/ sec. There 

are four terminals (with loop pin jack for 3 -ter- 
minal connection) and the cartridge comes 
equipped with a bi- radial elliptical diamond 
stylus. Shure 
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MOTORS FOR AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
A new line of hysteresis -synchronous, sub - 

fractional horsepower motors has been introduced 
designed specifically for tape recorders, capstan 
drives, turntable equipment, and sound- reproduc- 
tion systems. 

The new 1080 line of motors operates on 115 
volts, 50 or 60 Hz. The motors are available in 
4 -, 6 -, or 8 -pole models for 1800, 1200, and 900 
rpm output speeds, respectively. Dual speeds can 
also be provided in combinations of 1800/1200, 
1800/900, or 1200/900 rpm. Amphenol Controls 
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CB- HAM -COMMUNICATIONS 
AMP /MODULATOR & TRANSMITTER 

Two new solid -state modules, designed for a 
wide variety of electronic and amateur communi- 
cations applications are now available as the 
Model AA -100 solid -state amplifier- modulator 
and the Model TR -100 solid -state transmitter. 

The AA -100 features a circuit with 5 transis- 
tors and 1 thermistor. It comes completely as- 
sembled. It has a shielded input transformer with 
two primary windings (50 ohms and high -Z) 
and an output transformer with two secondary 
windings (8 ohms for speakers and 500 ohms for 
modulation and high -Z loads). The unit includes 
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Thinking of college 
and a 

space age career in 
electronics? 

Send for this booklet on 

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AND ENGINEERING 

Learn how you can prepare for a 

dynamic career as an electrical or 
mechanical engineering technician or 
engineer in such exciting, growing 
fields as avionics, missiles, reliabili- 
ty control, fluid mechanics, data 
processing, metallurgy, microelec- 
tronics, and advanced aerospace 
research. 

MSOE offers residence study pro- 
grams leading to these degrees in 

engineering technology and engi- 
neering: 

2 years- Associate in Applied Science 

4 years - Bachelor of Science 

Also get facts about scholarships and 
financial aids, job placement and 
other student services, plus photo- 
graphs of MSOE technical labora- 
tories and student activities. 
For your copy, just mail 
the coupon - 
no obligation. 

Programs approved for veteran training. 

MS 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 
Dept. EW -167 1025 N. Milwaukee St., 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Please send the "Your Career" booklet. 
I'm interested in 

Electrical fields Mechanical fields 

Name Age 

Address 

City State ZIP 
MS -289 
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a volume control, mounted on the circuit board. 
It can be powered by any 9 -volt d.c. source. 

The TR -100 is designed specifically for service 
in the 27 -MHz band and is suitable for CB appli- 
cations. It has 3 transistors and uses a plug -in 
crystal (not included). Frequency range is 26 to 
30 MHz and the unit is factory pre -tuned to 
27.075 MHz. It will load into any 50 -ohm 
antenna. Round Hill 
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D.C. POWER SUPPLY 
A new d.c. power supply designed specifically 

for testing two -way radio equipment is now avail- 
able as the Model 73. It features 6 -12 and 24 volt 
d.c. outputs at 30 and 20 amps, respectively, con- 
tinuous -duty rating. 

The output voltage is continuously adjustable 
from 0 to 18 and 36 volts, in two ranges. Voltage 
and current are easily and accurately read on 
3 -inch d'Arsonval -type panel instruments. 

Input voltage is 117 volts a.c., 50/60 Hz. Other 
models are available for operation at 220 volts 
a.c., 50/60 Hz. Lapp 
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MOBILE CB RADIO 
The all -solid -state "Cobra V" mobile CB unit 

provides extended two -way communications and 
features a newly developed circuit which makes 
possible 100% modulation of voice information 
on transmitted signals even when the user talks 
quietly or loudly into the microphone. 

Other features include five -channel coverage, 
a special protective circuit for the transmitter 
components, a solid -state switching device for 
automatic transmit /receive operation, and a tran- 
sistorized voltage filter to improve the clarity of 
message reception. 

Encased in a rugged all -steel housing with a 

front -panel in walnut grain finish, controls in- 
dude volume, "on -off," illuminated channel se- 

lector switch, and adjustable squelch control. The 
radio weighs less than 5 pounds and measures 
2" x 63/4" w. x 93/4" long. The unit is powered 
by the regular 12 -volt automotive battery. When 
used as a base station, it can be 120 V a.c. pow- 
ered by means of an accessory power supply. 
B &K 
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PC MOBILE CB ANTENNA 
A spiral -shaped, printed- circuit coil, water- 

proofed and shock -suspended inside a wing - 
shaped ornamental base are features of the new 
"Mach III" CB mobile antenna now on the 
market. 

Technically known as an "involute transduc- 
er," the new circuitry is said to be precisely uni- 
form in construction and subject to virtually no 
breakdown from vibration. The full quarter - 
wave antenna is d.c. grounded and provides an 
excellent v.s.w.r., essentially flat at center fre- 
quency and 1.3:1 across the band. 

The 32" whip portion is of stainless steel. Fine 
tuning is provided by means of a base adjust- 
ment. Antenna Specialists 
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MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 
REVERBERANT ROOMS 

A new 4 -page illustrated bulletin (No. 
6.302.0) on the design and use of reverberant 
rooms is now available. 

Consisting of a reprint of an article which 
appeared originally in the April, 1966 issue of 

this magazine, the brochure outlines such ap- 
plications of reverberant rooms as frequency - 
response evaluation of loudspeakers and micro - 
phones, assessment of materials used in noise 
abatement, subjective listening tests, and fatigue 
tests. Industrial Acoustics 
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STANDARD RESISTORS 
A new 48 -page catalogue covering the com- 

pany's entire line of standard wirewound and 
film resistors has been published. 

Catalogue A is divided into three sections, 

each of which is color -coded for easy reference 
to the precision wirewound, industrial wire - 
wound, and precision film resistors that are de- 
scribed. In addition, the booklet lists a number 
of non -standard wirewound and film resistors. 
Dale 
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LOW -VOLTAGE LAMPS 
Information on a wide variety of miniature, 

subminiature, and microminiature incandescent 
lamps for low- voltage lighting applications is 

supplied in a new 4 -page illustrated condensed 
catalogue (No. 105). Hudson 
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DRY TRANSFER PRODUCTS 
A new I12 -page catalogue of pressure- sensi- 

tive and dry transfer products for drafting, 
graphic arts, and visual communication applica- 
tions is now available. Color -coded product sec- 
tions cover pressure -sensitive tapes, templates, and 
symbols; color tints and shading films; transfer 
lettering; and accessories. Chart -Pak 
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SWITCH CATALOGUE 
More than 1000 switches are described and il- 

lustrated in a new and enlarged 72 -page switch 
selection guide (No. 50b). Border -indexed for 
easy reference, the booklet covers limit, enclosed, 
explosion -proof, proximity, basic and small basic, 
and mercury switches. 

The catalogue also includes a glossary of 
switch terms and information on replacement 
parts. Micro Switch 
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ELECTRONIC KITS 
Over 250 "Heathkit" electronic kits are de- 

scribed and illustrated in a new 108 -page 1967 
catalogue (No. 810/67). Featured are complete 
lines of stereo /hi -fi components, amateur radio 
equipment, marine gear, test and lab instruments, 
and photographic aids. Many home and hobby 
items are also included, such as electronic organs, 
short -wave radios, intercoms, and a garage -door 
opener. 

Several new kits are offered as well, including 
a 12" transistor portable black -and -white TV, a 

transistor guitar amplifier, and a four -speed tran- 
sistor portable phonograph. Heath 
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POTENTIOMETERS 
A newly revised catalogue (No. rp 962/D) 

covering precision film potentiometers has been 
issued. The 20 -page illustrated booklet contains 
information on single- and multi -turn pots, po- 
tentiometer elements, and special mechanical con- 
figurations and electrical characteristics. Compu- 
ter Instruments Corp. 
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ELECTRON TUBES 

Information on a full line of electron tubes is 

contained in a new 28 -page condensed catalogue. 
Listed are power tubes, thyratrons, entertain- 
ment and audio tubes, u.h.f. special -purpose 
types, indicating devices, CRT's, voltage- reference 
and regulator units, and vidicon- camera tubes. 

A special 8 -page insert in the booklet supplies 
data on microwave tubes and components, in- 
cluding pulse magnetrons, backward -wave oscil- 
lators, klystrons, and traveling -wave tubes. Am- 
perex 
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GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS 
A comprehensive germanium -transistor appli- 

cation guide listing more than 130 transistor 
types has been published. Arranged in chart 
form, the guide keys individual transistor types 
to product family, performance range, and spe- 

cific circuit application. General Instrument 
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LOW -COST SEMICONDUCTORS 
Information on a broad line of economy plas- 

tic- encapsulated semiconductor devices for in- 
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dustrial and consumer applications is offered in 
a new 12 -page illustrated bulletin (SC- 8999). 
Among the low -cost products described are sili- 
con and germanium bipolar and field -effect trans- 
istors, unijunction and power transistors, silicon 
rectifiers, as well as monolithic IC's. Texas 
Instruments 
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ALKALINE BATTERIES 
Technical information on "Duracell" recharge- 

able alkaline batteries is contained in a new 6- 
page foldout data sheet. Capable of being re- 
charged up to 50 times and requiring no water or 
added electrolyte, the batteries are particularly 
suited for consumer products such as portable 
TV sets, phonographs, tape recorders, small cord- 
less appliances, flashlights, and toys. 

The data sheet discusses general properties of 
the batteries, shows ten recommended voltage - 
limiting charger circuits, and includes dimension- 
al drawings and performance curves. Mallory 
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 
Two papers on operational amplifiers which 

should be of special interest to colleges and in- 
stitutions involved with teaching basic analog 
techniques have been made available. The first, 
entitled "An Introductory Laboratory Manual of 
Operational Amplifier Experiments," contains ten 
illustrative examples of op amp connections and is 
intended to serve as a guide for the engineering 
student performing elementary lab experiments. 

The second paper is a ten -question quiz on 
operational amplifier technology with a suggested 
testing time of one hour (answer sheet attached). 
Nexus Research Lab 
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HI -FI COMPONENTS 
A new 10 -page illustrated catalogue (AL- 

1353) covering stereo components and systems 
is now available. Featured in the multi -color 
booklet are full -size and bookshelf speaker sys- 
tems, speaker components, cabinets, a wide range 
of loudspeakers and high- frequency speakers, and 
an all- silicon- transistor stereo -FM receiver. Altec 
Lansing 
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ROTARY SWITCHES 
A full line of rotary, push- button, lever, and 

slide switches available from electronic distribu- 
tors is described and illustrated in a new 8 -page 
catalogue (No. SP -228). Featured in the booklet 
is a special section on switch hardware which 
enables design engineers to assemble their own 
switches for prototype work. Oak 
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CERAMIC FILTERS 
Five types of ceramic filters for electronic com- 

munications are illustrated and described in de- 
tail in a new bulletin (No. 94025). In addition, 
the brochure outlines the major reasons why 
ceramic filters are finding new opportunities to 
replace LC, quartz, and mechanical filters in mili- 
tary and commercial equipment. Clevite Piezo- 
electric Div 
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TWO -WAY RADIO 
A new 18 -page brochure (No. TIC -3154) on 

the "Motrac" two -way radio is now available. Il- 
lustrated with full -color photographs and stylized 
drawings, the booklet discusses features and ad- 
vantages of the unit and lists a number of op- 
tions. Motorola Communications Div 
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RELAY CATALOGUES 
Two new relay catalogues have been made 

available. The first, a newly revised 22 -page il- 
lustrated booklet, covers an extensive line of 
mercury wetted contact relays, including epoxy 
and encapsulated types, polarized units, and sen- 
sitive or bistable devices. 

The second catalogue contains information on 
applications, selection factors, construction fea- 
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Build it yourself and 
save over 50% 

The only Theatre Organ available in kit form -for only $1350. 
You've asked for it and here it is - the NEW 
Schober THEATRE ORGAN that you as- 
semble yourself. For the first time in kit form, 
a real Theatre Organ with that rich, full, old 
time theatre pipe organ sound. You create 
the organ, then you create the music! 

For years you've been able to buy organs in 
kit form from Schober: The Recital (fully 
AGO), the Consolette II (the best spinet 
organ available today) and the Spinet (for the 
most music at the lowest price). Now to join 
them, we present the Schober Theatre Organ. 

The Schober Theatre Organ has the same 
quality features found on all Schober Organs, 
and in addition ... special voicing, curved 
console design, two 61 -note keyboards, 2- 
octave radiating pedal clavier, 8 octaves of 
tone distributed over 5 pitch registers (includ- 
ing a 1 -foot register!), 35 speaking organ 
stops, 8 realistic percussion stops, 4 couplers, 
and vibrato tablet -48 tablets in all. And all 
at a truly remarkable low price ... you save 
over $1,500 (well over 50 %) from comparable 
theatre organs. 
Easy Step -By -Step Instructions. 

You'll enjoy assembling this authentic and 
versatile instrument from transistor and mini- 
ature components too. Just follow easy step - 
by -step instructions written in everyday lan- 
guage which anyone can understand. You'll 
have an unequaled pride when you're finished 
that only can come from assembling it yourself. 

And you'll have an organ you can learn to 
play easily and quickly -just follow one of the 
self teaching courses available from us. 

The Theatre Organ price starts at $1,350, 
depending on the options you select. This 
price includes a beautiful walnut console 
(other woods available) or you can save an additional amount by building your own from 
plans available from us. Options available 
include combination action, genuine reverber- 
ation, percussion, and amplifiers and speakers. 

THE %ZZolfiP/L v't CORPORATION 

43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10021 

A COMPLETE THEATRE ORGAN! 
All you do is have the fun of assembling 

it from kits and detailed, step -by -step 
instructions. 

Includes console, keyboards, bench, ped- 
als, electronics- everything you need ex- 
cept amplifier and speaker system, which 
are extra -or use your own. Percussions, 
combination action, and reverberation are 
options. 

Features fully transistorized electronics, 
regulated power supplies, all printed cir- 
cuit construction and gold switch contacts. 

Combination Action Ten buttons select 
preset combinations of stops- actually 
move the stop tablets as in fine pipe organs -to give instant total changes of tonal 
effects. You can alter the preset combina- 
tions any time you like. Action is brand 
new electro- pneumatic type - silent, de- 
pendable. 

Percussion Eight percussion stops pro- 
vide exciting realism. Celesta, harpsichord, 
piano, mandolin, xylophone, chrysoglott, 
orchestral bells, single or reiterating, are 
played just like the real thing -and sound 
that way - alone or along with regular 
organ stops. 

Uncompromising Organ Quality 
from Easy -to- Assemble Kits 

Free Information. Send today for your free 
copy of Schober's 16 -page full -color booklet - 
plus free 7" recording -with full information 
on all Schober Organs, priced from $550. 

rThe Schober Organ Corp., Dept.RN -47 
43 West 61st St., New York, N. Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and 
FREE 7 -inch "sample" record. 
Enclosed please find $2.00 for 12 -inch qual- 
ity LP record of Schober Organ music. 
($2.00 refunded with purchase of first kit.) 

Name 

Address 

City . State Zip No 
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NEW 

"tray Wiens 
most versatile of all 

Hiner sets 
Handy "Tray Bien" sets lie flat or sit up an a 

bench, hang securely on a wall, pack neatly in a 

tool caddy. 
Lightweight, durable, molded plastic trays 

feature foldaway stands, wall mounting holes, 

and a snap lock arrangement that holds tools 

firmly, yet permits easy removal. 

Professional quality Xcelite nutdrivers have 

color coded, shockproof, breakproof, plastic (UL) 

handles; precision fit, case-hardened sockets. 

Hangs up 

Stands up 

Holds tools 

securely 

No. 127TB "Tray Bien" set -7 solid shaft nut - 

drivers (3/16" thru 3/8" hex openings) 

No. 137TB "Tray Bien" set -5 solid shaft nut - 

drivers (3/16" thru 3/8" hex openings) and 2 

hollow shaft nutdrivers (1/2" and 9/16" hex 

openings) 

No. 147TB "Tray Bien" set -7 hollow shaft nut - 

drivers (1/4" thru 1/2" hex openings) 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN N666 

tures, and performance characteristics of mercury 
displacement relays. Adams & Westlake 

Circle No. 148 on Reader Service Card 

XCELITE, INC., 12 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127 

In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd. 

CIRCLE NO. 81 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
92 

MINIATURE SWITCHES 
Complete technical information, including per- 

formance specifications and truth tables showing 
codes and electrical output configurations, on 
"Digiswitch" and "Miniswitch" units is con- 
tained in a new 54 -page thumbwheel switch 
catalogue. Digitran 

Circle No. 149 on Reader Service Card 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
A new 284 -page illustrated catalogue (No. 

667) covering 66 lines of mechanical equipment 
and electronic components available from stock 
has been published. Indexed by product and 
manufacturer, the catalogue contains a guide to 
MIL Specs, listings of MIL and EIA standard 
resistance values, and handy reference charts of 
capacitor and resistor codes. 

Copies of the new publication are available 
free on request from Harrison Equipment Com- 
pany, Inc., 1422 San Jacinto St., Houston, Texas 
77002. 

RADIO & TV SERVICE DATA 
A new 48 -page 1966 master index to radio and 

TV service manuals has been released. More than 
150 manufacturers are listed alphabetically, and 
under each company name, specific model and 
chassis numbers (up to and including 1966) are 
referenced to the appropriate service manuals. 

The new master index is available from Su- 
preme Publications, 1760 Balsam Rd., Highland 
Park, Ill. for 25e. 

ELECTRONICS LIBRARY 
The first 12 volumes in a new series of "how 

to" electronics books for the hobbyist, experi- 
menter, and do- it- yourselfer are now available. 
Titled the "103 Series," the library will consist 
of 103 books when it is completed. 

The original volumes being offered cover such 
topics as diodes, basic alternating current, how 
to read circuit diagrams, transistor circuits, os- 
cilloscopes, and practical radio. 

Each book, individually packaged in clear plas- 
tic, lists for $1.25. Copies are available from IRC, 
nc., 414 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. 

PHOTO CREDITS 
Page Credit 
14 Sony Corp. 
16 BSR Ltd. 
23 H. H. Scott, Inc. 

35 Heath Company 
37 Fisher Radio Corp. 
39, 40 James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
42 Burroughs Corp. 
43 IBM Corp. 
58 Clairex Corp. 
68 Aul Instruments, Inc. 

69 (top) Vari -Tech Company 
69 (center) Hewlett- Packard 
72 Philco Corp. 

Answer to Crossword Puzzle 
appearing on page 63 

M I C R O N P E N T O D E 

A S T A T I C D E C N 

Y N T O R I E N T V 

D I O D E N S T A M E 

A B S O R P T I O N L L 

Y M M O R N O R T O 

P I T W O I P E P 

H U M E L A S O N E 

C A M R A P E Z 

U S I D L C O F F 

T E T R O D E S O N A R 

O E C A S A B A E R A 

F L A P 7P A G E A M 

F A R A D A Y H E X O D E 

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND 
CIRCULATION ( ACT OF OCTOBER 23. 1962; SEC- 
TION 4369, TITLE 39. UNITED STATES CODE). 

1. Date of filing: October 1, 1966. 2. Title of 
publication: Electronics World. 3. Frequency of 
issue: monthly. 4. Location of known office of pub- 
lication: One Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10016. 5. Location of the headquarters or general 
business offices of the publishers: One Park Avenue, 
New York, New York 10016. 

6. Names and addresses of publisher, editor, and 
managing editor: Publisher, Phillip T. Heffernan, One 
Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016: Editor. 
William Stocklin. One Park Avenue. New York, New 
York 10016: Managing Editor: None. 

7. Owner: Ziff -Davis Publishing Company, One 
Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016; William 
B. Ziff, One Park Avenue. New York, New York 
10016; Priscilla Stafford, One Park Avenue, New 

York. New York 10016. 
8. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other 

security holders owning or holding 1 percent or 
more of total amount of bonds. mortgages or other 
securities: None. 

9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 include, in cases where 
the stockholder or security holder appears upon the 
books of the company as trustee or in any other 
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or cor- 
poration for whom such trustee is acting, also the 
statements in the two paragraphs show the affiant's 
full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances 
and conditions under which stockholders and secu- 
rity holders who do not appear upon the books of 
the company as trustees. hold stock and securities 
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner. 
Names and addresses of individuals who are stock- 
holders of a corporation which itself is a stockholder 
or holder of bonds, mortgages or other securities of 
the publishing corporation have been included in 
paragraphs 7 and 8 when the interests of such in- 
dividuals are equivalent to 1 percent or more of the 
total amount of the stock or securities of the pub- 
lishing corporation. 

10. This item must be completed for all publica- 
tions except those which do not carry advertising 
other than the publisher's own and which are named 
in sections 132.231, 132.232, and 132.233, Postal 
Manual i Sections 4355a, 4355b, and 4356 of Title 
39, United States Code) 

A. Total no. copies 
printed 

(net press run) 
B. Paid circulation 

1. Sales through 
dealers and 
carriers, street 
vendors and 
counter sales 

2. Mail subscriptions 

Average No. 
Copies Each Single Issue 
Issue During Nearest to 

Preceding Filing Date 
12 months 

248,058 240,805 

46,284 
143,390 

C. Total paid circulation 189,674 
D. Free distribution 

(including samples) 
by mail, carrier 
or other means 

E. Total distribution 
( Sum of C and D) 

F. Office use, mit- r,er, 
unaccounted, spoiled 
after printing 

G. Total (Sum of E & F 
-should equal 
net press run 
shown in A) 

41,500 
142,000 
183,500 

2,278 2,109 

191,952 185,609 

56,106 55,196 

248,058 240,805 

I certify that the statements made by me above 
are correct and complete. 

PHILIP SINE, Treasurer 

World Famed BREVETTATA 

TEAR GAS PISTOL 
Appearance of 
this fine tear 
gas weap- 
on is simi- 
lar to real gun. 
It is ideal for 
people who 
work in lonely, 
dark locations and require 
protection. Men give this 
gun to wives and daughters 
for night security. Many in- 

e 

arwawwlsr 
dustrial applications. Shoot- 
ing of gun stops aggressor without perma- 
nently injuring him. Neither permit nor li- 
cense is needed, but it is not sold to minors. 
It fires six cartridges without reloading. Each 
gun comes with six tear gas shells and six 
blanks for practice and is shipped prepaid. 
Gun unit prices include, 12 shells and all 
shipping costs. 

1 Gun -unit at $13.07 
2 Gun -units at $22.86 ($11.43 ea.) 
3 Gun -units at $29.94 ($ 9.98 ea.) 

El 4 Gun -units at $35.16 ($ 8.79 ea.) 
Extra boxes of ten tear gas shells at $1.50 per box 
(prepaid with gun orders). Extra boxes of blanks at 
$1.25 per box. 

UNITED SAFETY SUPPLY CO. 
Phone 816 310 W. 9th St. Dept. EW 
221-3562 Kansas City, Missouri 64105 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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ELECTRONICS 
MARKET PLACE 

COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services. 700 per word (including name and address). Minimum orde 
$7.00. Payment must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% 
for 12 months paid in advance. 
READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 400 per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment must accom- 
pany copy. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 100 extra per word. 
All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example. March issue closes January 1st). Send order 
and remittance to: Hal Cymes, ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 
AND INSTRUCTION 

FCC LICENSE in six weeks. First class radio 
telephone. Results guaranteed. Elkins Radio 
School, 2603C, Inwood, Dallas, Texas. 
ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. 
Technicians, field engineers, specialists in com- 
munications, missiles, computers, radar, auto- 
mation. Start February, September. Valparaiso 
Technical Institute, Dept. N, Valparaiso, Indiana. 
REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) 
weeks Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job place- 
ment free. Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 
Main Street, Sarasota, Fla. 
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at 
home. All Makes including transistors. Experi- 
mental kit -troubleshooting. Accredited NHSC. 
Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 
Stockton. Dept. A, Sacramento 20, Calif. 
HIGHLY- effective home study review for FCC 
commercial phone exams. Free literature! 
COOK'S SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 
10634, Jackson, Miss. 39209. 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES- B.Sc., Engineer- 
ing, Electronics. Catalog $1. Canadian Institute 
of Science & Technology, 263G Adelaide St. W., 
Toronto. 
ASSOCIATE Degree in Electronics Engineering 
earned through combination correspondence - 
classroom educational program. Free brochure. 
Grantham Technical Institute, 1505 N. Western 
Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027. 

FOR SALE 

JUST starting in TV service? Write for free 32 
page catalog of service order books, invoices, 
job tickets, phone message books, statements 
and file systems. Oelrich Publications, 6556 W. 
Higgins Rd. Chicago, III. 60656. 
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, 
Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 
250. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 09108. 
TRANSISTORIZED Products Importers catalog. 
$1.00. Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo. Japan. 

"TAB" 
Ply/Rtes 
50/35 

.05 
400/280 

SILICON 
Parlor, T,.icd 
PIv /Rms 
100/70 

.07 
600 420 

ONE -AMP 
Guaranteed 
PIv /Rms 
200/140 

.10 
-800 /560 

DIODES 
PIv /Rms 
300/210 

.12 
900/630 

.14 .21 .30 .40 
l00Ó /700 1100/770 1700/1000 24OÓ/1680 

.SO .70 1.20 2.00 - 
,. \11 texts AC & DC & FBI) Q LOAD: 

1700 P1,1120í 11m, l 5"1a1112 e , 10 Ior 810 
2401 1'h' /II:NII Itma F 73 (i, 6 for $11 

SILICON POWER DIODES -STUDS 6 P.F. 
D.C. SO Pit 100 Ply 200 Ply 300 Ply 
AMPS 

3 
35 Rms 

.10 
70 Rms 

.15 
140 Rms 

.22 
210 Rms 

.33 
12 l8 5 

.20 .30 .75 1.00 
45 

160 
.80 

1.60 
1.20 
2.90 

1.40 
3.50 

1.90 
4.60 

240 3.75 4.75 7.75 10.45 
D.C. 400 Ply 600 Ply- 700 PIv 900 PI 
AMPS 

3 
280 Rms 

.40 
420 Rms 

50 
90 Rms 

.60 
630 Rms 

.85 
12 18 1.20 

1.50 
1.50 

OA.r' 
1.75 

Query 
2.50 

Ouery 
45 

160 
2.25 
5.75 

2.70 
7.50 

3.15 
Query 

.00 
Query 

240 í4.4O 19.80 23.40 Query _ 
514 Silicon Tube Replacement .S 2 h -. 6 tor S 9 
114 Silicon Tube Replacement .9 5 h . 2 for S 9 
MSA Silicon Tube Replacement 514 In . 2 for $25 

TO36 Pakg IS Amp Transistors s Ill. 442. 277. 27N. 41.s.,n1 ..51.25 h , 10 for S10 
- 14:1, 174. on to NUV 3 h. 2 for s 5 

1. rrnn.I,L,rs 635 0 . for S 1.00 

"TA B" TERMS: Money Back ouarantee 
Our 22nd Year. S2 Mln. 
Add sopping Charges 

111 WP LIBERTY ST N. Y. 6, N.Y. 
l'hr,nr: ItF :Vlor 2iOi3 Jar C.,infaa 

January, 1967 

INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST 
SUBMINIATURE ELECTRONC SURVEILLANCE 
EQUIPMENT. ACE ELECTRONICS, 11500 -J NW 
7TH AVE., MIAMI, FLA. 33168. 
CANADIANS -Giant Surplus Bargain Packed 
Catalogs. Electronics, Hi -Fi, Shortwave, Ama- 
teur, Citizens Radio. Rush $1.00 (Refunded). 
ETCO. Dept. Z, Box 741, Montreal, Canada. 
TRANSISTORS -Miniature Electronic Parts. 
Send for Free Catalog. Electronic Control De- 
sign Company, P.O. Box 1432M. Plainfield. N.J. 

CANADIANS, transistors, all semiconductors 
and components. Free catalogue contains ref- 
erence data on 300 transistor types. J.&J. Elec- 
tronics (Dept. EW), P.O. Box 1437 Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada. 
METERS -Surplus, new. used, panel and port 
able. Send for list. Hanchett, Box 5577, River- 
side, Calif. 92507. 
MESHNA'S TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KIT 
$5.00. Two models- converts car radio to re- 
ceive 30.50 me or 100-200 me (one me tuning). 
Meshna, North Reading. Mass. 01864. 
R.F. CONVERTERS World's largest selection. 
Also CCTV cameras, etc. Lowest factory prices. 
Catalog 10p. Vanguard, 196 -23 Jamaica Ave., 
Hollis, N.Y. 11423. 
CONVERT any television to sensitive big- screen 
oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No 
electronic experience necessary. Illustrated 
plans, $2.00. Relco -A22, Box 10563, Houston 
18, Texas. 
FREE ELECTRONICS (new and surplus) parts 
catalog. We repair multimeters. Bigelow Elec- 
tronics. Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 
SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT -NEW HIGH PER- 
FORMANCE SUBMINIATURE MODELS. ELEC- 
TRONIC COUNTERMEASURE DEVICES TO PRO- 
TECT PRIVACY. FREE DATA: SECURITY ELEC- 
TRONICS-EW, 15 EAST 43RD STREET, NEW 
YORK, N.Y. 10017. 
DETECTIVES! Free brochures! Electronic Sur- 
veillance devices. SILMAR ELECTRONICS, 3476 
N.W. 7th Street, Miami, Florida 33125. 
CRYSTALS . largest selection in United 
States at lowest prices. 48 Hr. delivery. Thou- 
sands of frequencies in stock. Types include 
HC6 /U, HC18 /U, FT -241. FT -243, FT -171, etc. 
Send 100 for catalog with oscillator circuits. 
Refunded on first order. Jan Crystals, 2400E 
Crystal Dr., Fort Myers, Fla. 33901. 
McGEE RADIO COMPANY. Big 1966.1967 cat- 
alog sent free. America's best values. HiFi am- 
plifiers- speakers -electronic parts. Send name. 
address and zip code number to McGee Radio 
Company, 1901 McGee Street, Dept. EG, Kansas 
City, Missouri 64108. 
ELECTRONIC Ignition Kits, Components Free 
Diagrams. Anderson Engineering. Epsom. New 
Hampshire 03239. 
TRANSISTORS, Rectifiers, components. Free 
Catalog. Electronic Components Company. Box 
2902, Baton Rouge, La. 

FREE Catalog: Transistors, Diodes, Parts. Solid 
State. Pax, P.O. 206, Dorchester, Mass. 02124. 
FREE CATALOG -Loads of Electronic Bargains. 
R.W. ELECTRONICS, INC. 2244 So. Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60616. 

SERVICE manuals, TV, Radio, E1. Technical 
Services Associates, Box 1167, Berkeley, Cali- 
fornia 94701. 

ANY Radio, T.V., Hi -Fi part obtained and mailed 
anywhere! Also schematics. Send make, model 
number, serial and part number to: R. Poison. 
P.O. Box 62, Wakefield Station, New York, New 
York 10016. 

NEW supersensitive transistor locators detect 
buried gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled mod- 
els. $19.95 up. Free catalog. Relco -A22, Box 
10563, Houston 18, Texas. 
LAMPKIN 105.8, new. First $250.00. George G. 
Keys. Abingdon. Virginia. 
COMPLETE set. Back issues of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD from 1959-1966. Ivan Nyberg, 3352 
South 81 Avenue, Nebraska 68124. 
ACHTUNG! Das machine is nicht fur Gerfinger- 
poken und mittengraben. Is easy schnappen der 
Springenwerk, blowenfusen und poppencorken 
mit spitzernsparken. Ist nicht fur gerwerken by 
das Dummkopfen. Das rubbernecken sight - 
seeren keepen hands in das pockets. Relaxen 
und watch das Blinkenlights. This attractive, 
brass metal plaque only $2.00 ea. ppd. South- 
west Agents, Dept. E. P.O. Box 12283. Fort 
Worth, Texas 76116. 

TUBES 

TUBES -330 each. Year guarantee. Tuner Clean- 
er $1.09. Free catalog. Cornell, 4213 -W Uni- 
versity, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

GET IT from GOODHEART! 
PROFESSIONAL HI -Fl CONDENSER MICROPHONE 

It, u,l M i i I.K. - 
Inn iue 

hS., of ltP,:. inpunt ,I,,G..o, 11 owrr i"' q 
iii, a 1,111,1 1.- :I , -epee lone. I 

: I+1lub, Nut, . I ` , 4 I , . I I from Ur to í21a k. :11,14 1.,a im,l ` - kc` I,f: -- lib a o.N 111 
vltit1.14i for 111 b.,i -le a:II at ISII V polarlalnx: will 

work pant 1741 Mont will stand 2041 n ,.hock... Unidi- 
rectional. Sire: Will ilt In 2I /lei" circle: Ta- thick 
41:\. WHILE THEY LAST. I,,I :.1.1. out) ... 27.50 

KEEP LINE VOLTS CONSTANT AUTOMATICALLY 
Ti,,'. . ie2ol.it51,, ALL AT LOW SURPLUS BARGAIN 
PRICES. hull ,iiiput l 1 t :, 1211 V despite line 
cll.l,h'c.V 413.130 V and Ìoa,1 chant... 41 to full load. 
CV: Tuned .aturatini I.,,latImt transfornitra hold t., l', have 14'4 harm,,,, Ice. EM: Servo. hold r.. t,. . ZERO liar mmn. a /IE: Electronic. hold to 11.1' 

ran . Superior F.lectrl 1'' 1 mti. harm. .' la. , 

CV: 1KVA 69.50 t 1 KVA 99.SU 
S /IE: 500 VA 89.50 21/2 KVA 199.50 
2 KVA 179.50 5 KVA (230v 1 ph) 
3 KVA 279.50 350.00 
10 KVA (95 -130v, 1 ph, 50/60 ay) 595.00 

EM: 6 KVA, $279.50 (led. Gen. Radio 1570AL) 
EMT (transistorized) 28 KVA 230V 1 ph.__ .350.00 

EVERYTHING UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 

ALBAND SSB RCVR BARGAIN: Halllcrafter, 1145, 
\iIiI.7. . II ke to 43 continuous-. 149.50 I.. -, pwrl pray ... n 

..t. .. ... 
' pw'r .pie: 8:tí1. SSR product detector: $20 

TIME PAY PLAN: Any purcha.e totaling 10% sldn.0i or more. down payment only... 

Dz -I Superliet n'Tr 15.70 Sc 1110-151M kit. 89.50 
R23 /ARC5 Command revs lIAI -550 kc. 14.95 
A.R.C. 12 =22 Command n'rr 5411 -16111) ka. 17.95 
APR-41' .\\I/FM ik-ir Imal. to 115 T 511/60 cy. with 
.ar plug. book. Inners 36-1000 me. 250.00 

CV-253/ALR Twits- brand new :18 -1000 Ine. 250.00 
APR4Y with CC -250 425.00 
P.U.R. for loners 973 -22011 anti 2175 -4000 me. 
URR -13 Reevr 222.75 -404 me A\1. w /btalk 249.50 

Handbook for AN 1.1111 It,'or 10.00 
Handbooks for AN /ARC -3 or for ART -I3 10.00 
Other Handbooks. ..r Schematics. ask for them! 
RA -62 -B is .\I' or only tar SCR -522. only 17.95 
TDQ soar I3 1V I'.' A2, 5::. III-156 me. 295.00 
TOZ sitar ::n %V Po .52..\::, 227-41411 me. 495.00 
LM -14 inst. motor. ..!'; 12. h;.-211 me 57.50 
TS323 UR fre. Meter 20 -4Nn me., .nolç 169.50 

SOMETHING NEW in Surplus Test Equipment: 
At your 1,111 .t. it ill 1111111,11 dated \í1H.traeeabl 
t ert ilieatts of i':Ilihr:u i,m. 

HewiPack .150A : ...0.1... Ix' to 10 ale certified 
With í52A dual-trace Ulm; -hi 565.00 

We have lots more Test Equipt. Ask! 

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC. 
Boa 1220 -A, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213 

Phones: Area 213. office 272.5707. messages 275.5342 

CIRCLE NO. 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms, frequency discounts, closing dates, etc. 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 2B 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 

Words ( @ .40 Reader Rate 
@ .70 Commercial Rate j -- $ 

Insert - time(s) Total Enclosed $ 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

SIGNATURE 
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one 
word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols such 
as 35mm, COD, PO, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. EW -167 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
15 Epoxy Rectifiers With Every $5.00 Purchase. Many Over 600 PIY. No Shorts or Opens. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE 

FLIP FLOPS $1.50 

Gates $1.50 

Flat pack case mounted on standard 
carrier for easy soldering. 
They come complete with schematic, 
elect. characteristic sheet & some 
typical applications. $9.00 -$15.00 
values from original manufacturer. 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 
PRV 3A 30A 40A 

loo .10 .40 .75 
200 .20 .60 1.20 
400 .25 .80 2.00 
600 .35 1.20 2.50 
800 .45 1.50 2.75 
1000 .65 3.00 

SA Iui 
Base 

PRV 
100 

I .20 
200 

I .40 
400 I .60 

BOO 
1 

1.25 
1000 1 1.40 
1200 

1 1.60 

Top Nat & 
Epoxy 750 MA 

PRY 
100 
200 
400 
600 
800 
1000 
1200 
1400 

.07 
.09 
.12 
.20 
.25 
.50 
.65 
.85 

Silicon Control Rectifiers 
PRV 

I 7A 
50 I .35 
100 I .60 
200 

I .90 

A 

LS/S\S 
O T A 
L A L 
I T E 

D E S 

PRV I 7A 
300 11.35 
400 

I 1.75 
500 12.25 

"N" Channel Fat's Similar To 
C -610 Used As Amp, Switch, 

Chopper -Very High Input Z $1.50 
Each 

SIM. to 2N1640 (PNP) Bi- direc- 
tional transistors. A to -5 silicon 

unit in which collector & emitter 
are interchangeable. Ea. $.40 

SIM. to 2N728. A high fre- 
quency to-18 unit extending to 

the UHF range 5/$1.00 

ri SIM. to 2N1648 (NPN) high 
voltage 20 Watt silicon unit, 

used in power output stages & 
power transistor drives 2/$1.00 

GLASS DIODES color coded. 
Silicon 20/$1.00 

6E 30/$1.00 

ni SIM. to 2N995 (PNP). Silicon 
in to -18 case. 500 MW power, 

to 180 MHz frequency 4/$1.00 

SIM. to 2N2875 (PNP). Silicon 
20 watts with 30 MHz cut off 

2/$1.00 

ri SIM. to 2N255 (PNP), 20 watts 
in to -3 case 4/$1.00 

10 WATT ZENERS. 5 -60 volts. 

State desired voltages. Ea. $.75 

E SILICON BILATERAL SWITCH. 
Replaces two SCR's by firing in 

either direction when breakdown 

POST OFFICE BOX 74B 

SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

voltage is exceeded. Used in light 
dimmers, etc. 2/$1.00 

E GaAs VARACTORS, sim. to AP- 
1, AP -6, etc. 70 GHz at 150 

MW. Ea. $4.00 

ri 4" x 10" SPEAKERS. 10 O. 
1.5 oz Magnet. Ea. $2.50 

6" x 9" SPEAKERS. 20 0. 
1.5 oz Magnet. Ea. $2.50 

In I. 4" SPEAKERS. 3.2 S 

1 oz Magnet. Ea. $1.25 

E DUAL 1 MEG. POT. with 
off -on switch 4/$1.00 

in 24 V 60 Hz 6 PDT 3 open, 3 
closed 15 A Contacts $4.00 

455 KHz IF XRMRS 3/$1.00 

262 KHz IF XRMRS 3/$1.00 

Il DUAL 20 µF at 350 V 
Electrolytics 3/$1.00 

28 -101 P CERAMIC 
TRIMMERS 6/$1.00 

Terms: FOB Cambridge, Mass. 

Send check or Money Order. 
Include Postage, Average Wt. 
per package 1/2 lb. Allow for 
C.O.D. Minimum Order $2.00 

Name 

Address 

City State 

CIRCLE NO. 88 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
94 

HARD -TO -GET TUBES IN STOCK 
COMPARE OUR PRICES 

ONE PRICE TO ALL -1 TO 100 
BRAND NEW -1 YR. GUARANTEE 
Type Price 
200 /00A 

2.00 
01A 3.00 
0C3 .85 
OD3 .82 
1A7 . 2.90 
1A52 1.00 
1B3 . .98 
1H5 . 3.00 
1LÁ4 2.00 
1LA6 2.10 ILC6 2.00 
11.05 2.25 
1LE3 2.00 
1LH4 2.75 
ILN5 2.40 
185 2.00 
1PS 2.25 
1R4 .95 
IRS 1.05 
155 1.05 
175 1.25 
1U4 .61 
IV S. 3.00 

0 

ive 2.80 
2A3 3.50 
2A5 2.95 
2A6 4.50 
2021 1.00 
2HA5 1.65 
3AA3 . 1.11 
3A5 . 1.75 
3B7 . 2.39 
3884 1.20 
3826 .76 
3C86 .76 
3004 .84 
31176 .88 
3V4 2.93 
48Q7A 1.58 
4BÚ8 1.10 
4827 56 
4CB6 . 1.88 
SAME 1.35 
SANS 

. 

1.89 
5ÁS8 . 1.64 
SATE 1.62 
5AZ4 . 2.29 
5BQ7B 1.62 
5Bß8 1.79 
5J6 

8 
. 1. 

Sua . 1.10 
5V4 . 1.50 
SXB 1.49 
5Y3ß7 .60 
SY4 . 1.42 
SZ3 . 1.68 
5Z4 . 3.40 
647 . 3.45 
6A8 . 2.79 
6Á134 . 1.00 
6AB7 2.75 
6AC5GT 2.54 
6ÁC7 2.00 
6AF3 1.30 
6Aß5 .94 
6Aß7 2.40 
6A144 1.38 6AKg 1.15 
6AL7 2.98 
6AM8 1.15 
6AN8A 1.30 
6407 1.60 
EARS 1.00 
6A55 .95 
6AS7G 3.95 
6AT6 .74 
6AT8A 1.48 
6AÚ4 1.15 
6AÚ5 1.68 
6AU6A .73 

Type Price Type Price 
6AU8A 1.45 6V6GT . .75 6AWBA 1.28 6W4GT .84 6AX4 . .92 6W6GT .96 6AX5 . 1.21 6X4 .56 
6AX7 .1.50 6X5GT .79 684 ..5.95 6X8A 1.10 
6B7G .3.25 676G 1.55 6B8 ...2.75 6Z4/84 1.25 6BA6 . .67 7A4 . 2.75 
6BA8 .1.70 7A5 . 2.15 6BE6 .. .79 7A6 . 3.40 6BH6 .96 7A7 . 2.75 6BH8 .1.38 7A8 . 2.95 
61385 . 1.47 7AD7 3.00 
6131170 1.19 7AF7 2.75 
6E306 .1.40 7AG7 2.95 
6BQ7/1 1.30 7AH7 1.95 68X7 ..2.39 7AU7 .85 6C4 .60 764 2.60 6C5M .2.30 7135 3.10 
6C6G .2.75 7B6 1.90 
6CBG .3.50 7B7 2.95 6CA7 ..2.36 788 2.14 
6CC7 . .84 7C4 1.15 6CG8A .1.10 7C5 1.27 6CL6 ..1.61 7C6 2.85 6CL8A .1.25 7C7 1.25 6CM7 . .96 7E5 3.50 
6CS7 ..1.18 7E6 3.50 
6CW4 .2.03 7F7 2.90 6CX8 .1.59 7F8 3.10 
6C25 .1.77 707 2.95 604 ..1.75 7H7 2.30 606 ..3.10 7J7 3.50 6DA4 .1.29 787 3.14 6DN6 .3.05 7L7 3.00 6DN7 .1.42 7N7 2.80 60Q4 .1.08 7Q7 3.50 60Q5 .3.40 7R7 3.50 6DQ6B 1.35 7S7 3.50 6E5 . .2.45 797 1.83 6F4 . .8.00 7W7 2.56 
6F6G .2.45 7X7 3.00 6F7G .4.95 774 3.00 
6F8G .3.25 7Y7 3.50 601(5 .1.32 7Z4 2.55 6H28 .2.38 6AU8 1.60 
6.15 . .1.56 8805 1.20 
6J511 .1.50 8CG7 1.00 6J6A .95 8FQ7 1.00 6J7 .1.50 8GJ7 1.44 6J70T .1.90 80N8 1.45 6J80 .2.75 8JVB 1.62 686GT . .94 100E7 1.11 
6K7M .2.15 12A8 3.25 
6K7GT 2.00 12AH7 2.25 
61(70 ..1.95 12AT6 .65 6L60 ..1.50 12AT7 .88 
6L6GC .1.50 12AU6 .75 
6L7M .2.70 12AU7 .84 6N7M .2.00 12AV6 .57 
6PS ...2.50 12AX4 .90 
6Q7 ..2.35 12AX7 .89 
657 ... 2.50 12BA6 .57 65807 .1.75 12BE6 .61 65A7M 1.80 12887 .96 
66137Y 2.48 12BQ6 1.35 6507 ..2.80 12BR7 1.34 65F5 ..1.55 128Y7 1.10 
65F7 ..2.50 121(707 2.75 6507 ..1.95 1288M 2.95 
55147 .1.98 12K8G7 1.50 6SJ7GT 1.50 12L6 ..1.52 6SJ7M.1.70 12L8 . .50 
651(7 1.80 12Q7GT 1.32 65N7GT1.95 125A7GT 
6SK7M 1.80 .1.50 
651.70T 1.30 125C7 .2.00 
SSN7GT .90 125F7 .2.65 
5507 .1.45 12507 .2.03 
65R7 .1.40 125117 2.25 
6557 .1.95 12SJ7GT 
6TBA .1.14 1.60 679 . .1.65 12SK7M 1.70 6U5 .3.25 125117GT 
6U84 .1.10 1 55 

Type Price 
12SL7 1.50 
12SQ7GT 

125R7 .1.79 
52V6 ..1.60 
52W6 .1.60 
13ßF7 .2.08 
14A4 .1.75 
14Á5.. 1.75 
14A7 .2.00 
14ÁF7 .2.25 
14B6 .2.00 
1488 .2.00 
14C5 .2.00 
1407 .2.30 
14E6 .2.00 
14E7 .2.00 
54F7 .3.00 
14F8 .2.75 
14H7 .2.24 
14J7 .2.50 
14N7 .2.50 
1407 .2.25 
14W7 .2.25 
14X7 .2.25 
1474 .2.35 
19 .. .1.50 
24A . .2.00 
25036 .2.45 
251386 2.50 
2SL6GT .80 
2525 .1.86 
29Z6 .1.37 
27 
32 : 
33 . 

34 
35A5 
35L6 
35W4 
35Y4 
3523 
35Z5 
36 . 

. 1.75 

. 1.75 .1.50 

. 1.50 .2.00 
2.44 
1.23 
.37 

.1.95 
2.03 

.65 
.2.25 
. 2.40 

39/44 .1.80 41 . .2.00 

48/2/133.50 
47 . .. 
48 . .4.00 
49 . .2.95 
50 

5 
5ÓL6GT ? 90 
50X6 .2.50 
5076 
SOY7 
53 . 

55 . 

5 
. 

. 

70L7 
71A 

76 . 
77 . 

78 . 
80 . 

83 
83V . 

5881 
6146 
6336 
6550 
807 . 

KT88 

1.88 
3.50 
3.25 
1.55 

.1.75 

. 1.85 .4.00 

.1.50 
.1.50 
.2.65 
. 1.50 
.2.00 
.2.50 
. 1.75 
.1.75 
.2.50 
. 3.25 
.2.75 
4.95 

.4.00 

. 1.25 

.4.75 
OUR MINIMUM ORDER $5.00 

N. J. Residents -Sales Tax 37 Postage Extra 
Send for complete tube catalog of over 

3500 additional types and special purpose tobe 

UNITED RADIO COMPANY 
56 Ferry St., Newark, N.J. 

P.O. Box 1000 Al2, Newark, N.J. 
CIRCLE NO. 84 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
BEFORE you buy receiving tubes, Transistors, 
Diodes, Electronic Components and Accessories 

send for Giant Free Zalytron Current Cata- 
log, featuring Standard Brand Tubes: RCA, GE, 
etc. -all Brand new premium quality individ- 
ually boxed. One year guarantee -all at biggest 
discounts in America! We serve professional 
servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, engi- 
neers, technicians. Why pay more? Zalytron 
Tube Corp., 469 -W Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, 
N.Y. 11502. 
TUBES, SEMICONDUCTORS, ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS. Quality mer- 
chandise only! Serving engineers, purchasing 
agents, TV /HiFi servicemen and hams for 16 
years. Write for catalog or call WA 5 -7000. 
BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 Broadway, New 
York, N.Y. 10012. 
FREE Catalog. Electronic parts, tubes. Whole- 
sale. Thousands of items. Unbeatable prices. 
Arcturus Electronics ZD, 502-22 St., Union City, 
N.J. 07087. 

WANTED 

QUICKSILVER. Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores An- 
alyzed. Free Circular. Mercury Terminal. Nor- 
wood, Mass. 
CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic TUBES. 
(Want UNUSED, CLEAN Radio /TV Receiving, 
Transmitting, Special Purpose, Magnetrons, 
Klystrons, Broadcast Types.) Want military and 
commercial Lab /Test Equipment. Want com- 
mercial Ham Receivers and Transmitters. For a 
Fair Deal Write: BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012 (WA 5 -7000) 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MILITARY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT NEEDED: ARC - 
34, ARC -38, ARC -44, ARC -52, ARC -54, ARC -55, 
ARC -66, ARC -73, ARC -84, ALSO ARN -14C, ARN - 
54, ARN -59. COLLINS 51x -2, 51V -3, 51Y -3, 51R -3, 
17L -4, 17L -7, 618S -1, 18S -4. BENDIX TA -21, 
RA -21. APR -14, PRC -25, RT -66 THRU RT -70 /GRC. 
APN -22, APN -117, APN -133. TEST SETS WANT 
WITH ARM, UPM, URM, RSM, SG PREFIXES. 
TOP CASH DOLLAR PAID IMMEDIATELY. SLEP 
ELECTRONICS CO., DRAWER 178 -EW, ELLEN - 
TON, FLORIDA 33532, PHONE (813) 722.1843. 
ANTIQUE RADIOS. Pre -1925. Grebe, Kennedy, 
Tuska, etc. Must be in good condition. Also need 
tubes, parts, books and magazines. Gilfer, P.O. 
Box 239, Park Ridge, N.J. 07656. 

DO- IT- YOURSELF 

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS -$1.00 
up. Catalog 25¢. PARKS, Box 25565, Seattle, 
Wash. 98125. 

TAPE & RECORDERS 

BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes, try us. Postpaid 
both ways -no deposit -immediate delivery. 
Quality- Dependability- Service -Satisfaction- 
prevail here. If you've been dissatisfied in the 
past, your initial order will prove this is no idle 
boast. Free Catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library, 
Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla. 
33012. 
TAPE -MATES now offers ALL TAPES -ALL LA- 
BELS at TREMENDOUS SAVINGS plus FREE 
Tape -Mates membership. For FREE brochure 
write TAPE- MATES, 5727 -EW W. Jefferson Blvd., 
Los Angeles 90016. 
RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 Different -all 
major labels -free brochure. Stereo -Parti, 1516 
-E. W. Terrace Way, Santa Rosa, California. 
STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no member- 
ship fees, postpaid anywhere USA). Free 60- 
page catalog. We discount batteries, recorders, 
tape accessories. Beware of slogans "not un- 
dersold," as the discount information you sup- 
ply our competitor is usually reported to the 
factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Rd., Wash- 
ington, D. C. 20009. 

TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, latest mod- 
els, $10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 1028 -B 
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass 02215. 

HI -FI components, tape recorders, sleep learn 
equipment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free cat- 
alog. Dressner, 1523 R Jericho Turnpike, New 
Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

LOW, LOW quotes: all components and re- 
corders. Hi -Fi, Roslyn 9, Penna. 

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog 
#E1W and lowest quotations on your indi- 
vidual component, tape recorder or system re- 
quirements. Electronic Values Inc., 200 West 
20th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10011. 

HI -FI Components, Tape Recorders at guaran- 
teed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15- 
day money -back guarante. Two -year warranty. 
No Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi- Fidelity Cen- 
ter, 239 (L) East 149th Street, New York 10451. 

FREE -$1.00 Value "Miracle" Record cleaning 
cloth with every quotation on HIFI EQUIPMENT. 
Our "ROCK BOTTOM" prices on NAME BRAND 
amplifiers- tuners- tape- recorders - speakers - 
FRANCHISED-59 YEARS IN BUSINESS. Write 
for this month's specials -NOW! Rabson's 57th 
St., Inc., Dept. 569, 119 W. 57th St., New York, 
New York 10019. 

HIFI speaker system. Small, walnut. Magnifi- 
cent. $29.95. TANG, Box 162A, Framingham 
Ctr., Mass. 01701. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICES 

TV Tuners Rebuilt and Aligned per manufac- 
turers' specification. Only $9.50. Any make 
UHF or VHF. We ship COD Ninety Day written 
guarantee. Ship complete with tubes or write 
for free mailing kit and dealer brochure. JW 
Electronics. Box 51B, Bloomington, Indiana. 

RECONING- COMPLETE SPEAKER RECONING 
SERVICE ANY MAKE. ANY SIZE. MIDWEST 
SPEAKER SERVICE, 715 N. SHERMAN, INDI- 
ANAPOLIS, IND. 46201. 

UNUSUAL BARGAINS 
.. MANY U. S. OOV'T SURPLUS 

"Balls of Fun' for Kids ... Traffic Stoppers for Stores... 
Terrific for Amateur Meteorologists 

SURPLUS GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS 
At last . . available again in big 
8 -ft. diameter. Create a neighbor- 
hood sensation. Great backyard 
fun. Exciting peach attraction. 
Blow up with vacuum cleaners or 
auto air hose. Sturdy ugh for 
play: all other uses with ith reason- 
able care (can be punctured by 
sharp objects.) Filled with he- 
lium (available locally) use bal. 
loons high in the sky to 

N 

attract 
crowds, advertise store sales, an- 
nounce fair openings, etc. Anla 

teur to teorologista use balloons to measure cloud 
height., ,vind speeds, temperature, pressure. humidity 
at various heights. Photographers can utilize for low -coat 
aerial photos. Recent Gov't. surplus of heavy, black. 
neoprene rubber. 
Stock No. 60.566ÁK 52.00 Ppd, 

BATTERIES GUARANTEED 
RECHARGEABLE FOR 5 YRS. 

I " -.e these remarkable space -age Niekel- 
Cadniiunl batteries in flashlight. port- 
able radios, toy or Bash guns. Obsolete 
all others! Low -cost kit includes com- 
pact, highly efficient battery charger 
and 2 "I)" size NI -Cd batteries guar- 
anteed rechargeable to full pourer for 
5 yrs. Power output remains constant - 

de -.il away !is with lead -acid cells. Durable, black 
pla"L ,'ì,,, rrrr 5$1' x 3' s lam' dU. plugs Into standard 
wall , itlt-t. Completely charges 1 or 2 "D" or "i'," size 
batteries ill 16 hrs. Light shows when unit is charging 
-will not Overcharge. 
Stock No. 60.591A( $9.95 Ppd. 
Stock No. 60,592AK (Charger only) $5.98 Ppd. 
Stock No. 60,593A K (Two "D" Cells only) $5.98 Ppd. 

Order by Stock No. - Send Check or Money Order 
MOney -Back Guarantee 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., Barrington N.J. 08007 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG "AK" 
Completely new 1967 edition. New 
Items, categories, II lustratitino. 148 eay- 
to -road Pages packed with nearly 4000 
unusual Items. Enormous selection of 
Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, 
Binoculars, Magnifiers, Magnets. Lenses, 
Prisms. Many surplus Items: for 
hobbyists. experimenters, workshop, 
factory. Write for catalog "AK." 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY /11' 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., saceluGTON. NEW JERSEY as007 

CIRCLE NO. 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

SOLDERING 

WO ever r 

per tube 

(No limit) Arom this list. 
6AGS 6SN7 
6AQ5 6CB6 654 
6AU6 6J6 6W4 

l'r('.elirr .Success ore rOrrr. 
n.c (rrrELECTRONIC EXPER 

IOe COMM CUTIOMIRS ON, St 
rhos. 

w, a.elebl. 

11.,010 

COSNUTt RANO SIeVICING .0 - __ 
-A MSC IIEC,ap1It7 COURU atllY is m f 

NEW PRACTICAL Tt/ 'TRAINING COURSE 

ONEt 1150 

'Both above $6.00 courses 
NEW. Easy TO USE' 

RADIO -TVITUBE TESTER 
TEST and REPAIR 
to a RADIO SETS 
re1,ANCtb 5 

TUBES 
i 111.(itaRA '11 1) 

Mutual Conductance lab -Seat , Individually 
Boxed, Branded and Code Dated. Tube. 

are new. Or used and so marked. 

024 6AS5 6C06 6K6 6X4 
1B3 6AT6 6CF6 6K7 6X8 
1J3/1K3 6AT8 6CG7 607 7A7 
1115 

6AU5 
6CGS 654 7A 8 

11.4 
114 6AU6 

6CM7 6SA7 78. 

1U4 6AV6 
1X2 6AW8 
3826 6AX4 
30G4 6BA6 
51)4 6BC5 
SUI 68D6 6CZS 6SH7 7C5 
5V4 66G6 6D6 6517 7N7 
5Y3 6816 6DA4 65K7 7Y4 
6A6 
6A8 

6817 60E6 6511 121.06 
68N4 6DQ6 6SN7 IZAE6 

6AB4 66146 6EA7 65Q7 I 6B 6AC7 6606 6EM5 6587 I2AT7 
6AG5 

68 7 6F6 
6U7 12AU7 

6AK5 
6826 6GH8 6U8 1 2AX7 

6A15 
6C4 6/16 6V6 128A6 

6AN8 
6C6 60 6W4 12BD6 

6AQ5 6CB6 616 6W6 128E6 

II noi skipped ih 24 bra 

YOUR ORDER FREE! 

all purpose 
ELECTRONIC 

CLEANER 

89c '' 

IIItTMK 

cleaner 

125F6 
12BH7 
12816 
12BY7 
12CS 
12CA5 
12SN7 
32507 
251.6 
25Z6 
35W4 
35Z3 
501.6 
24 
27 

77 
78 
B4 /6Z4 
5687 
6350 
6463 
7044 

k 09.1 

CHEATER 
ORDS 

11011111,111111 

STO 
usw Non" 

MELK elf 

MPG MINI ND NI 

as IOC 

I O D E S /RECTIFIERS 
P 

. 
sensational 

;.;I -i KIT VALUE 

:" M"( ` W Tä 

..., wt:,«i.. : : w w Co. 

SRY S-'in .f, SRN Sitl, nmM 

n11W N11 
IR. R, ., N,...we, . «N.,R.,_ ,..., 

EPDXY DIODES 
N Go GLOSS 
CLAY COATED 

I,L:C I: 
{r nun, IN 

PARTITIONS 

NO SUBSTITUTIONS WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION 

I - TVINTERFERENCE TURRI 
006 

" TRAPPER SXPAND,I 

nu" 
MINN 
MINN 

3.49 
5.29 
7.99 

A c ON ucN orvmt 

GIANT TWIN -PACK 
SELF STICKING 

PLASTIC ELECTRICAL ,TAPE 

OS!I1INES Mfulti ,ÁA 
EEIANSS 

INSULATES 

EF(ORATIS 

CAR RADIO POWER 

Dept E W 1 4217 University Ave., San Diego , Calif. 9 2 1 0 5 

TERMS: Add 3c per tube 
shipping. Orders under $5.00 
add 3c per tube shipping 
plus 50c handling. Canadian 
orders add approximate 

postage. Send 25 °e deposit 
on C. o. D. orders. No C.O.O. 
orders under Sá.00 or to 
Canada. No 24 hr free of fer 
on Personal check orders 
5 -DAY MONEY BACK OFFER' 

CIRCLE NO. 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
January, 1967 95 
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U.S. GOV'T ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 

Nationally known -World Famous SURPLUS CENTER offers 
finest, most expensive. Government Surplus electronic units and 
components at a fraction of their original acquisition cost. 

ORDER DIRECT FROM AD or WRITE FOR CATALOGS 

LABORATORY 

PERFORM 100'S OF 
FASCINATING 
ELECTRICAL 

EXPERIMENTS 

Gov't Aquiaition 
Cost Ofrts 
Over $50.00 

$14.85 

( ITEM íA222 ) - 
husband. Hundreds of 

Ironic theory and practice, 

Fpe,I tiennt aith electro-plating, 
sonance. burglar alarm, 
Parr.droPping, motor experiments, 

kit Contains: Ill 
and de relays, set or 
chemicals. silicon diode., 
carbon microphone « 

magnets, ntelephu a handset. 
15 pier,'.. Include. 

redoes, rte., %Mon by 

.Mss furnished allh 
Itenrb and F sperfmmtal 

,mA,Anl home laboratun 
your epenmrrnt'al work. 

EXPERIMENTAL KIT 
- -- -- 

Ili 
- ?t9f®aF 

gilt hr .. 
modern nelec- 

learn. 

phenomena. re- 
test nn'ulls, 

a, ell. 

miette culls, at 
lest bulbs, plating 

alarm actuator, 
sockets, permanent 

and other i 
xdh dmxings. pro- 

Il nun I.M,rat°, 
, boo of build 

l men MIL Of 
o.,r SWAM, 

i9 

-- 
', 

Vet C.l 

- Abloom( Lein 'finable 
lasvin n expenmenp. Icuches 

Easy, Interesting nay In 

electro- magnetic 
relay circuil., rectification, 

tun.lomler pineonmer, 

olor, AC motor, electro-m 
lab capacitors. compass, 

germanium diode, burglar 
e.droppmaanlement, at test 

,orris, test clips. 
line F:perimenlal Slit,,,,., 

professional engineers, 

each kit our poplar book 
Procedures.l Reg. $1.00 i..h, 

lest bench. and hox to 
I l e tbs.! Parts co. t gds t 

AC PROGRAM TIMING CLOCK 

( ITEM 01513 ) Zenith 113-VAC program 

eUse Ito pernidi signalling. nod. breaks. 
ts Il turn 

A11111,1n1P clips permit snitching On or Off an 
time during -hour period. Sufficient runs for 
multiple programing. Also has ski D-a -day 
feature. Contocts can handle rap to 15 -AMP. 
tike g'z' x 4 ". NI. 8 lbs. Gov't Cool t t 

$50.10. 
$9.49 r Irgtruclions Furnished. F. O.8. 

¡timer. 

- 

Pin! 
"i- -- -- 

- 
l ' e_ 

br 
` 

F.O.B. ,$12.41 

AUTO -PILOT GYROSCOPE 

( ITEM 0115) - in motor dose , 

gimb I 

. 

r fi P 1 i a p s'ye 
prey used 1 tar multi. 
engine Deflation tRom r 
Plane sends g mrler 

Mg- 
nals t bring aMnut 

ehage 
in other motors. 

nil n used as 
change 

Inr boats. 
an detlol class r unit to demonstrate 
and study em action. Missiles. planes. 

gy tin .'i zr ere e" 10' 
Nt. xI iba. rnkl Lana over sson.on. 

STANDARD DIAL TELEPHONE 
( ITEM 0115) - - standard, rn Inemial i Is, 

liletelephone 
!UMW a used throughout l' e.:1. Alva 

O. ,mp hnhed black. 
liken condition. Use as 

a herate systems o 

$5.95 
vat phones together fur mast insmcom l,'. 

rein' Full instructions are furnished. NI. P Ili.. 
Original I nsl l52í.50. F.O.B. 

>p 

1 

STEP -BY -STEP AUTOMATIC SWITCH bet 
( ITEM 0738 ) - - Amazing "..and- amend ". 

elm fro- magnetic telephone snitch. Mal any bank 
parr from 1 to 100. Make your own telephone system. 
Can also h used In remote!. control up to 100 cir- 
cuits Net a single pair of sires. 

One of our I OCR sr 1R bargains. Conies cam- " 

plele xilh dala, n dial and one line bank. .» ze it 5" i" 15 ". Nt. 016 Ms, Co. Goy', n 75tllll, 
Anaplele: 5wit'nsro 

$95.95 V! 0 l. one bank, rnel'ons F.O.B. 

F 

Ill STEP UP/DOWN TRANSFORMER 
(ITEMS,. 

0111 step 
11 lot hse sot to aaao, 

nos mum e Moi r 115-y alt, up to g :Ill 
ynlls step x'115-, i 

step 
115-sated kill 

amf.. r.: tilts Iì3 exalt rapacitr. Mze... $4.99 
also transform 115-, oils to 35- volts. Rated 1.73 

0.8. 4,' 3' -', Nl.i fns. l:m''1 t'rn151' -i5. 

TYPICAL BUYS FROM OUR 1967 CATALOGS 
s 350.00 - Geared 2 -hp Battery Golf Can Motor $24.95 
S 15.00 - Westinghouse DC Ammeter, 0 to 300 $ 7.11 
S 40.00 - Vacuum Pressure Pump, 12 -VDC $11.95 

- - - 80 -MW Walkie- Talkies, Per Pair $19.60 
- - - - Deluxe, Multi-Range, AC'DC Tester S 8.98 

34000.00 - Carrier Telephone Amplifier System $13.91 

SPECIAL SALE 
Correspondence SPISI 1 Course In 

ELECTRICAL I 
ENGINEERING Sells F'nr S10.79$8.79 :nil. il..1 

Outside U.S.A. Ip r.N 
1 ITEM PAI81 ) -- Nonderful chance to obtain technical 

ing at Amazing Fox Cost' Lincoln Engineering School has suspended 
its Correspondence Courses because of increased operating 
offer a limited number of the school's complete Electrical Engineering 
Course but nilho,t the examination paper grading sen Ice. The 
consists of 14 lesson unit books. Each book has the regular exams. 
Ina separate section, "Standard .Snsaers" to each exam Nue.stes. 

Course is sell written, easy to understand, profusely Illustrated. 
Reader's Digest size. easy to carn and .study in spare time. 
coln Engineering School students holding excellent Inhs as a 
I.....5. training. Course contains latest information on transistors, 
icon diodes, etc. Additional book h to build and orate 
Lalglnry and Experimental Bench" 

operate 
n furnished aim each course. 

train- 

costs, Ile 

course 
and 

Many Lin- 
result of 

sil- 
a "Home 

t.. 

SEND 25e COIN OR STAMPS FOR 3 MAIN CATALOGS 
s. All Items FOB Lincoln Money Back Guarantee 

SURPLUS CENTER 
DEPT. EW -0I7 LINCOLN, NEBO. 68501 

CIRCLE NO. SO ON READER SERVICE CARD 
96 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN. Excellent oppor- 
tunity for experienced person to work in re- 
search laboratory. Should be capable of trouble- 
shooting electrical equipment, testing circuitry 
using oscilloscope, operating basic power tools. 
Many company benefits. Convenient to public 
transportation. American Medical Association, 
535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
527-1500. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS Typically From $53.90. .. Trucks From 
$78.40. . . Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Elec- 
tronics Equipment, Photographic Equipment, 
used. 100,000 Bargains Direct From Govern- 
ment. Complete Sales Directory and Surplus 
Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order). 
Surplus Service, Box 820 -K, Holland, Michigan 
49423. 

RECORDS 

REPLACE worn LP Jackets -White 20¢, Colors 
25e. Min Shipment 20, Samples 50e, Records, 
Hillburn P.O., New York. 

AUTHORS' SERVICES 

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book pub- 
lished, promoted, distributed. FREE booklet 
"ZD," Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York 1. 

SONGWRITERS WANTED! Send poems or corn - 
plete songs to: Tin Pan Alley, 1650 -H Broadway, 
New York 10019. 

HYPNOTISM 

FREE Hypnotism, Self- Hypnosis, Sleep Learning. 
Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, N.M. 88345. 
FREE TRIAL!! Sensational self- hypnosis record 
kit. Forum, 333 -AA1 Michigan, Chicago 60601. 
HYPNOTIZE FEMALES!- Unnoticed! Instantly! 
Nerves! Send $2.25. Research Enterprises, 
29 -SN21 Samoset, Woburn, Mass. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM, 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

MEDICAL FILM -Adults only -"Childbirth" one 
reel, 8mm $7.50; 16mm $14.95. International 
W, Greenvale, Long Island, New York. 
SCIENCE Bargains- Request Free Giant Catalog 
"CJ" -148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Mi- 
croscopes, Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War 
Surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar- 
rington, New Jersey. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $1.00. Signature 
$2.88. Free catalog. Jackson Products, 1433 
Winnemac, Chicago, III. 60640. 

EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your re- 
corder, phonograph. Astonishing details, sensa- 
tional catalog free! Sleep- Learning Association, 
Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, Washington. 
LEARN while asleep. Remarkable, scientific, 
92% effective. Details free. ASR Foundation, 
Box 721, Dept. e.g., Lexington, Kentucky. 
USED Correspondence Courses and Books sold 
and rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog 
free. (Courses Bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, 
Alabama. 
LEARN TECHNICAL WRITING -qualify at home 
for high paying prestige career not requiring 
college. Growing demand in all industries for 
tech writers now. Low monthly tuition. Easy to 
understand. FREE career book, sample lesson. 
American Technical Writing Schools, Dept. 
EWC -17, 5512 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 
90028. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

INVENTIONS -IDEAS developed: Cash /Royalty 
Sales. Member: United States Chamber Com- 
merce. Raymond Lee, 130 -GE West 42nd, New 
York City 10036. 

GREGORY ELECTRONICS 

Reconditioned & Used FM 
2 -WAY RADIO SAVINGS 

Partial list -Send for our new catalog 

Voice Commander 
132 to 172 MC, 1W 9.5" 
x 5.3" x 1.7' Reduced 
price including brand 
New Rechargeahle Nickel 
Cadmium Battery Pack 

Lowest Price Ever! 

148 
If crystal & tuning is de 
sired add ;45.00 
Battery charger for these 
units $16.00 

WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES 

VOICE COMMANDER 
Monitor Receiver only - 
Tuned & Crystalled 
with dry Batteries $78 

MOTOROLA 30 -50mc 
T51G series dynamotor 
power supply TX narrow 
banded RX wide $148 
banded Y 

751G series vibrator power supply TX nar- 
row banded RX wide banded 

$178 

Fully narrow banded (TX & RX) $ 198 
T51GGV vibrator power supply TX narrow $100 
banded RX wide banded y 1 00 
Fully narrow banded (TX & RX) $208 
Above prices Include accessories 

Bgless 
crystals and 

Tot tune units to accessories, 
frequency including n 

eyy 
an- tenna and $45.00 

MOTOROLA T41GGV 
30 -SOmc 

30 watt vibrator power ply fully row banded 
complete with ac- 

$ 
178 o ressortes less cry's- 

tala and antenna 
Add $45.00 for tuning to desired frequency and new antenna. 

We Buy Late Model Equipment for Cash 
-Write: Wire or Phone! 

.s cwcGOwr GREGORY GP ELECTRONICS 
EaErAO,_.. CORPORATION 

249 RT. 46, Saddle Brook, N.J., 07662 
Phone: (201) 489 -9000 

CIRCLE NO. 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

INVENTORS. We will develop, help sell your 
idea or invention, patented or unpatented. Our 
national manufacturer clients are urgently 
seeking new items for outright cash sale or 
royalties. Financial assistance available. 10 
years proven performance. For free informa- 
tion, write Dept. 42, Wall Street Invention Bro- 
kerage, 79 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y. 

PATENT SEARCHES, $6.00! FREE "Invention 
Record" /Information. Miss Hayward. 1029HE 
Vermont, District of Columbia 20005. 

INVENTIONS wanted! Highest cash or royalties. 
Financial assistance. Free analysis. International 
Invention Institute, Dept. 31, 160 Broadway, 
New York, New York 10038, 

INVENTORS! Get your "Little Piggy" to market. 
Highest cash or royalties. New York Invention 
Service, Dept. 13, 160 Broadway, New York, 
N.Y. 10038. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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EMPLOYMENT 
/ / / / // 

INFORMATION 
/ 

FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available 
now. Construction, all trades. Earnings to $2,- 
000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel, bonuses. 
Write: Universal Employment, Woodbridge, Con- 
necticut 06525. 

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn 
more! Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Re- 
sume Writing Instructions. J. Ross, 80-34 Kent 
St., Jamaica 32, N.Y. Dept. EW. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Busi- 
nesses." Work home! Plymouth -145R, Brooklyn 
New York 11218. 

G &G CATALOG! 

new 
GOVT. SURPLUS BUYS 
24 Pages - Full of the BEST 

, in Military Electronic Gear* 
SEND NOW FOR YOUR COPYI 

TG -34A CODE KEYER 
Self- contain,U automatic unit. 
reproduces code practice signals 
recorded on paper tape. By use 
of built -in speaker, provides 
code -practice signals to one or 
more persons at speeds from 
5 to 25 WPM. 
BRAND NEW $24.50 In Original Carton 
Exc. Used $18.95 

FAMOUS BC-645 TRANSCEIVER 
15 Tubes 435 to 500 MC 
can be modified for 2 -way 
c0 aLion, voice or 
code, on lam band 4211.4311 
Ines citizens radio 41111 -470 

40c. fixed and mobile d50- 
0 Inc. television experi- 

mental n 470-5oll Now 
400 to lIIÌ 

Iirani new ill' -045 with 
tubes, less power supply in 
ratto v ton. Shq,p1 ng 
weigh, 25 Pis. 

SPECIAL!. $16.95 
PE -1010 Dynamotor, 12/24W Input 
UHF Antenna Assembly 
Complete Set of 10 Plugs 
Control Box 

SPECIAL "PACKAGE" OFFER: 
It'- .6. I:, I. 111sceivec. Dynamotor and all accessories 
now, COMPLETE, BRAND NP: \V, $26.95 141,11, ,tcks Last 

$6.95 
2.45 
5.50 
2.25 

AN /APR -4Y FM & AM RECEIVER 
"FB" FOR SATELLITE TRACKING! 

High precision lab instru- 
ment. suitable for moni- 
toring and measuring fre- 
quency and relative signal 
strength of signals from 
38 to 4000 Mc.. in 5 tun- 
ing ranges. For 110 volt 
60 cycle AC operation. 
hunt -in power supply. 
Original circuit diagram 
included. Checked out. 
ÑEW 

cL LIKE $88.50 
TN -19 TUNING UNIT for above, continuOUs tuning 

to 22110 Mc., Just right for 1296 
activity. 

Mc. Satellite 
eery and other current Ham activity. Ch59.5d 

Other 
perfect TN-18, 

Other tunsto units for above, TN16, TN -17, TN.i R. 
l'N -J4 11, stock P U. R. 

COMMAND SET HEADQUARTERS! 
RECEIVERS) BC 453, 454, 453, 946, etc. 
TRANSMITTERS: BC458, 459, 696. etc. 
MODULATOR: BC -4511 

All l oinplete with Tubes -NEW -USED 
AT LOW, LOW ',la0" PRICES! 

POWER SUPPLIES l'or Rece lver. nd Transmitters 
:,bave, wired. \11 1 ,.'mn.1ml set i,'r, l.sot'les In Stock. 

Si r Low bnpedanci n,vnnnlic mike ,,ltb rubber - 
cased on'oit xwItob and re,m,v:li'It ventilated 

rubber mouthpiece. Has 44_ -ft rubber -cov- 
-ed cable with PL -54 plug. $3.25 Made by I'ermo Flux. NEW 

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 

Please include 25 % Deposit with order -Balance 
C.O.D., or Remittance in Full. 500 Handling Charge 
on all orders under $5.00. All shipments F.O.B. Our 
Warehouse, N.Y.C. All Merchandise subject to Prio 
Sale and Price Change. 

*For NEW COMPLETE CATALOG, 
send 25e. refunded with first order. 

G & G RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
Telephone: (212) CO 7 -4605 

77 Leonard St. New York, N.Y. 10013 

January, 1967 

SPECIAL for { 

OFFER 9_ 
Geiger Counter FREE!\ 

MADE IN 0 U. S.A. !v^ 
D.C. MICROAMMETERS 

IDEAL FOR 2" Q p 
S METER. vv 

SOLAR CELL 

`' 1 AM P 800 P I V "N" Channel Fet's 
With Every $5.00 Purchase. 

CHOOSE $ ITEM \ /J SUBMINIATURE 4 for Similar $ 27 
;" ANY FREE T RECTIFIERS Si 

To C -610 f I , SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIERS , Oc ON Semiconductors 1 W PRV 
Poly Paks Parts ;`J 

25 

FOR OUR BARGAIN CATALOG ¡¡ 

50 World's "BEST BUYS" 1 100 

$41 "/AVAV' 150 

1 AMP 3 AMP PRY 1 AMP+ 3 AMP 

-9 

35, 
45{ 
61{ 
69 ( 

-5 
45f 
691 
81< 

200 
400 

TO 

_ 

N 

951 1821; 

1.50 

Stud 
leads 

TO 

MOST POPULAR $1 PARTS PAKS TESTEDRY SEMI- KON- DUCTORS 
3 INFRA -RED DETECTORS, with $1 

$25 SURPRISE PAK: tr:ul:istors, rerL ,liude >. , 'tr $1 

40 PRECISION RESISTORS, ', 1. 2 \V: l'; salues $1 

30 CORNING "LOW NOISE" resistors, .. fou: $1 

60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .imf, tu I Ixv, asst. $1 

40 DISC CONDENSERS, i7 mmf to .1G till to 1Ií V $1 

60 TUBE SOCKETS, r cent:uIrs. mugs, andin, etc. $1 

30 POWER RESISTORS, .. II/ 511W, to 21K ohms $1 

50 MICA CONDENSERS, to .Lof. silvers too! $1 

10 VOLUME CONTROLS, to 1 meg, switch tun! $1 
10 ELECTROLYTICS, to 3009lf, asst l'l',F t Wall: u's $1 

50 RADIO 8 TV KNOBS, :I-,UI. color,. ,F sty l''s $1 
10 TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS: In nil Iu : )O all' $1 

50 COILS 8 CHOKES, if, rf, ont, oso, 8 more $1 

1 WATT ZENER DIODES 

3 For Si 
Volts Volts Volt. Vow. vows Vltt Volts 
10:,; 15' 22i33047[16800100 150 
11 16 24,36051 750110a160 

L 12 18,_27 39 56 820 120 180 
L 13 20; 30 43 62 f 191 130 ¡¡¡]]]200 

r4ta.;r HIGH POWER 
PNP 100 W att; I5 Amil H I Power 
TOUR Case: 25441. 442. 277. 
278. 05501 up to 50 Volts 

3 2N706 500MW, 300MC NPN PLANAR, "fO -l'. ....$1 
4 2N35 TRANSISTORS, n I'll. hV Sylvania, TO"'_' ..$1 
4 2N255 POWER TRANSISTOR EQUALS, TO3 vase $1 

2 -500 MC, 2N708 NPN Silicua DLuiar 'FO4fi ....$1 
15 NPN TRANSISTORS, 170, 410, no test ....Si 
85 WATT 2N424 PLANAR, silicon, TO -53 sen,. $1 

10 NPN SWITCHING TRANSISTORS. 2N3:18, 440 ....$1 
25 ZENERS GLASS SILICON DIODES, no test ........$1 
2 "TINY" 2N1613 2W. 100\!(', Toll; case. non $1 

15 PNP TRANSISTORS, (.1K722. '5:::,. 107. no test $1 

4 BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSISTORS, ' N Ifil1171'e' ' $1 

3 2N711 300MW, 300 MC, PNP MESA, T018 ........$1 

2 -Amps 
"G LA SSMIKE" 

SILICON 
RECTIFIERS 
PIV Sale PIV Sale 

501 . 
91 600 í7 40e 

100 131 800 51e 
200 i1] 191 1000 69, 
4001 I 29. 

SILICON 
cost:, 

RECTIFIERS 
PRV AMP AMP AMP 

50 48 7 70 .90 
100 70 r1.20 1.50 
200 1.05f1- 1.70 2.10, 
300 1.60E2.20 2.70 
400 2.10 [12.70 3.00 
500 2.ß0L3.30 3.80 
600 3.00f 23.90 04.30 

! 251100 ßV,1,,' fun 51.96 
Li 35 TWO WATTERS, :u.1. inel: A.!.., .3 Il,u: $1 

L i 75 HALF WATTERS, asst inrl: A.13., Lou! $1 

60 HI -Q RESISTORS, , 1,'_'W, 1'sí & values $1 

10 PHONO PLUG 8 JACK SETS, tuners, amps $1 

$1 
$1 

$1 
$1 

10 TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS, to 500 mf 
INFRA -RED PHOTO DETECTOR TRANSDUCER 
INFRA -RED PARABOLIC REFLECTOR 8 FILTER 
40 WORLD'S SMALLEST COND., to ,07mf 
4 TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS, asst. worth $_ $1 

2 CLAIREX PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL, CI,007 $1 

60 CERAMIC CONDENSERS, discs, nptls, to .05 $1 
40 "TINY" RESISTORS, 1,'10\\'. 1 to"! $1 

f] 10 TRANSISTOR SOCKETS for Pill -n11n transisto s $1 

' 30 MOLDED COND'S, myllu'. purr, aleck beauty $1 

"EPDXY" -3000 piv 200 ma RECTIFIERS .. .95 
"EPDXY" -6000 piv 200 ma RECTIFIERS . 1.95 

P 
OLY 

AKS 

TERMS: Send check. money ney order. 
Add postage -avg wt. per Pak t 
Ib. Rat, d net 30 days. COD 2S 

P_O. BOX 942W 
SO. LYNNFIELD, MASS. 

"PAK- KING" of the world 

SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS 
AMPS 25 PIV 

3 1i - 
15 

[1 
- 

7S 

AMPS 400 PIV 
3 1 25t 

15 90« 
35 1.90 

50 PIV 100 PIV 200 PIY 
51 

1 
91 H I 19/ 

17 22, ',.1 40« E 654 
50{ !J 75{ 1.19 

600 PIV 
351 

I1 1.35 
2.50 

800 PIV 1000 PIV 
451 65« 

1.59 n 1.79 
1 2.75 f-I 2.95 

750 MIL TOP HAT AND EPDXIES 
PIV Sole PIY 
50 5/ 600 

100 Í 
7e 800 

200 9« 1000 
400 i 11« 1200 

Sale PIV Sale 
1400 751 
1600 95« 

H 19« 
[j 24, 

40« 
59« 

CIRCLE NO. 96 ON REA 

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1,400 
monthly. Men urgently needed. Car furnished. 
Business expenses paid. No selling. No college 
education necessary. Pick own job location. In- 
vestigate full time. Or earn $6.44 hour spare 
time. Write for Free Literature. No obligation. 
Universal, CZ -1, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas, Texas 
75205. 

1 MADE $40,000.00 YEAR by mailorder! Helped 
others make money! Start with $10.00 -Free 
proof. Torrey, Box 318 -N, Ypsilanti, Michigan 
48197. 

CITIZENS BAND Radio Dealerships Available. 
Sell Full or Part Time. Knox Electronic, Dept. 
274, Galesburg, III. 61401. 

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, re- 
frigeration. Tools, supplies, full instructions. 
Doolco, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201. 

MONEYMAKING mailorder opportunities, $200 
weekly possible. Litten, 33ZD, Randallstown, 
Maryland. 

30 TRANSISTORS, rf, If, audio use -ifs, TO., no test $1 

3 2 -WATT PLANAR TRANS'TRS, 2N097, 100menpn$1 
4 2N33 6 NPN SILICON transistors. Transistron $1 
10 ZENERS REFERENCES stud. asst types $1 

25 GERMANIUM 8 SILICON DIODES, no test $1 

25 TOP HAT RECTIFIERS, silicon, 7 i0ma, no test $1 
K722 TRANSISTORS, 1 10 FAMOUS C S no test .. , l n E 

10 30 -MC TRANSISTORS, silicon. TOIS, no test $1 

3 -2N705 MESA, :300 me, 3011 mit, pap, TOls $1 
10 2 -6Amp RECT's, studs, silicon, 50 to 400 V ,$1 
10 PNP SWITCHING TRANSISTORS, 2N404,no test $1 

DER SERVICE CARD 

PLANS AND KITS 

BUILD all transistor TV Camera for $40.00; 
plans, schematics $3.00. Beck, 2950 Sarah 
Court, Newbury Park, California. 

REAL ESTATE 

FREE Fall- Holidays CATALOG! Big 180 pages! 
Selected Best thruout the U.S. Thousands of 
properties described, pictured -Land, Farms, 
Homes, Businesses -Waterfront, Recreation, Re- 
tirement. 66 Years' service, 490 Offices, 36 
states Coast to Coast. Mailed FREE from the 
World's Largest! STROUT REALTY, 60 -ZD, East 
42nd St., N.Y. ,N.Y. 10017. 

STAMPS 

WORLD'S LARGEST STAMP 25¢ to approval ap- 
plicants. Dukes, Greendale, Wisconsin 53129. 
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B' 
CATALOG r World's "BEST BUYS' 

11110 
in GOV'T. SURPLUS 

Electronic Equipment 

RT-1 22/APW-1 1 REC.- TRANS. 
RT- 122 /APW -11 RECEIVER -TRANSMITTER -Unit 
consists of a tunable receiver cavity, a crystal 
detector, a video amplifier, decoding circuits; a 
transmitter and circuits for obtaining audio fre- 
quency tones from the pulse position modulated 
signals of the AN /MSQ -1. The transmitter con- 
tains circuits for encoding the reply by varying 
the spacing between the two reply pulses. The 
Receiver -Transmitter receives input pulses 
transmitted at a pulse repetition frequency of 
410 cycles per second and a present carrier 
frequency ranging between 2680 and 2920 MC. 
The reply pulses are automatically transmitted 
at a preset carrier frequency ranging between 
2700 and 2950 MC. Tubes: 11/12AT7; 2/2D21; 
6AS6; 6AL5; 2C40. Size: 13x5' /2x6 ". Wt.: 19 lbs. 
PRICES: Used, with Tubes $14.95 

Used, less Tubes 5.95 

TRANSMITTERS- RECEIVERS: 
BC -453 Receiver -190 to 550 KC Used: $16.95 
BC-455 Receiver -6 to 9 MC.- 

Gov't. Reconditioned, w /Dyn.: 14.95 
BC -456 Modulator Used: 3.95 
BC -696 Trans. -3 to 4 MC., Gov't. Recond.: 12.95 
T -20 Trans. -4 to 5.3 MC New: 9.95 
T -21 Trans. -5.3 to 7 MC New: 9.95 
T -22 Trans. -7 to 9 MC New: 18.95 
BC -348 Receiver -200 to 500 KC.- 

L5 to 18 MC Used: 69.50 
BC -221 Frequency Meter Used: 79.50 

NEW CATALOG - 
JUST OFF PRESS -SEND 250 (stamps or coin) 
and receive 50¢ CREDIT on your order! 

ADDRESS DEPT. EW 
FAIR RADIO SALES 

1016 E. EUREKA Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 45802 

BOOKS 

CANADIANS -Fabulous Electronic Book Cata- 
log- Listing over 500 Titles- Free -Books, Box 
796. Dept. A. Montreal 3. 

BOOK "300 Tricks You Can Do" Dollar. Free 
Catalogue. Mandel, 2912Q Neptune Ave., Brook- 
lyn, New York 11224. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of 
yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minne- 
apolis, Minn. 55412. 
BEERS, PEACH BRANDY, WINES- Strongest For- 
mulas, $2.25. (complete brew supplies hydrom- 
eters catalog 100)- Research Enterprises, 29 -D 
Samoset, Woburn, Mass. 
LEMURIAN VIEWPOINT- Thought -provoking dis- 
cussions of Universal Truth, man's purpose on 
earth, reincarnation, and subjects from Lemur - 
ian Philosophy. Send for FREE copy. Lemurian 
Fellowship, Dept. 637, Ramona, California 
92065. 
TEN Winemaking Recipes and Winemaking Sup- 
plies Catalog. 100. Country Winemaker, Box 
243EGA, Lexington, Mass. 02173. 
SAMS binders good condition $1.75. P. P. Warren 
Arnett, 723 Horton, Marion, Indiana 46952. 
AS YOU SCAN THESE COLUMNS, more than 
191,000 monthly buyers of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD are doing the same. These men are all 
Electronics Professionals -individuals involved 
actively in electronics from a business or hobby 
viewpoint They look to the pages of the ELEC- 
TRONICS MARKET PLACE for prime sources of 
products and services of interest to them. They 
will buy from you if your advertising appears 
regularly in their favorite magazine. Use the 
handy order form printed in this section or write 
today to: Hal Cymes, Classified Advertising Man- 
ager, ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue, 
New York, New York 10016. REMEMBER: March 
issue, on sale February 21st, closes January 1st. 
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MODEL 310 - 

World'E Newe 
Volt- Ohm- Mllliammet 

3 

RIPLETT ELC. 
INSTR. CO. 

3 t0,o. 

RIPLETT ELEC - . 

INSTR. CO. Idill,li 

'..0E IN U.S.A. 
sUFFTON, G 

MODEL 310 

World's Largest 
Volt- Ohm- Milliammeter 

BOTH TESTERS 

SHOWN 

ACTUAL SIZE 

t 
2 
3 

HAND SIZE AND LIGHTWEIGHT, but with the features of full - 
size V- O -M's. 

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC; 5,000 AC (310)- 15,000 AC (310 -C). 

EXCLUSIVE SINGLE SELECTOR SWITCH speeds circuit and 
range settings. The first miniature V -O -M's with this exclusive 
feature for quick, fool -proof selection of all ranges. 

SELF -SHIELDED Bar -Ring instrument; permits checking in strong magnetic fields. 
FITTING INTERCHANGEABLE test prod tip into top of tester makes it the common 
probe, thereby freeing one hand. UNBREAKABLE plastic meter window. BANANA - 
TYPE JACKS -positive connection and long life. 

Model 310 -$40.00 Model 310 -C- $50.00 Model 369 Leather Case -$3.50 

ALL PRICES ARE SUGGESTED U.S.A. USER NET, SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO 
CIRCLE NO 97 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

310 -C PLUS FEATURES 
1. Fully enclosed lever range switch 
2. 15,000 Ohms per volt AC 

(20,000 0/V DC same as 310) 

3. Reversing switch for DC measure- 
ments 

MODELS 100 AND 100 -C 
Comprehensive test sets. Model 100 
includes: Model 310 V -O -M, Model 10 

Clamp -on Ammeter Adapter; Model 
101 Line Separator; Model 379 Leather 
Case; Model 311 leads. ($73.50 Value 
Separate Unit Purchase Price.), 
MODEL 100 -U.S.A. User Net. $70.00 

MODEL 100 -C- 
Same as above, but 
with Model 310 -C. 
Net $80.00 

.. FIELD ENGINEERS ELECTRICAL, RADIO, TV, AND APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS FACTORY MAINTENANCE MEN ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS HOME OWNERS. HOBBYISTS 
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Are you offering today's color? 

AI 1.-NEW COLOR TV 
PICTURE TUBE 

HR/2IFBP22A 

RCA Hi -Lite color picture tubes 
bring OEM quality to 

your replacement tube customers 
Odds are that when you're called to replace a customer's color picture tube and you 
replace it with an RCA Hi -Lite, you're giving him a better product than he had when 
his set was new. 

That's because RCA Hi -Lite picture tubes are RCA's best ... the same quality... the 
same tubes ... that go into today's original equipment sets. RCA Hi -Lites are all -new ... 
glass, gun, the works! And incorporate the continued advancements in picture tube tech- 
nology achieved by the world's leading color picture tube manufacturer. So you literally 
"up- date" your customer's color set when you install one. 

Here's picture brightness and color fidelity at its finest, available for the service trade 
in 19 -inch and 25 -inch rectangular and 21 -inch round tube types. 

How about you? Are you offering your customers today's color? 
RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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